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HOLLAND CITY NEWS
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Holland Since 1S72

HOLLAND. MICHIGAN, THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 18, 1960

Water

PRICE TEN CENT)

New Census

Grand Haven Dentist
Named Man of Year

-

Ihstead of two double academic stay in fof the noon hour and the twin units of claasroom and study
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
"Just fine," was the enthusiastic units proposed for Holland, student body is accommodated-In hall facilities.Each building will
Dr. David H. Seibold, Grand
answer of Bruce Graham, presi- Traverse City has three units, three half-hour periods In the have 14 classrooms on the first
Haven dentist, was named Grand
dent of the Traverse City Board housing 10th grade in one and large cafeteriawhich also doubles floor for use of mathematics,
Haven’s "man of the year” at the
of Education.Traverse City opened 11th and 12th grades in others. Like as a study hall. President Graham social sciences,language and
second annual meeting of joint
its new high school last September. Holland, it has the libraryin cen- said the administration received
service clubs Wednesday night in
similar subjects. On the second
Graham and A. R . Jacobs, a tral position, i an auditoriumfor most complaints on the short lunch floor will be rooms for physical
Spring Lake Country Club.
TraverseCity city commissioner, 650 at one end, a cafeteria and periodswhen the program was pat sciences and business instruction.
Dr. Seibold was named because
were in Holland Wednesday to administrative offices in another into effect, but after a time It
ot
his many contributions to
Each building will have two
City Council Wednesday night study local annexation procedures building, shops in another unit, was found that a half-hour was
church and civic affairs. Judges
A
plan whereby the 1960 census
multi-purpose areas for use as
devoted a full hour and 10 minutes in connection with a long range and a gymnasium accommodating more than adequate.
were former "men of the years.”
cafeteria, study hall and miscel- will be tabulated on a block-byto public hearings on eight water planning program currently under spectatorsnumbering 3,000. There
Starting in 1948, the event was
The larger gymnasium was con- laneous group functions,as well
block basis to be used as a guide sponsored by the Junior Chamber
main projects in newly annexed study in Traverse City. Like most is no swimming pool.
sidered necessary for spectator as required areas for use of inareas.
cities, Traverse City has growing
in determiningnew ward boun- ot Commerce. Last year it was
Current enrollment in Traverse sports since the old gym could
structors and auxiliary rooms. This
Considering each separatelyand pains and is trying to benefit from City High School is 1,180. The
made a joint event for all service
accommodate only 780. More re- arrangement reduces costs since daries was adopted by City Coungiving the 40 persons in the the experiences of others.
clubs.
school is designed for 1,400. Holcently, the public school had used virtually all space is used for in- cil Wednesday night.
audience full opportunityto regisThe comments on Traverse City’s land teachershave visited Traverse
the Catholic school gymnasium structional purposes eliminating The recommendationcame from
ter oppositionor favorable com- new high school were incidental to City school and talked with teachwhich seats 2,000.
wasted areas of corridors, normal
inent, Council passed six of the annexation questions,but proved ers and students.
the committee on charter and
The smaller auditorium, which in the usual multi-storybuilding.
eight proposals, tabling projects highly interesting.
charter amendments which has
The TraverseCity development is sufficient to accommodate any
A survey of the present high been studying possibilitiesof alterof Maplewood and Lakeview areas.
Board President Graham is no has covered (but not enclosed) one class, has proved particularly
Approved were projectsfor Ap- stranger to Holland. He lived here walkways between buildings, much
school reveals that of an approxi- ing existing ward boundariesto
satisfactory,Graham said. As
equalizemore reasonably the city’s
ple Ave., Legion Park, Holland several years in the 1930’s while like the ones proposed for Holland.
plans finally worked out, it seats mate total of 72,000 square feet,
population.The report stated that
Heights, 17th St. from Ottawa to employed in the offices of the In general, everybodylikes them.
17,000
square
feet
or
approximately
650 or approximately half the stuDiekema Aves.; Indian Hills and Michigan Gas and Electric Co., Most students have one class out24 per cent is taken up by corridors Council has jurisdiction to change
dent body.
Montello Park.
then on the second floor of the side their unit building and weland stairs. The proposed unit plan ward boundaries by ordinance,
The Traverse City School procharter
Some required only a few min- Holland Evening Sentinel.
come the bit of fresh air, even on
has approximately 160,000 square thereby requiring
utes and others which involved Graham said Traverse City’s a frosty day. Teachers have com- gram was begun several years ago feet with about 6,500 square feet or amendment.
out?

Projects

To Aid

Okayed

Boundaries

Ward

Local

Playing
A 15-year-old Holland youth Wed-

nesday said he apparently

acci-

Tanis, son of

Approved

Mr. and

Mrs.

Emerson Tanis of 192 East 48th
St., late Tuesday afternoon while
test shooting his .22 caliber rifle
near the 48th St. railroadtrestle
in Allegan County.
Surgeons at Holland Hospitalre-

moved the bullet from young
Tanis and transferred him to
Butterworth Hospital in Grand
Rapids. The bullet entered the
boy's left side just below the ribs,

hospitalofficials said.

mented on the seeminglybenefi- and was completed at a cost of less than 4 per cent in corridors Preliminary figures of the 1960
census will be available June 1,
teachers and administratorsfelt it approximately $2,200,000.The presi- and stairs.
is partly due to the welcome fresh dent indicated some equipmentis
Holland's election will be held 1960, and the committee recommended a special contract with
air.
still to come.
Tuesday, Feb. 23.
the Census Bureau within the city
at a cost estimated from $1,000 to

Chad Kolean of 190 East 24th
Three recommendations .from the
Traffic and Safety Corifiriissionon St., said he did not know that he
parking in the city were approved had shot anyone. He said he had
by City Council at its regular
gone to the 48th St. area to test

The motion passed unani-

his rifle and left as soon as he had

written and spoken comments ex- high school plan is quite similar
ceeded 20 minutes.
to Holland’s proposed program,
Two persons registered brie?' op- cial effects of fresh air. Attendpositionto the Apple Ave. pro- ance records are even a bit better
gram, none opposed Legion Park,
and Holland Heights had ‘one writHome Suffers $200
ten objection.This did not object
to the improvement so much as
Damage in Fire Wednesday
the $1,000 assessment on the propZEELAND (Special)—A fire of
erty involved. The five -year
undetermined
origin caused an
assessment program was explainestimated $200 damage in the kited.
chen of the home of Ronald Van
There was one writtenobjection
Hoven at 236 South Division St.
to the 17th St. improvement,not
at 10:30 a.m. Wednesday, accordHILLSDALE
(Special)
Hope
to the water district but to special
assessment in view of the fact College’sbasketballteam won its ing to Zeeland Fire Chief John
game and Van Eden.
water connectionsalready had 11th straight MIA
Mrs. Van Hoven, who had left
been provided. An attorney was Warren Vander Hill set a new
present to clarify the case and Hope singld-fceason scoring mark the kitchenjust minutes before the
wanted to go on record, probably as the Dutch whipped an improv- blaze started, returned to find
prematurely, as opposing the as- ed Hillsdale College team, 93-78 curtains in flames and called the
sessment. There will be another before 200 fans in the Stock Field Zeeland fire departmentwho were
at the scene about 20 minutes.
House.
hearing on assessments.
The win was Hope's 14th in 18
There was only one comment on
the Indian Hills project, not an starts this season and a victory
objectionbut seeking clarification. at Olivet Saturday will assure
tie for its fourth
There was no ooposition on the Hope of
straightMIAA crown. Hillsdaleis
Montello Park project.
The Maplewoodproject, w-hich 4-7 in MIAA and J-14 overall.

Hill

Beechwood
Church Scouts
Get Awards

Finals Set

$1,500.

'

dentally shot nine-year-old
Robert

Changes

no

Boy

Shot While

Parking

Yonder

A

Constructive Booster toe

meeting Wednesday night.
The first recommendationeliminates parking in front of Bethany
Christian Reformed Church at
32nd St. and Central Ave. The
request which came from the
church council asked that the no
parking space in front of the
church on 32nd St. be extended
to a point 20 feet east of the
parking lot entrance. Reasons for

mously and the city manager was
fired a half dozen shots in order
given power to act.
to be home in time for supper.
A request from the VFW post
In
He had purchased the rifle Saturto transfer a club license from
day and while testing it earlier
139 River Ave. to 175 West Eighth
Christ Memorial Church and H.
St. was approved. The city manthe gun had jammed. He said he
E. Morse will battle for the A
ager’s report was accompaniedby
wanted to make sure the rifle was
Recreation basketball tournament Troop 22 of the Beechwood Re- a report from the police chief.
alright.
title and Overkamp’sWasher Parts formed Church held a court of
Also approved was an appliThe distancefrom where Kolean
A
and Bob's Sports Shop will play honor last Friday night in the cation for a building permit from the request were that cars parking was shooting at a tree to where
Downtown Service Station to re- between the sidewalk and road the Tanis youngster was hit was
for the B title next Wednesday church in celebrationof the 50th
model an office in the stationat are a menace to pedestrians and 960 feet. Kolean said he did not
night in the Holland Armory.
anniversary of Boy Scoutingin 77 East Eighth St. The manager’s
that there is ample room in the see anyone in the area. The rifle
The Churchmen defeated Borr’s America.
report was accompanied by re- parking lot.
had open sights.
Bootery, 50-47 to enter the finals
Jack Van’t Groenewout, district ports from the police and fire
The second recommendation Holland police said the shooting
while Morse stopped Elm Valley,
chiefs,city engineer and building eliminates parking on the north was obviously an unfortunateacciScout executive,gave a brief talk
31-23. The Church five had a
inspector.
side of Pine Ave. for a distance dent but will confer with the
on summer camp. He also prestrong third quarter and outCouncil denied a request from 100 feet west of River Ave. This Allegan County Prosecutor.The
sented a bronze palm to Eagle
scored the losers 10-0 to open the
A. W. Hertel requesting per- is in the vicinity of Windmill Park. shooting took place in a part of
Scout Allan Hoffman in the top
period. But Borr's came back and
a
mission to erect a marquee on a
The third recommendationwill Holland which lies in Allegan
drew within two points in the highlightof the program. Allan’s proposednew commercial build- eliminate angle parking on north County.
mother
also
participated in the
fourth quarter but the winners
ing at 49 East Eighth St. Plans side of Eighth St. in front of Buss
Two boys, Gary Oetman, 12, and
ceremony.
executed
a successful stall.
call for the marquee to be pro- Machine Works and on the west Richard Dykstra Jr., 9, who were
Council finally tabled after 22
Vander Hill scored 23 points in
The
meeting
opened
with
the
Ken Bauman had 23 for the winjected eight feet out from the side of College Ave. between playing near the trestle with the
minutes, was a different story. the game and shoved his season’s
In
ners
and Jim Bolthousehad 16 presentation of colors and the front building wall and erected Ninth and 10th St. at Ninth Street Tanis youngster said they did not
The first communication stated total to 479 which surpasses the
pledge of allegience.Scoutmaster
for Borr’s. Herm Tuls led Morse
eight feet above the sidewalk level. Christian Reformed Church. The yell at the person they saw leaving
that the Board of Education of 476 made by Paul Benes during
KELLOGGSVILLE (Special)- with 11 points and Jack Van Dort Paul Young gave the invocation.
The local ordinance requires a 10the area after the boy was shot.
Maplewood School unanimously the 1957-58 season. The 6’1 coYoung and Van’t Groenewout foot height but also may be pro- West Eighth St. change will be
Hudsonville Unity Christian'sbas- had 10 for Elm Valley.
Kolean’s father, Joseph, heard
favored water service. Then a capt. hit a jump shot with five
effective
May
1
in
view
of
the
Ted Walters of Bob’s Sports presented tenderfoot awards
jected 10 feet.
petition opposing the program minutes to play to break the ketball team edged Kelloggsville,
fact that Buss Machine Works is the story of the shooting and a
Stan
Hamstra,
Tom
Hindert, Bob
The American Legion Band pre- in the process of providingits description of the car being sought
signed by 25 persons, many of mark. He is also leading the MIAA 72-71 here Tuesday in an overtime Shop sank a basket in a sudden- Plooster, Steve Northuis, Rocky
them living from 37th to 39th Sts., with 300 points and a 27.3 league for its 11th win in 15 starts this death overtime to defeat Quality Mulder. Doug Gardner and Steve sented its financial report for the own parking lot. Parallel parking while at work today and brought
Motors, 33-31. Walters missed a
year ending Dec. 31, 1959. The will be allowed in the block at the youth to the police station.
was presented. Four persons average while his overall mark is season.
free shot in the overtime but Boes. The tenderfoot scouts then accompanyingletter expressed ap- the church.
Police Chief Jacob Van Hoff Wedvoiced opposition and a fifth said 26.11 per game.
lighted 12 candles representingthe
preciationfor cooperationreceived
A fourth communication from nesday praised young Oetman and
he has 900 feet of frontage and
Ray Ritsema,who hit his first The regulationgame ended with grabbed the rebound and made Scout laws.
and aolicited continued interest io the Traffic and Safety Commission Dykstra for keeping their heads
has his own well but was ‘*100 per seven shots, led Hope with 32 the score tied 68-68. Cal Aukeman the shot. Jim Overbeek made U
Ken Peffers,Doug Ter Vree and
asked more specific instructionswhen Tanis was wounded,
cent in favor of the program." points. He now has scored 433 of Unity scored two free shots for the winners while Tom Start rive Laarman receivedsecond- the future.
Da
A letter from the Holland Even- on the study of street lighting Van Hoff said the two boys imAnother person pointed out a few points this season for a 24.1 aver- early in the three-minute period. had J4 for
Overkamp’s nipped Botsis Bev- class awards and lighted candles ing Sentinel suggesting advertis- conditions throughout the city. mediately raced to a nearby home
people have salt water wells but age and has dumped 264 points in Kelloggsvillecame back and scorrepresentingthe three points of the
erage,
38-37 in the other game.
ing in the Tulip Time edition was This matter had been referred to and called for an ambulance when
ed
its
three
points
to
move
in
they were aware of the problem MIAA play for a 24-point mark.
scout oath.
Vander Sluis had 13 for the wintabled.
the commission by Council some they saw that Tanis was badly
when the homes were built.
Hillsdaleopened in a zone and front 71-70.
Steve Kammeraad, Dave
A damage claim from William weeks ago. The specific request hurt. Their prompt action helped
Al Masselink then hit on a lay- ners and Ed Ericson bad 13 for
The Lakeview hearing brought this allowed RiLsema to get free
Dykema, Jim Highstreet, Keith R. Brookstrafor damage to cehad been for street lighting in authorities rush the seriously
forth a petition opposing the pro- and Hope fired the ball to the 6’6" up for Unity with eight seconds Overkamp’s.
Vanden Dooren and Bob Hoffman ment slabs in front of a cottage
The
B
League
finals
will
be
at
left
to
put
Unity
in
front.
Kelloggsone certain area and the request hurt boy to the hospital, Van Hoff
gram with 12 signatures accom- co-captain and he retalliated with
were awarded first class rank at 567 Ramona Dr. by a city
was modified for a general study said, without any delay.
panied by notationsfrom two per- the seven quick baskets and Hope ville put a play in motion but the 7 p.m. next Wednesday and the
Merit badge winners were: Bob
snow plow was referred to the all over the city.
shot missed the basket as time A League game will be at 8 p.m.
sons out of town at the time but zoomed to an early 17-9 lead.
Hoffman, Allan Hoffman. Mike city attorney and the insurance
Council approved several puropposed to the program. There The Dales, playing together and ran out.
Young and Jack Van’t Groene- company.
Unity had led 25-10 at the end
chases of furnishingfor the new
were additionalletters from two shooting better, came back briefwout. Jr.
The city clerk reported that Herrick Public Library. These inothers oppasing the move. It was ly in the first half and trailedby of the first quarter but KelloggsEntertainment consistingof sevthrough an oversightCouncil’sat- cluded Edwin Raphael Co., Holpointed out 47 originally petitioned three points. 29-26 with seven ville, led by center Don Edwards,
eral first aid demonstrations and
Filled for
tentionwas not called to the fact land, draperies, $1,880.54; Fris
for water service and noticeshad minutes to play. But Ritsema, who came back in the second period
signallingwas in charge of Kam
that the office of Roy Heasley as Outfitters, chairs, desk, etc., $2,been sent to 75 parties.Richard had 21 in the first half, again and tied the score at half, 39-39.
A total of 798 persons crowded meraad. Troop office badges were a member of the Board of Appeals 336.20; Michigan Office EquipIn the third quarter, KelloggsA. De Witt presented a new peti- struck and Hope moved out to a
Roy D. Zwemer. 32, of Houghinto the Holland High auditorium given to patrol leaders Hamstra, had expired. Heasley was reapville sneaked ahead at the
ment Co., sofas and chairs,addition oppasing the move at this 47-36 halftime lead.
ton. former Holland resident,
Tuesday
night
for
tre
second
per- Jack Van’t Groenewout, Jr., Kam pointed to a term expiring June
tional sum of $814 for total purtime, signed by 13 persons in the
The closest Hillsdale came in close of the frame, 55-51 but in formance of the hilarious meraad and Bob Hoffman, assisdied Wednesday in the St. Joseph
30. 1962.
chase order price of $2,716.80;
vicinity of Goldenrod Ave. Two the second half was nine points the nip-and-tuck fourth quarter
"Charley’s
Aunt,"
a
rollicking tant patrol leaders,Dave Dykema
The clerk presented material on James A. Brouwer Co., chairs, Medical Center in Hancock folothers registeredoppositionand ,a and Hope pushed the margin to Unity picked up the deficit and
lowing a month’s illness.
comedy
just suited to the talents Jerry Vereeke, Vanden Dooren and Heatherwoodplat in Central Park
$437.80. Total commitments to
third requested favorableaction in 19 points, its biggest bulge, with tied the score at the fourth quarof hard - working high school Jim Plooster; bugler, Dave Laar- which Council tabled until March date are $79,765.02 leaving an un- He had been a patient at both
ter
horn.
view of the fact that only that about three miutes to play and
the St. Joseph Medical Center and
man; scribe.Young; quartermas 2. The material included five committed balance of $5,234.98.
seniors.
day water tests revealed his well finished with the 15-pointspread. Edwards paced the losers with
the Mayo Clinic in Rochester,
The auditoriumfilled up early ter. Terry Meyer, senior patrol copies of the proposed plat, a
35
points
while
Cal
Aukeman
had
Council
accepted
with
thanks
the
supply unsafe.
The second half 10-minute mark
Minn. He was employed as speleader Dave Bouwman and junior letter from the planning comand
by
7:30
p.m.
there
were
few
22 for Unity and Ron Schuitema
following gifts for Holland HospiAsked to comment on Lakeview score was 69-55.
cial agent for Northwestern
seats left. People doubled at most assistant scoutmaster Allan Hoff- mission indicating tentative aptal : Auxiliary board, one sewing
problems, BPW Supt. Guy E. Bell
Coach Russ De Vette said Hills- followed with 21.
Mutual and Life in the Houghtondesks.
The
balcony
was
open
to man.
proval, a copy of a contract for machine,$150; from Rena Boven
Unity plays again Friday night
felt persons in favor of city water dale was much-improved over its
Hancock area and was very active
Ail Scouts who were active for grading, graveling, drainage
adults and high school students.
in
Comstock
Park.
The
game
is
guild,
one
alternating
mattress,
had petitioned for it because wells performance in Holland earlier
in athletics.
two
to
five years received ser- structures and bituminous surfacTuesday’s
performance
saw
$212.52; Junior Walfare League,
were not supplying sufficient this season. Hope won that game, expected to be played in the new some new faces on the stage. vice stars. Buglar Laarman play
Born in Holland he was graduComstock
Park
gym.
ing,
plus
information
that
abstract
one
micro-filter,
$53.50,
and
one
amounts. He said there were some 99-69. Don Bohannon led Hillsdale
ated from Holland High School and
Linda Davis appeared as Donna ed "Taps” to conclude the meet of title has been turned over to oxygen analyzer, $155.80.
bad tests.
with 35 points with 14 of 33 from
Lucia d’Alvedorez, Sally Haakma ing. Refreshments were servet the city attorney for inspection. A
The Library Board submitted attended Hope College.He reIn making the motion to table the floor and seven of seven free
as Kitty Verden, Vicki Ziel as and included a large cake decor letter from the city engineer was its annual budget for 1960-61 fiscal ceived his degree at Northern
the Lakeview project, Councilman shots. Dave Simmons hustled all
Amy Spettigue and John Crozier atet by 50 candles, in a number attached stating that bond of $2,- year. It was referred to the city Michigan College in Marquette.
Henry Steffenssuggested that the the time and handled the Hillsas Brassett.
50 to mark the 50th anniversary 478.60 is sufficient to cover cost of manager for later considerationby During World War II he served
city manager review the Lake- dale rebounding and scored 15
with the Naval Air Force. He also
It was a smooth performance, of Scouting. Mrs. Paul Young and seal coating Heather Dr. and Council.
view situation and that the health points.
was a veteran of the Korean War
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Nelis Sr., well paced and over rather quick- her committee *cre in charge.
Blackass Ave. as indicatedon the
Council approved two recomauthorities make further studieson
It was Ritsema who was again of 1019 Lakewood Blvd. quietly ly, or so it seemed. Richard
where he served with the 10th Inplat.
mendations
of
the
Board
of
Public
the water problem as it affects king of the boards and he grabfantry in the Army.
observed their 68th wedding anni- Candee who impersonated Holland Woman Injured
works involving resolutionsestabpublic health. The Lakeviewhear- bed everything.He now has picked
Surviving besides the wife,
versary Tuesday although at the Charley’saunt from Brazil got
lishing
a
basis
for
connection
fees
Peter Boon, 60, Dies
ing lasted 17 minutes. At 8:40 p.m. off more than 300 defensive reIn Two-Car Collision
Nancy, are two daughters, Debra
present time Mrs. Nelis is a pa- more than his share of laughs,
to provide service for property
Council went on to other business. bounds this season.
Lynn and Jill Carol: his parents.
In Grand Haven Hospital
tient at Holland Hospital.
aided by a well knit cast.
located outside of the original
Margaret Laswell, 18, of 875
Much briefer was the public De Vette said the game was Mr. and Mrs. Nelis who are 93
Mr. and Mrs. Don J. Zwemer of
West 25th St . is listed in good GRAND HAVEN (Special' - assessmentdistricts. The resoluhearing on vacating streets and much looser than Hope is used to
Marquette: a sister. Judith Ann of
and 94 years old, respectively,
tions
cover
water
service
and
conditionat Holland Hospital with Peter Boon. 60, of 118 South
alleys in the high school site, a playing and more contact and
Marquette: a brother, Charles
were married in The Netherlands
abdominal bruises suffered in a Eighth St. died unexpectedly at sanitary sewer service.Fees will Bruce of Bergenfield, N.J.: his
40-acre area lying south of 24th more aggressiveness was noted.
where they lived until 1911 when
be
equal
to
the
assessment
which
two-car accident at 3:55 p.m. 4 a.m. Tuesday at Municipal HosSt. and west of Van Raalte Ave. Hope was charged with only 14
grandparents.Mr. and Mrs. H. P.
In
they came to the United States.
Tuesday on Lakewood Blvd. about pital where he was admitted Mon- would have been chargeable to Zwemer of Holland and several
Action was delayed while the city fouls while the Dales picked up
They have 10 children, three
•said
property
had
it
originally
manager checked on one lot num- 22. De Vette was pleased with
SAUGATUCK (Special) - Rich- one-halfmile west of 120th Ave. day morning after suffering a been located in the district. For nephews and nieces
sons, Harry of Holland, Frank of
ber on request of the school board Hope's play in the game.
ard
Hoffman, unopposedfor office Ottawa County deputies said Mrs. heart attack.
Funeral services will be held
Chicago and Joe of Grand Haven
Laswell’s car collidedwith a car
He was a member of the First instance, this fee covers such Friday at 1:30 p.m. at the Plowe
attorney,and the minor correction Hope made 35 of 109 shots for
was
re-elected
Saugatuck
Village
and seven daughters,Mrs. L.
cases as those just across the
was
in the lengthy 35 per cent while the Dales hit 32 Madiol of California. Mrs. Joe president Monday in the primary driven by David Wehrmeyer, 18. Reformed Church.
Funeral Home in Houghton after
original city boundary. In some
of
402
Fourth
Ave.
Mrs.
Laswell
Besides
the
wife,
the
lormer
resolution.Council approved the of 90 for 35 per cent. From the
election
in
which
248
votes
were
which the body will be taken to
Wilkinson and Mrs. John Me Hugh
was cited by deputies for interfer- Agnes K. Bowman, he is survived cases improvements were put in the Swanson Funeral Home in
resolutionand also approved an free throw line, Hope made 17 of
of Chicago, Mrs. N. G. Bush of cast.
but
persons
living
outside
the
city
ing with through traffic, deputies by three daughters. Mrs. John
addendum to the petitionto re- 22 free shots anr the Dales, 14-19.
Also winning elections were other
Marquette. Burial serviceswill
Battle Creek, Mrs. C. Cochran of
Zimmerman and Mrs. Richard could not be assessed for them. take place in the Parkside Cememove the utility right of way Jim Vander Hill turned in his Grand Rapids and Mrs. Max Mar- Village officers unopposed;Mrs. said.
Now
inside
the
city, they can be
Damage to Mrs. Laswell’s 1954 Dart, both of Grand Haven, Mrs.
reservationon that portion of 25th bes* game of the season and hit
tery in MarquetteSaturday aftercotte and Miss Billie Nelis of Jessie Greiff, clerk; A. O. Bainmodel car was estimated at $250 J. B. Hughey of Santa Barbara, charged the same fee as originally noon.
St. lying between Harrisonand 15 points, his season's' high. He Holland.
bridge, treasurer and Herman
charged
their
neighbors.
and to Wehrmeyer’s 1955 model Calif.; two sons, Arie F., employed
Van Raalte Aves.
was hitting on jump shots from There also are 53 grandchildren, Hirner, assessor.
A request from Robert Vander
at the Grand Haven Daily Tribune,
Mayor Robert Visscher presided the corners and aided Ritsema
Vacancies for three councilmen car at $400.
114 great grandchildren, making
Hooning to rezone some property
and
Peter
Jr.,
serving
with
the
at the meeting which adjourned and Bill Vander Bilt in the re- a total of 177 descendants.
for three years were filled by
Army in Germany; one sister, at Vans. Inc., from class B resi- Safety Council
at 10:12 p.m. All Councilman were bounding. Vander Bilt also lookNed Brockington, Ray B. Ander- Brunner to Represent
dentialto class C commercialwas
Mrs. John Ruiter of Grand Rapids,
present except Richard Smith. The ed good and picked up 10 points.
son and Frank Wicks. Henry Toastmasters in Contest
referred to the Planning Commis- Plans
Washery Is Approved
two brothers,Martin and Dick of
invocation was given by Nelson
Gleason was elected for one year
Ritsema hit 14 of 30 shots while
sion.
Lou
Brunner
was
the
winner
in
Grand
Haven
and
eight
grandBosman.
to fill a vacancy.
Warren Vander Hill made 10 of Subject to Restrictions
Also referred to the Planning
Avery D. Baker. County Safety
The spring election is set for the final round of the Toast- children.
32. Vander Bilt hit three of 12
commission was a request from Director, said today that plans
The
Board
of
Appeals
Monday
master's
Club
speech
contest
held
March 14. In spite at no opposiand Jim Vander Hill, six of 17.
Spiting Lake Elects
Bob Carley to build a motel at for the Ottawa County Citizens
Bob Reid made three of seven night granted permission to Harry tion. the spring election is held Monday evening at the Ameiican Surprise Party Given
32nd St. and the bypass.
Safety Council annua) meeting
Three Councilmen
Prins to operate a washery at 120 for possible write-in candidates. Legion Memorial Park club house.
while Don Boyink made one of
A
letter from Holland post of- slated for Thursday. March 3. at
For
Mrs.
Kate
Looman
West I6th St. subject to tome reMr. Brunner will represent the
AND HAVEN (Special) - two and Ek Buy*, one of six. John strictions.
fice advised Council it is dropping Grand Haven ChristianSchool,
local club in the area contest to be
Oosterbaan
and
Daryl
Siedentop
Mrs. Kata Looman. who on the claim of Jan 28 on damage have been completed.
inoff will be necessaryfor
Reports
Given
at
Meet
The place may not operate from
held in March
Valentine* Day observed her 70th to a letter box by a city sidewalk
g Lake as the result of vil- failed lo hit in two and one
Seminars on traffic, home,
11 p.m to 6 a.m. nor on Sundays. Of Comp Fire Board
Dr. George Smit. runner-up in birthday anniversary,was honored plow.
water, industrialand fire safety
primaries Monday
Its parking Wt alia must conform
(IS)
On suggeution of Councilman and Civil Defense will bo hold at
cted to the three positions on
The first board meeting of tho the contest,will be alternaterep- at a surprise party Saturday evewith standards for parking lota ia
KG
FT
PF
TP
illage council were Dr R.
resentative
Other
contest speakers ning given by Mr and Mrs Floyd Ernest PhiDips. City Manager 4 30 p m. after a welcome coffee
new
year
of
Holland
Cmp
Fire
residential arena. The variance it
10
imper incumbent. Robert N, W Vander HiU, (
Board was held Monday afternoon were Chet Kowalski and Bill Riemersma at their home on Herb Holt was instructed lo study kletz. These sessions are op** to
iranted only to Harry Print
3
Chicago Dr
re vision of the snowplowordinance anyone wishing to partklpato.
m 1 ----- —
—
i—
tarn and Preston BUi. for- Vander Bilt. (
at
the Camp Fire Office Holiesarvvrii person* voicm opinions
Lalley
Kiuoma. c ..... 14
Lunch was »mrd and gifts to cover more adequatelyproviHighlight*of the meeting will be
village president
•ei
wore
Mrs
Clifford
Onthank
at a hearing involving an addition
Jack Mobeek was loastmuter were presented to the guest of sions for depositingsnow
3
a 1:30 banquet featuring an ei
K am per received III votes Raid, g
and
Mrs.
Adrian
Van
Puttee
to the Bell TelephonehuikUag
•
A prtilioo requestingwater sorv dress by Paul Jones, Director at
mm received III votes, and J Vander HiU. |
Committee chairmen made their for tho evening Dr Haiti* Clark! honor
West End Dr. in Central Park.
Jr.
served
as
head
judge
and
conPresent
for
the
occasion
wore
ice
on Cambridge Ave from liar Public Informaiwafor the
1
received \3 votes A fourth Boyink. I
! I and he subject w* tabled until reports and a program sad calen•
date. Al Batu received 76 Siedentop
dar at events wae aMountwi Mrs. toat chairman Dr Barnard Van- her children includingMr and vard Dr. lo Paw Paw Dr. was National aaltiy Council A wott; March 7.
dorksok was gooeral evaluator
Mrs Louis votkema and Sandy. referred to the city manager lor knoon speaker,
Ooetertxua I
0
Aadrtae Btaketae read the annua!
ed more than a miUlno
and Mrs Charles Uomaa.
OakM. *ho was on Buys. I
crtlrs aad
repart and set the paab tar in*
Later
the
apukoa ta every
* ..
Mr
aad
Mrs.
Gerald
now
ait.
Mr
Al
Hanks.
Haul
I I
id ter vUlagt [WMtffcat.r»
6 The charter renewal tee
««
17 14 «l ikbaftav. | ..
Mr aod a watar m A project ia
a* as 11 as Cana
Tmab
ho votaa Also wiowiwd
» I
7
Mr
and Cl from Hirchwood Ave t« Ugtaa
Advi
«
A II
1
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Brower-Gruppen Rites Performed

Unity Captures

4-C Cage Crown
HUDSONVILLE (Spedal)-Hodsonville Unity Christian’sbasketball team won its first Four-C
League championship here Friday
night with a convincing 64-53 victory over West Michigan Christian
of Muskegon.

The Four-C League has been in
existencefor three years and
Kalamazoo Christianwon the title
last season and Muskegon Chris-

Maroons Win
6th Straight

At Allegan
ALLEGAN

.

(Special)- Holland

tian the opening year.
. J Christian'sMaroons powered their
Coach Andy Ten Harmsel’s team way to their sixth straight cage
trailed at the end of the first
win ,of the season here Friday

Final

night

4-C Standings

by

smothering Allegan's

The

Tigers. 67-58.

victory boosts

the Maroons to a 9-6 season mark

Hudson ville Unity ........
Kalamazoo Christian .....
Grand Rapids South Chr.
Muskegon Christian ......

while Allegan is now

6-7.

The Hollanders who are picking
up steam with every game actualquarter 18-15 and most of the ly won easier than the final score
second quarter. But a push, led would indicate. Christian never
by Cal Aukeman. late in the sec- trailed in the contest and held as
ond period put the Crusaders high as 19-point leads late in the
third stanza. Great rebounding and
ahead at half, 34-27.
Unity never again trailed and
scored 20 points in the third quarter to push the count to 54-38 at
the end of the period and then
coasted in for the victory.
Aukeman led the winners with
20 points while Ron Schuitema
followed with 16. Rog Bergman

a excellentdefense made the victory path much smoother for the
Maroons who caught the Tigers in
the middle of a red hot victory
string.

NEW JOB -

Phillip A. Hai>
rington. former Holland resident. and son of the late

Mayor and Mrs. Harry Harrington, will be working" for
the National Geographic Magazine after April 1. Harrington
has been a photographer for
Look magazine. He plans to
visit Holland after a trip
through Central Europe.

r

Dutch Stop

66-61

Tigers,

YOUTH

TOUR EUROPE -

TO

William Pluim,
of Europe* as his sister,
Joan Pluim, 12, reads a travel folder in the
living room of their home of 252 East 14th St.
Bill, the son of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Menzies,
recently was told that he will be the Holland
representative for the "Youth for UnderstandJr., 17, studies a

ing", a teenage exchange program sponsored
by the Michigan Council of Churches and the

map

Ann-WashtenawCouncil. The Holland High
Paced by the Maroons 6'5'‘
School senior will leave for Europe by plane
junior center. Frank Visser,Chrison June 22 or 24 and will spend two months
tian was not in any trouble. In adwith an Austrian or German family.
and Mel Aukeman each had 12 dition to controllingthe boards. Holland High’s basketball team
(Sentinelphoto)
points. A1 Wagenmaker made 16 Visser connectedwith regularity didn't fold under a fourth quarter
full
court
press
here
Friday
night
from
all
over
for
29
points,
his
for the losers.
Mr. ond Mrs. Robert Woyne Brower
From the floor. Holland made 21
The victory was Unity’s fifth in biggest output of the season. One and stopped Benton Harbor, 66-61
(Pohler photo)
Third Christian Reformed Church David Huizenga ring bearer were
six league starts. The lone loss of the bright features of the for Us ninth win in 13 starts this of 59 shots for 35 per cent while
of Zeeland was the scene of a dou- dressed as miniaturebride and
was to Kalamazoo Christian. Unity Maroon victory was the way the season before 1,900 fans in the the Tigers hit 21 of 63 for S3 per
ble ring ceremony Jan. 28 when groom, the flower girl carrying a
has a 10-4 overall mark and will bench strength of the Hollanders Civic Center.
cent. The Dutch had quarters of
Rather than fall in front of the
Miss Glenda Kay Gruppen became basket with yellow featheredcarnaplay at Kelloggsville next Tuesday. continues to come through. Tuls
8-20; 6-16; 5-14 and 3-9 while the
the bride of Robert Wayne Brower. tions, and the ringbearer carrying
The Muskegon Christianreserves used four juniors during much of press, the Dutch kept their poise
FENNVILLE (Special)- Un- MARTIN (Special)
Tigers were 5-14; 5-18; 4-15 and
Martin
The Rev. R. W. Bronkema,uncle a white pillow.
stopped the Unity seconds, 60-47 the game with Ken Disselkoen, and made the press work for them.
beaten Lawton High’s basketball rolled to a 72-30 win over Sauga- of the groom, read the rites as the
Tom Bouman, Doug WindemullerHolland guards. Ron Maat and 7-14.
in the preliminary game.
Assistingas best man was John
Wiersma hit five of 12 from the team ran its unbeaten string to 14 tuck here Friday night in an wedding party assembled before Braun and as ushers John Verall looking good. Bouman started Burton Wiersma, got the Tigers to
but still suffers from a recent foul and the Dutch duo sank nine floor and five free shots for 15 straightgames here Friday night Al-Van League contest as the an altar of palms, tree and three maas and Harlan Sail.
Indians lost their 10th game in
hits and second high honors while
attack of the flu and played only straightcharity tosses.
branch candelabraand bouquets Appropriate wedding music was
with a 67-56 win over Fennville in 12 league starts.
But
the
Tigers
did
succeed
in
Maat
had
two
of
six
and
seven
sparingly. Captain Vern Wedeven
of white gladioli The pews were played by Dianne Nagelkirk who
The Clippers led all the way
played less than half of the game giving Holland an awful scare in charitytosses for 11 points. Loncki an Al-Van League contest.
marked with white satin bows and also accompaniedthe soloist, Rich
and
enjoyed a 13-9 first quarter greens.
The
Blackhawks
now
have
a
the
final
eight
minutes.
Trailing
hit
on
four
of
12:
Jack
Naber,
one
as Tuls let his juniors perform.
Sjoerdsma. when he sang "Bemargin and pushed the bulge to
Allegan which employs a tricky at the end of the third quarter, of six; Buurma. two of three; Ben 7-5 league record and are tied for
Parents of the couple are Mr. cause” and "The Lord’s Prayer.”
33-19 at half. The third quarter
Holland High's second team ran "screen and roll” type of offense 51-41, Benton Harbor came storm- Farabee. one of three and Jim De third place. Fennville is 9-5 overand Mrs. Herman Gruppen of 217
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Lokers as
score was 51-24.
ing back and with 1:30 left to go Vries failed to hit in three chances,
couldn't
break
through
the
Maroon
North Franklin1St., Zeeland, and master and mistress of ceremonies
up its highest score of the season
all.
Ron Zeinstra was high point for
defense.
George Van had cut Holland’s margin to two Brenner, who made nine of 11
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Brower, Lake greeted the 120 guests at the recepand avenged an earlier season's
Lawton, led by junior center Martin with 20 while Jack Wash- Michigan Dr. Allendale.
free shots, hit four of 19 from the
Wagoner's quint is paced by a points, 62-60.
tion held in the church parlors.
loss with a 74-44 win over the ^enWiersma hit two free shots with floor and had 17 points vhile team- Dave Steffen, was in command burn made 17. Tony Hinson, the
couple of guards, Ed Swope and
The bride, given in marriage by Serving punch were Miss Helinda
Al-Van
League's
leading
scorer,
ton Harbor seconds Friday night Don Peterson and center Roger 1:25 remaining and Maat grabbed mate Dennis Rizzo hit on six of 11 throughout the game. They led
her father, wore a floor length Mulder and Arlan Hossink and in
made 12 points to push his total
Watson. Both Swope and Peterson a pair with 33 seconds left to put and added five free shots for a 17-12 at the end of the first quarin the Civic Center.
gown of white chantilly lace over charge of the gift room were Miss
Holland six points in front. Harold similar total. Murkey hit on six of ter and 31-19 at half. The third to 220 in 12 games for an 18.4 taffeta with a sabrina neckline
Harlene Gruppen and Junior Van
The 74-pointtotal was believed are terrific drivers and constant
average.
Brenner made a free shot for the 15 from the floor and had 15 points. period score was 44-36.
threats from outcourt.
trimmed with sequins and pearls. Rhee.
to be a new record for a Holland
Hinson
fouled
cut
in
the
first
Steffen paced the winners with
Holland's offense functioned Tigers with 29 seconds left to make It was Benton Harbor’s second loss
The dress was designed with long The mother of the bride chose a
minute of the second half and his
second team. The win was Hol- smoothlyas the Maroons hit well the final five-point spread.
to Holland this season. The Tigers 21 points while Rich Cornish and
tapering lace sleeves,a fitted lace gray lace over pink taffeta dress
loss
hurt
Saugatuck.
The
Indians
Jim Wurst~had 14 each. Veteran
Holland didn't miss a free shot are 7-4.
land's eighth against five losses. from out as well as from under.
bodice and a full skirt of lace and with matching hat. She wore a corofficial Norm Japinga of Holland are now 5-12 overall.
Holland (66)
Holland's half court zone press The individualdefensive star of in the fourth quarter and Wiersma
appliqued lace on net over tiers of sage of pink rose buds and white
The
Saugatuck
seconds
rolled
in the second half broke the game the contest was Holland s Ken hit two baskets and Maat one to
FG FT PF TP refereedthe game a#J called
net. The elbow length veil fell from carnations. The groom’s mother
over the Martin reserves 43-32.
Naber.
..... ... 1
wide open and the Dutch spent the Walters who did a beautiful job in account for the scoring.
4 Steffen the best center he has
a crown of sequins and pearls. She was gowned in a royal blue dress
Saugatuck
built
up
a
10-0
first
The Tigers had contained Maat Van Wieren, f
1 19 seen this season. A fine rebounder,
rest of the night at the foul line. the back court of harrassing the
carried a white Bible with yellow with matching hat. Her corsage
quarter lead and increasedthe
for three quarters in their zone Loncki. c ...... ... 4
9 Steffen picked off most of the
Only two field goals were made in Tiger guards
roses, white carnationsand stream- included red rose buds and white
3 11 loose balls off the backboards. He margin to 22-4 at half. Jim Gard- ers. She also wore a cultured pearl, carnations.
the fourth quarter with Holland Led by Wedeven and Visser. the defense but when they moved out Maat. g ....... ... 7
4 15 was particularly strong on the ner had 13 for the winners and a gift of the groom.
getting both baskets in the final Maroons lost little time in getting of their zone in the fourth quarter Wiersma. g ... ... 5
Waitresses were Carol Nagelkirk
Dennis Nicol followedwith 11.
defensive boards.
the
little
Dutch
guard
took
over
Buurma.
g
....
4
couple minutes.
started as they moved out to a
Attending as maid of honor was Julie Nagelkirk, Joan Van Hoven.
Saugatuck
will play at Covert in
Ted
Stmad
had
19
for
the
losers
The Dutch led 20-9 at the end of 10-2 margin in a hurry. Swope and handled the Holland offense. Farabee. f .....
4
an Al-Van League game next Fri- Miss Joyce Wiersma whose street Mary Waldyke, Sharon Otte and
For three quarters it was again De Vries, f ....
0 and Dave Turner followed with
the first quarter and 38-24 at half. narrowed the bulge to 10-6 before
length gown of blue taffeta featur- Muriel Dornbush.
day.
18.
The third period score was 61-40. the Maroons again moved out to the fine work of Glenn Van Wieren
ed a fitted oodice, full skirt and a
For a wedding trip to Florida
The Fennville reserves had a
Totals
...22 22 22 66
Benton Harbor had defeated Hol- a 10-point lead. Once again the that led Holland. Hitting over the
short jacket with bows in front the bride selected a dress of blue
nine-game
winning
streak
snapped
Benton Harbor (61)
land. 48-31 earlier in the season.
and streamersin the back. She arnel faillewith white featherhat.
Tigers fought back, only to see Tiger zone. Van Wieren made four
FG FT PF TP by the Lawton seconds.33-26.
Holland made 24 shots In 66 the locals take a 22-12 first quar- of five shots in the third quarter
wore a matching headpiece with She had black accessories and a
and added three free tosses to aid Brenner, f ..... ... 4
attempts for 36 per cent while the ter bulge.
2 17 Fennville hosts Martin in an Alcircular veil and carried a colonial corsage of yellow roses and white
Van League game next Friday
Bowman, f ....
5
Tigers made 16 of 47 for 34 per
bouquet of yellow and white car- carnations.
Visser continued to bombard the in Holland's 10-point spread.
He was the big gun as the Dutch Murkey. c .....
4 15 night.
cent. The Tigere had halves of nets in the second period as the
nations.
After Feb. 15 the newlywedswill
9-24 and 7-23. 5 17 Ted Hagadone. formerly of HUDSONVILLE (SpeciaD-Hud- Miss Luanne Brower, sister of the make their home on Lake Michigan
Maroons moved out to a 31-17 jumped to a 49-36 lead with 2:16 Rizzo, g ....... ... 6
Carl Stoel led Holland with 19 count after three minutes of play. left in the third quarter for the Anderson,g ...
2 Kalamazoo and Albion College, is
groom, as bridesmaidand Miss Dr. in Allendale. Tht bride, a gradthe Lawton varsity coach while sonville High’s basketball team Joan Crupper,the bride's sister,
while Terry Nyland had 14 and Watson and reserve Bill Guerrant biggest spread of the game. Van Mack, g ....... ... 2
5
dropped an 84 - 71 decision to as junior bridesmaid, wore yellow uate of Holland ChristianHigh
Dan Koop 11. Ed Millard, who closed the gap to seven points Wieren hit on seven of 14 shots in Peters, f ...... ... 0
0 Ray Feher handles Fennville.
School, works in the office of the
the
game
and
had
five
free
shots
Grand Rapids Rogers in an OK gowns and headpiecesdesigned
looked good on defense, added 10 and later five, before ChrLstian
Herman Miller Furniture Co. in
Totals
and Dick Hilbink made eight. Con took command 35-27 at halftime. for 19 points.He also topped the
21 19 22 61
League game here Friday night identically to that of the maid of Zeeland.The groom, a graduate of
rebounders.
Nienhuis had four and Bruce Visser had 19 points by the interOfficials:Lee Teller, Kalamaas Mike Boedy of Rogers made honor. Their colonial bouquets Unity Christian High School, atIn the rough fourth quarter,Van zoo; Bill White. St. Joseph.
Masselink, Duane Wiersma. Larry mission.
consistedof blue and white carna- tended Calvin College and now is
36 point?.
Zth
tions.
Mannes and Jack Schipper each
The Hollanders really rolled in Wieren and Chuck Murkey, Benton
employed at the Camera Center in'
The
winners
led
all
the
way
had two. Kling made two for the the third stanza as they outscored Harbor center, were banished for
Joyce Kraker, flower girl, and Grand Rapids.
MUSKEGON
HEIGHTS
(Spe- and had a 21-17 first quarter marfisticuffswith 5:55 to go. Just prior
losers.
the Tigers 20-9 and put the game
cial)— Scoring 24 points in the gin. The halftime score was 40on ice. Walters started to connect to this. Holland, with Wiersma
fourth quarter and successfully22 and the third period count,
from outcourt for the Maroons making two free shots and a bas- Fish,
working a full court press. Hol- 63-35.
Prof.
ket, and Maat a basket, moved
along with Disselkoen to up the
land High’s ninth grade basketball Ken Visser led Hudsonville with
Marv
Wabeke
was
elected
presimargin consiierably. Christian's the score to 60-49.
team defeated Muskegon Heights, 19 points while Ken Brandt had
to
But after that Holland didn’t get dent of the Holland Fish and Game
lead jumped from 11 points at the
50-37 for its seventh straightwin. 18 and Larry Boldt made 10. The
another field goal. Wiersma missed chib for this year in a recent
"Character Skyway” in memory
halfway mark to 19 at the quarTrailing30-26 at the end of three loss was Hudsonville’sfourth in
the best chance on a driving layup
of Abraham Lincoln, George
ter’s close as they led 55-36
organizationmeeting of the Board quarters. Coach Con Eckstrom’s nine league games and the Eagles
ALLEGAN (Special ) — Holland
Washington, and Frances Willard
Allegan fought back deter- with two minutes left. Maat’s free of Directors.
team really clickedwith the press. are 7-6 overall.
Christian's Little Maroons faltered
throws with 4:23 left gave Holland
was the theme of the February
minedly in the final period to
They had also used the press in
The
Hudsonville
reserves
in the closing stages here Friday
HAMILTON
The Hamilton meeting of the Women’s Christian
a 62-54 lead and then the Tigers John Jousma was named secclose the gap and did manage to
the third period but the Tigers walloped the Rogers seconds, 73night to lose d 48-44 heartbreaker
scored three more baskets to make retary-treasurerand Wally De
narrow it to 10 points once and
scored two quick baskets at the 49. Jim Walma had 14 for the Board of Education will seek Temperance Union Friday afterto the Allegan reserves.The win
it 62-60 with 1:30 left. Then came Waard was elected the vice presithen later to the final nine. Foul
end of the quarter to take the winners while Phil Hoezee hit 12 federal aid for mathematics, noon at Fourth Reformed hurch.
was Allegan'sninth straight while
Holland’sfree shots.
dent.
A solo, ”1 Asked the Lord,”
lead.
shots played a big part in the
and Wayne and Larry Cotts each science and modern foreign lanthe Maroons now have a 13-2 mark.
The game was tied three times
The Board decided the 1960 Muskegon Heights had led 20-15 had 10.
was sung by Mrs. Steve Oudescoring for the Tigers in the last
guage equipment for elementary,
It was a nip and tuck ball
in the first quarter before Holland membership dues would again be
stanza as they hit on 10 out of 11
at half after Holland led, 9-8 at
Hudsonville will play at Kel- junior high and high schools, it molen accompaniedby Mrs. Dick
game all the way with neither
moved to a 17-12 first period lead. 81. It was also decided to again
Vander Meer who also led detries.
the quarter. Eckstrom used just loggsvillein another OK League
team enjoying more than a five
Ed Loncki hit three baskets and hold the club's annual member- five players in the game.
was decided this week.
votionson "Our Changeless Christ
The
game
was
marked
and
game
next
Friday
night.
The
point lead at any stage in the
Rog Buurma two baskets to lead ship barbeque and picnic. The
Carl Walters and Bob Wurm- Eagles are presentlyin third place The aid is availableon a match- in a Changing World.”
marred by frequent whistle blowgame. The Maroons led by three
the second quarter drive that put dates will be announced later.
The speaker for the afternoon
ing basis, but limited,however to
stedt each had 14 for the winners in the league.
ing with a total of 42 fouls callpoints with four minutes left, but
Holland out in front 33-29 at half.
There will be a membership and Harvey Stremler had 12. Jerry
about $5 per child dependingon was Prof. Clarence Kleis of Hope
ed. 23 against the Maroons. At
a couple of costly fouls hurt their
A total of 44 fouls were blown in drive kick-off fish fry at the
Bauman made seven and Tom Vatican City is a tiny but sov- how many school districts in College who said “habits of life
the charity stripe Holland hit on
cause.
the rough contest with each team clubhouse on Thursday. Feb.
Essenburg made three. Henry ereign state covering a walled-in Michigan participate in the pro- including liquor have caused de17 out of 27 tries and Allegan on
After a close first quarter with
being charged 22 times. Holland 25. Membershipcards for 1960
Thomas had 20 for the winners. area of less than 110 acres. Many gram. Supt. Ray Lokers said fects and mental illness among
26 out of 37. Visser led all scorboth clubs holding leads, the
made 21 of 31 free shots while the are available from Board mem- Holland plays at Grand Haven
ers with 29 followed by Walters
nations send accredited represent- Hamilton district can especially our young people. We need the
Tigers rolled to a 16-11 margin.
Tigers had 19 of 31.
bers.
next Friday.
benefit from such aid since all help of all church people to work
atives.
with
12. Swope paced Allegan
Christian came right back, hownew equipment will be needed in against these evils, Total abwith 18, followed by Watson with
ever. to take over, but fell be17.
the new junior-seniorhigh school. stinence is a virtue."
hind 26-25 at halftime. The third
In other business, board memPresiding over the business
Holland Chr. (69)
quarter saw the Maroons on top
bers and advisers from each of meeting was Mrs. Anthony LuiFG
FT
PF TP
most of the time and lead 37-34
Wedeven. f .... ...3
the 15 schools in the district dis- dens. Mrs. Edith Walvoordgave a
6
at uie quarter's end. The locals
Smits, f ........ ... 2
cussed teacher contracts,salaries report on scientifictemperance
3
2
7
led 43-38 at one stage in the last
Visser. c ....... .. 11
and athletics in the new school.
education in the schools under the
7
1
29
period before tiring badly to pave
Bouman, g ..... ... 1
In other action this week, the leadership of Miss Marian Shack1
3
3
the way for the Tiger drive.
Walters, g ..... ... 4
Board of Education met with the son and Mrs. Ray Swank. Mrs.
4
3
12
Paul Tills led the Maroons with
Windemuller. g
buildingand site committeeof the Walvoordalso reported having re1
4
3
14. followed by Jim Fredricks with
Bonselaar, f .... .... 0
new high schools and other ad- ceived a thank you letter from
0
2
0
11. Paul Stegenga with nine. Clare
Disselkoen. f ...
visers to approve final plans for the Holland police for 8150 re4
1
7
W i e r e o with four. Don
the proposed school. With a few ceived toward the purchaseof a
Klaasen with three. Dan JoldersTotals
25 17 23 67
minor
changes, plans were ac- Breathalyzer during the past year.
ma with two and Mel Disselkoen
Allegan (58)
cepted and prints are being made
Mrs. Peter Weller, chairman of
with one. Barry Harris who was
FG FT PF TP
by Architect James K. Haveman. the Veterans Facilitiesin Grand
dropped down from the varsity
Snyder, f ........... 1
Prospective bidders may obtain Rapids, reported having received
led Allegan with 18.
Hale, f ............ o
information at the architect'sof- two thankyou letters,one from
Watson, c ......... 6
fice in Grand Rapids. Bids will be Commandant Wixon and the other
Swope, g ........... 5
opened in Hamilton March 18.
from Margaret Hartnacke,direcPeterson, g ........2
Five classroomsare scheduled tor of special services at the
Geurrant. f ......... 2
to be completed by Sept. 1 for Facilities.

For 9th

Win

Lawton Stops Saugatuck
Fennville

Loses Contest
-

Dutch
Avenge Loss
Little

Coach
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1 4
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0 1
2 5

0 3

Rogers Whips

9
1 4
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5
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1 1
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Hudsonville

Holland Frosh

Game

Win

Wabeke Heads

Game Club

C. Kleis

Hamilton

Maroons
Drop 2nd Tilt

Little

WCTU

Speaks

School Plans
Progressing
-

0 4

i

PpML

.

Van

.

Longfellow

Team

Van

Raalte

Stops

Longfellow School s .sixth grade
basketballteam dete.tted Van
Raalte. 8-2 during the hall of the
reserve team game Friday night
in the Civic Center
Mark Volkers made four points
for the winners and Steve Millard
and Hob Nicolaon each had two
Mori Van Howe made the lone Van
Raalte basket
Gher Longfellow players wereJim Bronuyke Tom Thoma* Paul
Prim Hob Ooetorbaaa. Tun

occupancy by ninth grade

Totals

16 26 19 58
Officials: Ev Robinson and Joal
Worst of Grand Rapids
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January Report
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died Friday afternoon in the Beacon Light Nursing Home at Marne.
He had been ill for two years.
He was a member of the Robinson
Township Lutheran Church.
He it survived by a daughter
Mr*. Much Rowell of Holland;

______ ________

_
Miss Natali* Nyhut* wnductad
rnehard Boven Hob Hroiia. PM|| Hw dmtjett 'ftUowiM a patriotic
Te«#r am Juba
; theme Tho prcideot. Mn
HaroM
The Other Via Raalte players in j Heukem* cumluctod the huaiafoa

Mm

Leonard F. Rolya Dies
In Nunica Nursing Home

(Special)
GRAND HAVEN (Special) Leonard F. Ralya. 87. Robinson The Ottwa County Sheriff* departTownship farmer for many years, ment haa issued the following

in the

cakes
/

Mrs. John Van Zoeren poured
assisted Mrs. John Atman
in serving tea and valentinecook-

and

GRAND HAVEN

who demonstratedways to decorate
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activities report for January:
property damage accident*. 31;
personal injury accidemt. ft; perwnal injuries. 33; fatal*. 2; nonstale reports,17; complaints. 387;
traffic arrets. 77; warniiu*
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Swimming Program in Holland
Has Grown in Past 15 Years
It will cost Holland taxpayers 40
years, Moran said. Swim classes
cents per thousand dollars valua- were started about 15 years ago
tion for a swimming pool, the Hol- and were held at Central Park.
Objections by propertyowners
land Board of Education has anforced the dasees to be moved
nounced.
to Port Sheldon in 1947 and about
Plans call for the swimming pool
900 youngsters learned to swim
to be built as part of the proposed
each year. But then with the innew high school. The pool quescreased interest in swimming, the
non is one segment of the school
program outgrew the Port Sheldon
bond issue.
site and moved to the Ottawa
The overall school program is Beach Road.
listed at less than 4.25 mills, basMoran said the conditions are
ed on state equalized evaluation
"not desirableon Lake Macatawa
or about $6.50 per thousand dollara
because of glass, mud, algae, dead
of assessed valuation.The swimfish and pollution. “But it is the
ming Pool will cost $250,000.
only area available,”Morin said.
The need for a swimming pool
“We have a few cut feet each
has been pointed out by a subyear but our biggesthazard is the

committee working on the prowater becoming muddy and the
posed pool. They feel that the
bottom can’t be seen in two feet
knowledge of swimming and water
of water,” Moran said. .“Also the
safety is especially important to
water is green in mid-summer
Holland persons because of the
from the algae formation,” Moran
two lakes, Michigan and Maca- said.
tawa.

.

Moran said that the pollution
had a strong re- problem will be even greater this
Red Cross-Recrea- summer with more sewage entertion Department co-sponsored ing the lake. He also pointed to
summer swimming program and the increase in yachting and how
Holland has
sponse to its

more than 2,000 youngsters in the these boats put raw sewage
area, including more than 1.000 the water.

into

Holland youngsters took part last
Storms and winds forced the
WINS SKATES
Faith Schoon, kindergarparticipated in the annual event sponsored
summer.
cancellingof the swim program a
ten
pupil
in
Lakeview
School won the girls'
GRIFFIN VISITS SENTINEL
U.S. Rep.
shown with State Rep. Riemer Van Til at
by the Junior Welfare League. Ted Boeve,
City Recreation Director Joe
few times last summer and a few
skates at the Silver Skates Carnival in
Robert P. Griffin of Traverse City, who
right. Sentinel press operatorsare Williar
Moran said it cost the youngsters times when the water got too
one of the judges, is holding Faith while some
$2 for transportationduring the dirty.
Smallenburg Park Saturdayafternoon. About
addressed the 10th annual Lincoln Day
Bekius at left and Jofin Piers at rear. Griffin
of the participants watch. Games and some
three weeks of instruction.Two
300 children from the kindergartenthrough
banquet in Zeeland Thursday, visited the
is mentioned as a possible Republican
"We have the assurance of the
relay races took the place of skating events
busses ran nine hours a day during
the sixth grades in the Holland area
SentinelFriday and watched the big Goss
committeeand the Board of Educandidate for the U.S. Senate from Michigan.
because there was no ice. (Sentinel photo)
the six weeks and averaged 120 cation that this will be a compress in operation. Griffin, in center, is
(Sentinel photo)
students per class. Moran said
munity pool," Moran said. The
the fee may have to be increased
program would be % fashioned to
this summer due to a decrease in
allow certain evenings for rethe Red Cross budget.
creation and family swimming,
to
Last summer the program had
accordingto the sub-committee
Admitted to Holland Hospital In De Witt's
21 instructors,including 11 Red report.
Robert Moore, right of way agent
Friday were Jay F. Bartels,161
Cross qualifiedwater instructors
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
"A number of groups have gone
The drawing for the Class A and
for the Michigan Bell Telephone
West 21st St.; Mrs. V. J. Poppema,
and ten junior-seniorlifesavers. to Grand Haven and Grand Rapids
Clarence
J. Hoggard, 55, FennCo., spoke to the Holland Rotary
518 Michigan Ave.; Robert Harper,
But despite the size of the pro- for swimming but this has been B district basketball tournament
89 West Eighth St.; Mrs. John D. ville,pleaded guilty to drunk drivClub Thursday noon at the Hotel
gram, a drowning has never oc- closed because of their own heavy Tuesday, Feb. 23 at 2 p.m. in
Modders, 344 Columbia Ave.; ing in Justice Lawrence De Witt’s
Warm Friend.
cured.
room 37 of the new Zeeland High At
local loads.” Moran said.
Linda Boeve, route 5; William Court Saturday and was sentenced
“Tomorrow'sTelephone Magic, v
Presentlythe summer swimming
A program for the polio victims School building, Mel Bouma.
Ooms, 156 129th Ave.; Irene Arispe, to pay $65 fine, $4.90 costs' and
his
topic,
was
a
look
ahead
to
the
program is being held on pro- in the county also is held weekly tournamentmanager said today.
Doug Gilbert and Miss Joan
serve five days in the county jail.
175 East 18th St.
telephone future with the developperty owned by Martin Michelsen
The
tourney
will
run
from
March
Bos were crowned king and queen
in the Grand Haven pool. “The
Hoggard was arrestedat 2:30 a.m.
Discharged
Friday
were
Harold
ment
of
the
phone
from
the
turn
on Lake Macatawa, across from weight is off the muscles in the 1-5.
of the annual Sweetheart Banquet
Oostendorp,
182 East 29th St.; Saturday by sheriff’sofficers in
of
the
century
to
the
present
time.
the old Ottawa Beach golf course. water and this treatment is some
Class B games will be played
James Dale Doolittle, 3333 Butter- Grand Haven Township.
The program has been conduct- of the best for polio patientsand Tuesday. Wednesday, Thursday of the Immanuel Church Saturday He dealt with the development of
Cora Nauta, 34, Robinson Townnut Dr.; Mrs. James Boeve and
ed on a year-to-year agreement possiblysomething like that could and Saturday while the Class A evening at Van Raalte’s in Zee- the transistor and how it has cut
ship, pleaded not guilty to assault
baby,
344
James
St.;
Rex
Bird,
down
on
the
size
of
units
and
with Michelsen for the past four be started here," Moran said.
game will be played Friday at land.
power and made them more com11148 Adams St.; Mrs. Peter and battery charges before De
7:30 p.m.
Miss Bos was crowned with a
pact and efficient.
Attalai, 512 Graafschap Rd.; Mrs. Witt and posted $50 bond. Trial
The first Class B game will be wreath of red sweetheart roses
Moore
told
how
users
would
be
John Gerritsen, 337 Columbia Ave.; date was not set. Defendant was
played Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. The
and
presented with a bouquet of able to dial from their own phone
Mrs.
Clyde Tackitt, New Rich- arrested by sheriff’s officers Frinext Class B .game will be on
long stemmed red roses. She is to a foreign country as well as
mond;
Mrs. Ernest Balks. 293 Lin- day night after allegedlyassaultWednesday at 7:30 p.m. between
the
daughter
of
Mr.
and
Mrs. see the person called. These decoln
Ave.;
Mrs. John D. Modders, ing May Hintz at Vickers auction
two teams who drew first round
Herman Bos of 145 West 21st St. velopments are for the near future,
344 Columbia Ave.; Linda Boeve, sale in Spring Lake Township.
byes.
William Walker, 54, Spring Lake,
route 5; James McMahon, 1109
The Thursday Class B 30 p.m. and Doug Gilbert is the son of he said.
Fred Baughman, Chief Meteorolpleaded not guilty to drunk drivMr.
and
Mrs.
Russell Gilbert of
Judge
Cornelius
vander
Meulen
Linden
St.
game will be between the winner
gist of the U S. Weather Bureau
821 West 24th St.
introduceda new member, Russell
AdmittedSaturday were Mrs. ing charges Saturday and posted
of the Tuesday game and the other
Miss Sallie Susan Vanderiest
in Grand Rapids, spoke in Holland
Henry
Weyenberg
acted as the Reeve of Color Crete Industries
Leslie
Weller, 360 James St.; $100 bond for trial,date for which
Class B first round bye. The finals
The
engagement
of
Miss
Sallie
of
Holland.
toastmaster
at
the
banquet
held
Cheryl Nichols,route 1, Fennville; has not been set. Walker was
Monday on the approachingtorwill be at 7:30 p.m. Saturday.
for the youth of the church. Group
Susan
Vanderiest to Leon Daryl Blaine Koops. Hamilton; Timothy arrested early Saturday morning
nado season.
Class B teams in the dhstrist
Van Ham has been announced Elhart, 260 West 32nd St.; Joanne by state police in Spring Lake
Fire
are Holland Christian, Zeeland, singing was accompaniedby Mrs. Reelect Members
Attending the meeting held by
Township.
Don
Brink.
Hudsonville Unity Christian,Hudby her parents,Mr. and Mrs. Broe, route 1, Fennville; Mrs.
To Guidance Clinic
the Ottawa County Civil Defense
The
speaker
Maurice
Gowens
is
George Vrieling, 276 Fairbanks
Monday was opening of “Rush sonville and Grandville.The Class
group were representatives of the Gold Rush” week of Camp A teams are Holland and Grand a Western Michigan University Dr. V. L. Boersma and Gene Michael Vanderiest of 131 West Ave.; James Mt Mahon, 1109 Lyn- Driver Ticketed After
27th St. Mr. Van Ham is the son den Rr.; Roger Tanis, 192 East
student from West Point, N.Y.
county law enforcementagencies, Fire’s Golden Jubilee year. In Haven.
Scholten of Holland.Ray BrumThree-Car Collision
and
the
girls’ trio called The
Student bleachers tickets will be
mel of Zeeland, Wilbur Husted of of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Van 48th St.
city governments, members of observance of the week about 35
Accents, from the Kalamazoo
hostesses are giving coffees, teas, 50 cents and balcony seating and
Grand Haven and Victor Scott of Harn of 745 136th Ave. He attends Discharged Saturday were ZEELAND (Special)- Zeeland
local newspapers
radio
Youth
for
Christ
sang
several
bridge parties and other enter- all adult tickets will be 75 4ents.
Nunica were reelected board Davenport Institute in Grand Timothy Elhart. 260 West 32nd St.; police charged Gyla J. Hirdes, 16.
numbers.
stations and Civil Defense and
Mrs. Maybelle Deters, 944 East route 1. Zeeland, with disobeying
tainment to raise funds for the The seating capacity in the Zeemembers to represent Ottawa Rapids.
Included
among
the
60
banquet
Red Cross personnel.
23rd St.; George Smith, route 5, a red light after the car she was
land gym is 2,000 and the size
program of the Golden Jubliee.
County at a meeting of the MusAllegan;Mrs. F-ank Smith, 118 driving collided with two other
Baughman stressed the impor- New hostesses entertainingthis of the playing floor is 50 by 84 guests were the sponsorsof the kegon Area Child Guidance Clinic
teenage groups, Mr. and Mrs.
Hoffman St., Saugatuck; Mrs. John cars at 5:15 p.m. Friday at the
tance of close cooperation between week include Mrs. Fred Bulford, feet.
held Feb. 10 in the Muskegon
Modders, 344 ColumbiaAve.; Mrs. intersection of State St. and WashThere will be no reserved seats Don Brink, Mr. and Mrs. Don YWCA.
these organizations and the U.S. Mrs. William Kiefer, Mrs. A. T.
Todd, Jim Knoll, Mr. and Mrs.
Wardo Barkho and baby, 1622 ington Ave., police said.
Weather Bureau in the event of Severson, Mrs. Donn Lindemann and each school will be assigned
Others reelected to the board
Russell Gilbert and the Rev. and
Waukazoo Dr.; Mrs. Arnold Pitcher Miss Hirdes’ car struck a car
disaster for maximum protection and Mrs. David Boyd. Others have a section in the bleachers.There
are Dr. W. H. Bond and Herman
Mrs. W. Herbert Scott.
and baby, 2003 West 32nd St.; driven by Ernest Bosch. 29. of route
been listed in previous stories.
will be no bands, musical instruof life and property.
Grossman of Muskegon to repreChester Dykhuis. 745 West 26th St. 3. Holland, and the impact of the
The residentsof Ottawa County
Enthusiasmfor the social events ments or .wooden block clappers The Misses Ruth Jousma and sent Muskegon County and WilElaine' De Ridder were on the
Admitted Sunday were Carol collisionforced her car into a
are important to the city of Grand to aid Camp Fire has spread far allowed, according to the state
liam Yonkman of Pentwater for
banquet committeefor the annual
VerHey, 97 Spruce Ave.; Austin second car driven by Clarence
Rapids and the Grand Rapids beyond the regular Camp Fire associationruling.
Oceana County.
event.
Walker. 512 North Shore Dr.; Ed- Breuker, 39, route 2, Zeeland, police
Parking will be on the east and
Weather Bureau office, Baughman limits with volunteersgiving parSpeaker at the meeting was
ward Joostbems,Hamilton;Mrs. said.
said, since Grand Rapids lies in ties to swell the fund. Holland west side of the gym and also on
Mrs. Gretchen Toy who spoke on
Herman Lessman, route 3, FennDamage to the foreign model
the general path a tornado would merchants have contributedprizes. Main Street directly in front of Mrs. John Teunis Dies
"Helping the Troubled Child.”
ville.
Hirdes
car was estimated at $200,
take after passing through Ottawa Camp Fire groups are making the gym.
Mrs. Toy who is a visiting teacher
In Municipal Hospital
Discharged Sunday were Mrs. and police said both Bosch's 1948
tallies,placecards and napkins for
Dwight Wyngarden will be the
County.
for the Muskegon County Public
Leslie Weller, 360 James St.: model car and Breuker's 1954
official scorer and the official GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Baughman said that the most these affairs.
Schools, told of the work of the
Blaine Koops, Hamilton; Clinton model car received only minor
Social events were planned pri- timer is Alvin Geerlings.The offi- Mrs. John Teunis, 73. of 529 Pine visitingteacher as a prevei/Ae
important factor involved in the
Fleming, route 2. Fennville;Mrs. damage.
coming tornado season was to get marily to serve as reunions for cials are Tom Van Wingen of St.. Ferrysburg, the former Kate mental hygiene program in the
V. L. Poppema, 518 Michigan Ave.;
warnings to people in a storm past and present adult leaders in Grand Rapids and Charles Stanski Groenevelt, died in Municipal Hos- school, a supplement to the reguMrs. Elmer Burnett, 1794 East Retired Cabinet Maker
area. At present few cities have Camp Fire.
of Kalamazoo,Tuesday and Thurs- pital Sunday morning after a lar school classroom teaching.
Ninth St.; Mrs. Raymond HeavenMrs. Nick Vukin is Golden day; Laverne Stuart of Grand year’s illness. She was admitted
warning systems other than local
Succumbs in Zeeland
er, 703 Apple Ave.; Mrs. Mervin
radio stations, and Baughman Jubliee general chairman and Rapids, Wednesday and Friday; Sunday. She was a member of the
Graveside Services
Dirkse and baby, 784 West Ninth
emphasized the importance of Mrs. William P. De Long is social Everett Robinson of Grand Rapid-s, Spring Lake Christian Reformed
ZEELAND (Special)
Yelle
Held for Debbie Barnett
St.; Mary Eakley, 40 South River
Wednesday and Saturday and Rus- Church.
radio in communicating storm chairman.
Wildschut, 78. of 552 East Central
The National Golden Jubliee Sell Jack Baas of Grand Rapids, She is survived by the husband,
Ave.; Paul Vander Wilk, 284 East
warnings to residents.
Miss Potncio Gavle Goodyke
Ave., Zeeland, died at the Zeeland
Gravesideservices were held
Since the weather bureau is the celebrationof Camp Fire will be Friday and Saturday.
five sons, Richard, Grand Haven;
11th St.; Larry and Cheryl Nichols,
Community Hospital Sunday afterMr.
and
Mrs.
Harold
Goodyke
Monday
at
11
a
m.
in
Zeeland
The Class A and B winners will George, Lomita. Calif.; Jay, Theoofficial agency for issuingtornado held in New York City Nov. 1-5.
route 1, Fennville; Mrs. Ivan De noon followinga six weeks illness.
warnings, Baughman said that The Holland celebration will be be assigned to the regional tourna- dore and Marshall all of Ferrys- cemetery for Debbie Lynn Burnett, of route 1. Zeeland announce the Graaf and baby, route 4: Mrs.
He was a retired cabinet maker
infant daughter of Mr. and Mrs. engagement of their daughter,
persons actually sighting a tornado held the first three months of 1961. ment at Western Michigan Univer- burg; one brother,Dick, of Spring
Donald Endean and baby, 52 Birch- having been employed at the forshould notify the weather bureau Funds raised through the Gold sity in Kalamazoo.
Lake: 12 grandchildren and 12 Elmer Burnett of 169 East Ninth Patricia Gayle, to Lawrence wood; Mrs. Laverne Onken and mer Wichers Lumber Co. for many
St., who was dead at birth in
great grandchildren.
first. The only case in which Rush will be used to help support
Arthur Bauder, the son of Mr. baby. 666 Midway Ave.; Irene Al- years. He was a member of SecHolland Hospital early Saturday
another person or organization the celebrations.
sip. 175 East 18th St.
John Henry Lamphere
ond Reformed Church.
and Mrs Arthur Bauder also of
morning.
should be notifiedfirst would be
Hospital births list a daughter, Surviving are three daughters.
Driver Cited in Crash
Succumbs
at
Age
of 78
Survivingbesides the parents route 1. Zeeland.
if the storm were bearing down Driver Cited in Crash
Linda Sue. born Friday to Mr. and Mrs. Ben Vandon Bos of Holland,
ZEELAND (Special)
Harry are two sisters, ElizabethAnn and
Miss Goodyke was recentlygrad- Mrs. Daniel Vrieling, 84 East 16th
on a city. Then the primary obJohn Henry Lamphere, 78. of Bos. 71, of 519 East Central Ave., Bernice Fate: one brother. Larry
Mrs. Manuel Westfall of Detroit.
Ronald D. Wede\en, 19, route 2,
ject is to warn people in the
West Olive, was charged by Ot- Saugatuck died Sunday evening in Zeeland, was cited for interfering Dale: the maternal grandparents. uated from the Grand Rapids St.; a son, Thomas Jon, born Fri- Mrs. Herman Tyink of Zeeland;
area.
Junior College of Practical Nurs- day to Mr. and Mrs. Roger Prins. two sons. Jack with the U. S.
tawa County deputies with driving Douglas Hospital followingan ex- will* through traffic after the car Mr. and Mrs. Almon Free of ConBaughman cited cases of
ing She ls employed at the Hol- 1200 Beach Dr.; a son, Gary government in Verona. Italy, and
tended
illness.
too fast for conditions after the
he was driving collided with a car way, Ark.; the paternal grandtornadoes having struck, in which
James, born Saturday to Mr. and Larry of Grand Rapids, and seven
land Hospital
Mr. Lamphere was born in New driven by Hilmer C. Dickman, 66,
car he was driving collided with
mother, Mrs. Elizabeth Burnett of
the weather bureau failed to reMrs. William Zych. 301 West 22nd grandchildren.
A
June wedding is planned.
York
and
came
to
Saugatuck
25
the rear of a car driven by Arlyn
of 544 East Lincoln Ave., at 3:50 Bald Knob. Ark.
ceive notice for several hours.
St.; a daughter. Barrie Kim, born
G. Holstege, 21, route 1, Zeeland, years ago. He was a retired car- p.m. Saturday on Park St. nfear
Arrangementswere by Dykstra
Any kind of warning system is
Saturdayto Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
at 12:20 a.m. Saturday on 120th penter.
Central Ave., Zeeland police said. Funeral Home.
completely impossible when this is

—
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Talks
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Feb. 23 In Zeeland
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Heed
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Damage

visual observation.

Ottawa County Civil Defense
Director Hans Suzenaar, reviewed
the county’s warning system at
the meeting, describing the "telephone fanout” and the county
alert system.
Suzenaar explained that tornado
warnings would be receivedvia
teletypefrom the weather bureau
by Civil Defense personnel who
would relay the inofrmation immediately to the Sheriff's Department. which in turn would radio
or call all county law enforce-

Oakland Man,
ZEELAND

m

U*

(Special* — Arthur

Compagner, 79. of Oakland, route
1. Hamilton, died unexpectedly
Sunday morning at the Zeeland
Community Hospitalwhere he was
patient for three days.
Miss HHtndo

Moe

Mulder

Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Mulder
route 2 announce the engagement

He was
le

born in Oakland where

was a farmer and was

a tnem-

.

bei of the Oakland Christian Reof their daughter. Helinda Mae. to
Arlan Jay Hossmk. son of Mr. formed Church.
and Mrs. Alfred Hossmk of 26
Surviving are the wife, Jennie,
North 120th Ave.
five sons, WUlii, Aimer, Harold.
Bush,
of route 1, Zeeland, ha* received an appointmentto the
United States Military Academy at West Point from U.S.
Rep. Gerald R. Ford. Bush ta
the son of
and Mrs.
Harold (Fredi Bush and a. 1959
fraduate of Holland Christian
Hifh School. He will take
a medical examination on
March 11 and will leave lor
Weat Mat ai July.

!

Mr

•Ami

OLD

MAN WINTit—'Tkt dty's

nmotol c>t.> toKjht B.ipwo.,1, t,
kn* mw lump iktoj at old mm •mWi
TliHitd«» w
dim»| mow
iin).

Sours on the Holland area. The men in tho
pkttire o'e barely risible •> they work to
p»l#s of anew on Eighth St.

Miu
of

Audrey Johnson

Miss Audrey Johnson, daughter
Mr. and Mrs. Carl J. Johnson.

1365 South ;>hore Drive, bat been

Eugene of Zeeland elected Valentine Queen of the
Ticketed After Crash
and Carl of Grand Rapids; six Eta Gamma Chapter of Beta
Ottawa County deputies charged daughters. Mrs. John H Brouwer Sigma Phi Miu J
will
Robeft G. EUhire. 39 of La Porte. o( Drenthe, Mrs Adrian Tmuner compete with other
Ind . with running a red light fol- and Mrs John Lenter*. both of Queen* throughoutthe
lowfing a collision at • • m. Moo- 1 Holland. Mrs Gerald Kruithof and States for »he title of ' xm Valenday at the intersection of US-31 and ; Mrs ‘'rakl Ver Betk and Mrs. tine Queen of Bela Sigma Phi.”
East Eighth St., between Elshire’s ' Laura Vander Poppeo, all of Oakcar and a car driven by Bert land; 31 grtadchildrvn13
all of Oakland.

niTUlE CADPr-Tom

Ottawa County <kput»es are investigating a collisioninvolving
vehicles driven by Abram Van
Lot. SI. of 391 College Ave , and
Dale Voorhorst, route S, Holland,
which occurred at ll tt a
Monday on East Eighth St near ‘he
US41 bypass Deputies estimated
to the I AM pick-up truck
driven by Vaa Uo at 111* and to
Voorimrsts W7 modal cor at

79,

Dies in Hospital

ment agencies.
Suzenaar said that the latest
film on tornadoes is available at
the County Civil Defense Office
for showing to schools, churches
and other groups.

Mishap

Queen

672 Graafschap Rd.; a* daughter,
Denise Irene, born Saturday to Mr.
and Mrs. Larry Dykstra, 233 West
Main St.; Zeeland; a daughter.
Cindy Lou. born Sunday to Mr. and
Mrs. Harris Nykamp, 100 Glendale
Ave.

stages cannot be detected by
radar, and the weather bureau
must rely on information from

Investigate

Valentine

Tedaldi, 1349 South Shore Dr.
A son, Daniel John, born Saturday to Mr. and Mrs. Paul De Kok,

Ave. near Tyler St., deputies said.
the case. Baughman said.
was estimated by
Althoughradar is becoming a
deputies at $400 to Wedeven’s1956
valuable aid in the detection of
model car and at $700 to
tornadoes. Baughman said that
Holstege’s1957 model car.
often tornadoes in the formative

Srbolten. 71.
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Holland City News

Engaged \Zedand

Sunday School

*

Pvt. Robert A. Essenburg.son

Lesson

iof Mr. and Mrs. Martin Essen-

Sunday, February tl
A Program of ChristianService

Tulip lime

pleted the field communications
(crewman course Jan. 21 at Fort

By C. P. Dame
Paul always showed great concern (or the churches which he
had founded. On his way to Jerusalem, the ship on which Paul
was sailing, stopped at Miletus,
the port of Ephesus. He was eager
The Reae ef the
Rttlland City New.
to see the elders from the church
P u b 1 • h e d every
^Thursday by the at Ephesus and so be sent for
Sentinel PrintlnK Co. them and they came to Miletus,
1

|

I

'Dfflce M - 96 We^
thtb Street, Holland, a distance of about '30 miles and
Paul spent a short time with them.
uchlgan.
Entered as second class matter
at the poet office at Holland. The address Which he gave to
Mich, under the Act of Congress, those elders deserves the thought
March S. 1879.
and study of every Christian.
I. A Christian’sdeeds are imW. A. BUTLER
Editor and Publisher
portant. Speeches reveal characTelephone — Newi Items EX 2-2314 ter-this address of Paul gives us
Advertising -Subscriptions EX 2-2311 an insight into his heart. We do
The publishershall not be liable not know the names of the Ephefor any error or errors in printing sian elders but we may assume
any advertisingunless a proof of that they were dedicated Chrissuch advertisementshall have been
obtainedby advertiser and returned tian leaders and that they loved
by him in time for corrections with Paul, their spiritual father. Very
such errors or corrections noted
plainly thereon; and In such case if likely these elders had once been
any error an noted is not corrected, worshipers of the goddess Diana,
publishers liabilityshall not exceed
such a proportion of the entire but they had become Christian
cost of such advertisement as the these men had experienced
space occupied by the error bears
to the whole space occupied bv change of heart and life.
such advertisement
Paul spoke to these elders about
himself and his 'work first. His life
TEEMS OP SUBSCRIPTION
One year, 33.00; Six montnt, in Ephesus had been marked by
32.00; three months, 31.00; single boundless energy. He had taught
copy, 10c. Subscriptionspayable In
advance and will be promptly the people publicly and privately
discontinuedit not renewed.
which showed his great concern
Subscriberswill confer a favor
by reportingpromptly any Irregu- for his converts and the church.
In his ministry in Ephesus he had
D(tJ23lldelIVCry‘Wrke ^ Ph0<,e
revealed great faithfulness in presenting the gospel both -to Jews

and Greeks. He did not

Coming for

burg, 6091 96th Ave., Zeeland, com-

Acts 20:18b-21; 28-35

THE WRISTON COMMISSION

Art Exhibit

|

J

Plans for a '’Who Was RemLeonard Wood, Mo. He entered brandt” art exhimit to be shown in
the Armyv last September and Holland during Tulip Time were
completed basic combat training discussed at a regular meeting of
at Fort Leonard Wood.
the Tulip Time Board of Directors
Pfc. Donald Ter Haar, 19. son Tuesday. Final arrangements have
of Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Ter Haar, not been completed but plans call
route 2, Zeeland, participatedwith for the travelingdisplay to be at
the 7th Infantry Division’s 10th some convenient location.
Cavalry in Exercise Ice Cap in
Progressalso was reported in
Korea Jan. 18-22. Ter Haar, a having an exhibitionof arts and
jeep driver in the cavalry’sTroop crafts in the new Herrick Public
A at Camp Kaiser, entered the Library for Tulip Time May 11
Army in November, 1958 and ar- through 14. Working with the Lirived overseas last October.
brary Board are Mrs. Fred StanSeveral Zeeland High school ton, Willard C. Wichers and Dr.
students attended the DistrictIn- Bert Bos.

and Ensemble The Sunday afternoon vesper
Contest on Saturday, Feb. 6. in program in Hope Memorial Chapel
Ionia where they competed with will follow plans of previous years.
strumentalSolo

Miss Sondro Ann Wyngorden

Miss Sandra Ann Wyngarden's

|

engagement to Lavern Dale Sla«h
wereT ^sts Md
Ls announcedby her parents,Mr.
10 seconds. Those who received
and Mrs. Jack Wyngarden of route
3, Zeeland. Mias Wyngarden'sfirst divisionunder Senior High
may enter the state contest at
fiance is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Michigan State University.April 1
Jacob Slagh of route 1, Zeeland.

Harold J. iftrstenreported progress on the band review and Tulip
Time Varieties and expects to
have attractionslined np by the
middle of March.

Winners of the first part of the
NOMA (National Office Management Association)commercial tests
have been announced. Winners are
seniors: Eleanor Post and Judy
Zwiers from Miss Broek's class;
juniors Carol W i e r d a, Nancy

Orchestra will present a program

The Hope

College Symphony

Wednesday.Whether it will be in
Civic Center or Hope Memorial

Chapel ha$ not been determined.
The square dance in Civic Center Thursday night is receiving
national advertising, and square
Wabeke, and Karer Hungerink dancing enthisuastsfrom wide
from Mr. Jones’ class.
areas are expected. Plans for this
Many students of Zeeland High, event are being worked out by J.
took the Michigan Employment McClaskey.
tests Monday.
Nelson Bosman. Tulip Time pre•Valentine's Day" was the theme sident, presidedat Tuesday's meetof the Sophomore Girls' tea which ing.
was held Thursday in the old gym.
Others present were Park Supt.

PLAN

CIVIL

DEFENSE STRATEGY —

Baughman, Chief Meteorologist

law enforcement

officials, 'civil defense personnel, representativeof the press, radio and the
Red Cross. Baughman stressed cooperation between local authoritiesand the U.S. Weather
Bureau as a major factor in organizing an effective tornado warning system.
(Sentinelphoto)

North Blendon Newcomers Hold South Blendon

The Misses Shirley and Elaine
The mothers and women of the Jacob De Graaf, Robert Slocum, Van Huizen of Allendale favored
faculty were invited guests. The Dr. Bos. Wichers.Mrs. Stanton, with instrumental selections at
Home Economics Class furnished Robert Cavanaugh, Henry S. the evening serviceat the Reformfancy sandwiches which were Maentz. Don Thomas, Harold Kar- ed Church here on Sunday.
Due to the unfavorable weather
served at the tea. The program sten. Russell Welch, McClaskey,
included vocal and instrumental William H. Vande Water, -Dwight conditionsA. Klingerberg of the
music and humorous readings. Ferris.Larry Wade, W. A. Butler World Home Bible League who
was to speak at the midweek serThe committeeswhich helped to and Morrette Rider.
vice at the Reformed Church on
make the tea a success was
Wednesday evening did not come.
headed by the following giris:
He will be scheduled for a future
Sharon Becksfort, decorations;

shrink

Fred

of the U.S.
Weather Bureau in Grand Rapids, addresses a
meeting at the Holland Police Station outlining
defense measures and warning systems to be
used during the coming tornado season. The
meeting held Monday was attended by county

Valentine Party

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Vruggink
celebrated their 25th wedding anLarge red hearts and a Valen- niversary Feb. 1.
The Rev. G. A. Aalberts and
tine theme attracted about 40
members of the Newcomers Club several of the Senior C. E. members attended the Golden Chain
and guests to a Valentineparty in
Inspirationalmeeting last week
The commissionis in a sense
II. Church leaders have a great
the grill of the Hotel Warm Friend at t h e Zeeland Firsk Reformed
a call to greatness for a nation responsibility. After Paul had told
Saturday evening.
Church.
facing unprecedented challenge these men about his own ministry
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Vruggink
A
buffet
was
served
at
11
p.m.
and changes. In settinggoals for he talked to them about their
after the all-gamesparty. The and children of Hudsonville and
this call to greatness, the com- duties. A leader who has a good
Miss Margery Kempers
Mrs. Marian Vruggink and Faith
mission will have to point the way record can summon others to do
room was decorated with the large
Dr. and Mrs. John R. Kempers, Ruth De Vries, refreshments;
meeting.
Public confession of faith was
were guests Friday evening at the
to eliminatepresent barriers. The likewise. The apostle reminded missionariesof the Reformed Aria Johnson, invitations; and
Members of the local Young red heart -inscribedNewcomers. home of Mr. and Mrs. Richard
made
by Miss Betty De Wys at
eliminationof barriers based on these elders of the necessity of Church of America to Chiapas, Mary Schipper, program.
Peoples Society met with the Tallies were arrow-piercedhearts. Vruggink.Slides were shown of
the church service Sunday morncolor, on race, religion, national watching their own Christianlives, Mexico, announcethe engagement Myrna Dykgraaf. senior at ZeeDrenthe Young Peoples group on
Serving on the committeewere the trips the Vruggink’s have made
ing.
origin or even sex must be a prime their* piety, their walk and talk. of their daughter,Margery, to land High, was one of six deleMr. and Mrs. Richard Crane, to Canada, Upper Penninsula, the
The Holland - Zeeland Deacon's Sunday evening.
aim. Great improvement in edu- If a leader s talk is not backed Ronald Wiegerink.son of Mr. gates from Michiganto attend a
Conference will be on Thursday The Holland - Zeeland Deacons chairmen, Mr. and Mrs. John jBad Lands and Yellow Stone Nacation as to quality and quantity, up by hzs walk it is meaningless. and Mrs. Gerrit Wiegerink of 1156 Y-Teen planning committee in LanConference will beheld at the Hol- Berry, decorations;Mr. and Mrs.
must be made available to all These elders also had a respon- Benjamin S.E., Grand Rapids, for- sing on Jan. 29 and 30. The meet- at 7 45 p.m. at the Holland land Heights Christian Reformed Harry Nefis, tickets; Mr. and Mrs. tional Park.
Heights
Christian
Reformed
Mrs. Henry Klamer of Fremont
the people because educatioft in
sibilityto the church and this re- merly of Holland.
ing was held to plan and set Church.
Church on Thursday at 7:45 p.m. Jeff Hays, games and Mr. and spent a few days last week with
democracy bolds the key to the sponsibility they had not received Miss Kempers attended Holland objectivesfor the annual Y-Teen
The speaker will be H. Dekker. Mrs. Kenneth Miner.
Miss Vivian Petroelje and Joel
her children, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
greatest developmentof the in- from men but from the Holy High School and NorthfieM School convention to be held this year
Mrs. John Bosch is confined to
Prize winners were Mr. and .Vruggink.
dividual.The annual economic Spirit. And that made their work for Girls in Massachusetts and is at Clear Lake, near Battle Creek, Vander Kooi were united in mar- her home with the flu.
Mrs. Lawrence Williams, Mr. and
riage in the local church on TuesThe school children and their
output of this nation is also a of greater importance.These now a junior at Hope College from June 18 to 25.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
H.
H.
Vanddr
Mrs. Bernard Julian, Mr. and teachers. Mrs. Pyle and Miss
day. They will make their home in
necessary goal, because the other elders were charged with the where she is a member of Delta
At the morning worship service Hudsonville.
Molen and Miss Marilyn Wolbers Mrs. Jeff Hays. Dr. and Mrs. Roelofs had a Valentineparty
goals are largely dependent upon task of governing the church, of Phi sorority.
in Second Reformed Church the
were Sunday supper guests at the W. G. Henderson, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. George Bussis
Friday afternoon.Cupcakes, chocthe weakh of ail the people.Hand being the guardians of the church.
Mr. Wiegerink attended Holland Rev. Raymond Beckering, pastor,
C. MeeuwTsen home at South Harold Leach and Mr. and Mrs. olate milk, fudge and popcorn
in hand with economic output is Tremendous indeed was their re- High School and Ottawa Hills preached the sermon, “The Chris- announcethe birth of a son born Blendon. The occasion marked Bill Hoffmeyer
were served.
quires a constant evaluation if sponsibility. It was their duty to High School, Grand Rapids. He is tian's Three Loves." The anthems on Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Boetsema the birthday anniversary of Dari
Mr. and Mrs. Renzo Vruggink
essential economic improvements feed the church “which He hath a junior at Hope College and a were “Today There Is Ringing"—
Mrs. Bronkema Feted
and Helen visited Mr. and Mrs.
celebrated their 50th wedding Meeuwsen.
•re to be made.
purchasedwith His own blood.” member of Phi Kappa Alpha fra- Christiansen and “More Love to
Due to the inclementweather
anniversary last week.
Dick Olsen. Phyllis and Henry
On Her 90th Birthday
The Wriston commissionhas a Paul loved the church even as ternity.
Thee. O Christ” — Nordman. His
the
Holland-Zeeland Elders ConAvink
Saturdayevening.
John
Geurink
is
still
at
Zeeland
worthwhileassignment. To lay Christ loved it and showed it by
evening sermon was: “Faith
ference scheduledfor Wednesday
\ Mrs. Peter Bronkema, who. is
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Bassler
Hospital followinga heart attack.
down the goals for a better dying for it.
Three Tenses,” and the anthem
a patient at the Belvedere Home, had as their Sunday evening guests
He has improved enough so that was postponed.
America is to give the people a
Aftbough the church will not be
was "Built On a Rock”— ChristianMr. and Mrs. H. H. Vander was honored at a party Saturday Mr. and Mrs. Albert Schut and
he might sit in a chair every day.
sense of purpose and direction destroyed, it would be troubled
sen.
Molen and Mr. and Mrs. Bert afternoon when
group of children of Fennville.
John Klamar submittedto surwhich the leaders in government and thereforea warning was given
On Wednesday,Feb. 17, “Africa
Kraker of Allendale were enter- relatives gathered at the Home in
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Vruggink
gery for hernia on Monday morncan then use to mobilize the peo- by Paul. Grievouswolves would
and India, Mighty Forces of World
tained at the home of Mr. and celebration of her 90th birthday
ing at Zeeland Hospital.
and boys had Sunday dinner with
ple to attain those goals. It is try to destroy the flock. Paul said
Change,” will be the radio topic
Mrs. Ammeraal expects to Mrs. John Walcott at Allendale anniversary. Birthday cake and their mother, Mrs. Effie Vrughoped that this commission will that from within the church, men
of Dr. John • De Valois, veteran
following the evening service on coffee were served.
gink at Zeeland.
leave
the hospital this week. She
not falter after the first waves would arise who would speak
missionary to India. Dr. De Valois
Honoring Mrs. Bronkema were
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Poskey.
has been there six weeks with a Sunday evening.
of enthusiasmand prestige have perverse t m i n g s” and draw
knows first-hand of movements fractured hip.
A daughter was bom to Mr. and her only sister, Mrs. John Van Rodger and Marijane of Wyomfaded. President Eisenhower and away disciplesafter them.” Perbetween Asiatic and African peoThe Rev. De Haan’s subjects Mrs. Robert Boehm at Rock Duine, and the following children ing City spent Sunday afternoon
future presidents need the help sonal ambitions have done much
ple. Rev. Paul Hostetler, expert
Rapids, Iowa on Feb. 8. Mrs. and grandchildren:The Mesdames
with their mother, Mrs. Delia
on
Sunday were "Christ's Teachit i$ appointed to give.
harm to the church. Some leaders
in languageproblemsand former
Boehm is the former Gracile Ter Henry Tubergan, John Bronkema, Poskey.
ing
on
the
Subjects of Oaths,”'
have shown too much love for
missionary to Africa is also exDon Bronkema, Allen Vander The sermon subjects the Rev.
and "Pergamun; the Impure Horst of this place.
self and too Rule love for the
pected to share in the discussion.
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Vander Meer, Bern Meiste, Don Essen- G. Aalberts chose for Sunday were
Church.”
church. False teaching may do
This is a presentation of WHTC
Molen spent an evening last week burg, Jim Kruithof,Gerold Ham- “Clod The Father" and “The Test
Mrs. Andrew Koeman suffers a
much hurt to a church. However
from 6:40 to 7 p.m. and is the
with their niece, Mrs. Marian stra, Jack Lundy, Marvin Tuber- of Love." The Misses Karen Waheart condition.
there are other dangers to watch.
W: third in a series of four broadbeke and Carol Vander Wal sang
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Goodyke Vruggink and family at South gan, Henry Tubergan Jr.
Some congregations today are
casts on “The ChristianWorld MisBlendon.
Mrs. Paul Mcllwain was named
two duets as the social music
have
purchased
the home of Mr.
complacent, they “have arrived”
sion of our Reformed Church.
Mrs. Murray Davis and Richard
president-elect at a parents meetat the evening services.
and Mrs. Elmer Nienhuis.
Mrs. F. Arnoldink, 82,
and are content to remain what
At 7:30 on Wednesday evening,
Tickmer of Grand Rapids were
Miss Yvonne Brink and James
Holy Baptism was administering of Cherry Lane Nursery School they are and that is a step backthe Adult Fellowship Group will
Sunday afternoon callers at the Dies in Nursing Home
ed
to Maribeth, daughterof Mr.
Cheyne
were the leaders at the
ward.
In
this
day
of
materialism
Monday evening in the school. She
meet in Second Reformed Church
and Mrs. Carl Vander Veen on home of Mr. and Mrs. H. H.
Mrs. Francis Amoldink, 82. died Senior C. E. meeting Sunday afwill take office in June.
and worldliness,some congregato hear Dr. Elton Eenigenberg,
Vander Molen.
Feb. 7.
Monday in the Beacon Light ternoon. Sharon Beld and Sharon
Other new officers,who will tions are becoming spiritually
professor at Western Seminary, in
Mrs. J. C. Huizenga entertainChristianNursing Home at Marne Baldwin were the leaders at the
begin their duties immediately,are powerless because they are yieldan
address
on
“The
Appeals
of
the
ed a number of callers at her
Miss Lois Hymo
Junior C. E. meeting Wednesday
following
a brief illness.
Mrs. J. C. Petter, vice president, ing to the spirit of this age.
home during the week When she
Mr and Mrs. Rhyne Hyma of Cults.” Special music will be pro- Rev. Gerard Van Pernis
Mr$. Arnoldink was a member evening.
and Mrs. Morrette Rider who was
HI. A personal example is influvided
by
members
of
the
Zeeland
celebrated her 94th birthday anniMuskegon, announce the engageSpeaks to Brotherhood
Mrs. Lyda Gerrits is a patient
of Central Avenue Christian Rere-elected correspondingsecre- ential. Paul commended these
ment of their daughter. Lois, to High School Band.
Members
of the Men's Brother- versary.
at St. Mary’s Hospital where she
formed Church.
tary.
faithful elders to "the word of
On Thursday evening, instead hood of First Reformed Church
Lee Ver Hoeven, son of Mr. and
Surviving are a sister, Mrs. is having x-rays and treatment.
A panel discussionon "What a His grace" which was able to Mrs. Sage Ver Hoven of route of the regular midweek meeting, gathered in the church Monday
Issue Ticket in Crash
Maggie
Swartz of Denver, Colo.; Mrs. Sebus Berghorstis also a
Co-operative Nursery Means to build them up and give them an
the members are invited to attend evening to hear the Rev. Gerard
3, Holland.
two
sisters-in-law,
Mrs. Fannie patient there receiving treatment
inheritance.
In
the
days
of
Paul
Holland police charged Johnnie
Me" was presented to the parents
A May wedding is being planned. a denominational budget hearing, Van Pernis, ministerat large, who
Arnoldink
of
Borculo
and Mrs. for a ruptured disc.
professional
by Mrs. Mcllwain. Mrs. Donald there were
sponsored by the Stewardship De- addressedthe group.
Lamberts Jr., J8. of 288 Fairbanks
Jane
Garvelink
of
Holland,
and Lloyd Kunzi returned to his home
teachers
and
religion*
leaders
who
Hogue, Mrs. Stuart Padnos and
partment of the Reformed Church,
Pep. Van Pernis.whose ministry Ave., with failureto maintain an several nieces and nephews.
last week from Zeeland Hospital
Mrs. Charles Burton.
were interested only in getting
for all of the churches in the | covers a diversified set of services, assured clear distance after the
where he submitted to surgery.
Mrs. Henry VanderLinde. presi- gain for themselves.Paul had been
ParticularSynod of Michigan. The |is a writer and lecturerin severall car he was driving collided with
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Olsen spent
dent. presided at the business so engrossed in his work that
Marriage
Licenses
meeting will be held in Second languages. He at one time was a the rear of a car driven by Betty
Friday
evening with Mr. and Mrs.
money
had
no
appeal
for
him,
he
meeting. Plans were made for a
Reformed Church, beginning at chaplain to Her Majesty, the Queen J. Tippett.17. of 427 East Eighth
Ottawa County
Dari Vander Schaur at Jenison.
had worked at tent-makingin
nut sale and a rummage sale.
8 p.m. Several denominational of the Netherlands.He also is con- St., at 3:40 p.m. Monday near the PhillipAlderink, 18, Allendale, Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Vander MoThe group is sponsoring a card Ephesus in order to support himleaders will participatein the pre- versant with the Dutch Indonesian intersectionof Eighth St. and and Betty Groen, 18, route 1,
len of North Blendon and Mrs.
party Saturday at 8 p.m. in the self. The last verse of the lesson
sentation.
College Ave., police said.
Allendale: William Gink, 27, and
situation, and at one time addressClaus Zwyhuizen visited M r s.
American Legion Memorial Park text contains the words, “It is
Sunday. Feb. 21, Dr. Bast, in ed the Anglo Batavian Christian
VirginiaParuch, 23. both of Grand
clubhouse. Mrs. Robert Sligh is more blessed to give than to reBrussels sprouts were intro- Haven; Jim Eugene Lipe, 19, and Harold Vruggink and Mrs. Delia
his Temple Time message will conFellowship in London. He served
Poskey last week at' the Vrugceive"
a saying of Jesus not
chairman of the event.
sider "The Law of Desire."
duced into the United States about Rachel Marie Tucker, 18, both of
ai missionary to American Indians
gink home.
Mrs. Donald Hogstrom and Mrs. found in the gospels or anywhere
1880.
Dr. Lester Kuyper of Holland and has cooperated with the U.S.
Holland.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Van Oss
William Lalley were in charge of else in the New Testament.
was guest minister at First Re- governmentin buildinga program
and
childrenof Forest Grove were
refreshments after the business
formed Church. His morning ser- of education and human relations
Sunday evening guests at the home
meeting.
mon was: "The Life of Jesus of great benefit to the Indians.He
of their parents,Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Manifested in Us” and the Inter- spoke on "ChristianMen and Oath
La Huis.
mediate Choir, sang the anthem Bound Secret Societies."
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Vander
Miss Tena Bytwark of Hudson“It's Not an Easy Road." Miss
Thomas Weller entertained with
Kooi have mo\ed to one of the
ville and Mr. and Mrs. Manley
Sharon Hoek was Soloist. His eve- a solo and devotionswere conductAdmitted to Holland Hospital houses on the Joel Hirdes farm.
Stegeman were Sunday dinner
ning sermon was "Let Peace Come
ed by Harry Daubenspeck.Russell
Tuesday were
Herman They have been living with Mr.
guests at the home of Mr. and
i
to Jerusalem" and a trio com- Vander Poel, vice president,preVander Leek. 1421 South Shore and Mrs. Neal Boersema, Mrs.
Mrs. George Sytsma and family.
posed of Mardee Van Kley, Linda
sided. Chairman for the evening’s
Dr.: David Boyd, 1712 Washington; Vander Kooi'.. parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney GlashowDe Witt and Donna Zwyghuizen program was William Fortney. On
Miss Lilly Taylor, daughter of
Michael Hughes, 684 Bosma Ave.;
er and Mr. and Mrs. Peter Glassang: "When We See Christ."
his committee were Alvern KapMis» Marilyn Den Uyl
Lee lard Van Wieren, 430 Washing- Mr. and Mrs. Louis Taylor, had
hower were Sunday evening visiThe We-Two Club of First Re- enga and Fred Zeerip. Refreshton Ave.: Kenneth Sebens. 255 East her tonsils removed Saturday at
tors at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
»*<
eve- ments were served by the pro221, Lincoln Ave. announce the en I
13th St.; Martin Wilbur, 213 the Zeeland Hospital.
Peter Vander Laan.
and
Mrs. Joe Dalgram committee and their wives.
Theodore Snyder is still in the gagement of their daughter,
Howard Ave.; Christy Lynn Vande
Approximately25 men of the
man as special guests.Mrs. DalVusse, 2117 Randall 'discharged Zeeland Hospital. He expects to Marilyn, to T«1 Moddcrs. son of
congregation attended the Mission
mao
is a chalk artist and Mr.
Demonstration
Mrs. Mary Moddere of 275 East
same day); Jacob Ten Brink, 165 retu.n home this week.
SyndicateInspirationaldinner
Dalman furnishes the music.
Mrs. Walter Myrick and Mrs. 13th St.
Walnut
,
Tuesday evening at Holland.
The
Rev. Walter Van Poppering Presented for
Discharged Tuesday were Mrs. Lester Bunker both broke their
of Walkill,N. Y.# wiT be guest At a meeting of the Apple Avenue
June Monhollen. 99 Coolidge;John arms last Monday evening while 10 From Ottawa Get
minister in First Reformed P-T Club Tuesday night, a gymGraveside Rites Are
Vinkemulder. 185 East Eighth St.; skating at the Ottawa Reformed Degrees at Mid-Year
nasties demonstrationwas preChurch, next Sunday.
Held for Newborn Baby
Mrs. Elizabeth Bekkering,775 West Church roller ukating party.
Ten persons from Ottawa County
Rev. Edward Tanis, pastor of sented by fourth, fifth and sixth
Ricky and Allen Bosman are both
2*th St.; Mrs. Don Vrieling. 84
grade
students
under
the
direcwere among the 1,334 students at Faith Reformed Church used for
Graveside services were held at
East 16th St.; Gilbert Marroquin, in the Holland 'lospital recovering the University of Michigan to rehu morning sermon topic: "Light tion of Con Eckstrom.
from
pneumonia
II
a m. Saturday in Pilgrim Home
708 Gokienrod Ave : Mrs. James
Later Arthur C. Hills of the
ceive degrees during the mid year. of the World " His evening topic
Mrs Hoekstra. mother of Mrs
Garvelmk, 892 144tb Ave.; Rev.
cemeteryfor Omega Jean ThompFrom Holland were David J.
"Where Do We Go. From music departmentand James HalHenry Dekker, route 4; Paul Case Potter, has been ill with a Brower. 782 Southgate, Bachelor was:
son. daughter of Mr. and Mn.
lan of the Board of Education disHere’”
liter ailment and la still confined
Breuker. 122 East 15th St
James
Thompson, of 165 East
of
Laws;
Thomas
L.
Wenke.
117
cussed
plans
for
the
new
high
At the First Baptist Church, the
Hospital births list a daughter, to her bed.
GlendaleAve.. Master of Science Rev Douglas Gray, pastor,chose schoel and answered questions on
Eighth St., who died shortly aftef
The Ottawa Man's quartet >anf
Sandra Kay. born Tuesday to Mr.
In Fisheries; Maurice
Witte- for his ovemng topic; "Everlast- the bond issue.
birth in Holland Hospital Friday
and Mrs Theodore De Graaf. 1744 at the evenmi nrvicea Sunday at veen, 1595 Perry St . Bachelor of
•vening
Refreshments
were
severd
by
ing
Punubmant."
Main St ; a daughter, Kimberly the local church They are Joel Science in Engineering.
Survivingbesides the parents
Dr. John H. Kromminga. Pmi- Mrs. L. Tooker. Mrs. John Zeerip,
Lynn, bora Tuesday to Mr and Hirdes. Harry DrWscaia. Charles Watne A- Millard. 39 South
re four brothers.Tom. Paul. Tim
Mrs.
Tony
Kleasee
and
Mrs.
deni
of
Calvin
Seminary
was
guest
Mrs Harvey Van Der Hi*. 54 Lyn- Bsrtels and Henry Slam Mrs Centennial St. Zeeland, received
Matthew; one sister, Maureen;
at the moramg servicein James KUage
don Rd ; a daughter. Lon Jean, Stager accompaniedthem oa the his Bachelor of Science degree in
Paul Van Eck P-T president,
Third ChnstiaaReformed Church
piano.
Mr.
born today to Mr and Mrs Sidney
Engineering, and James Scharp- The evening topic
at the •
“The •
Brandeen,Mil Butternut Dr ; n
horn ef 'Mb Ave , Zeeland received
duett*. Debra Lynn, boro today Marriage Licenses
the bachelor of Science degree
Calvw Ctttotttl
to Mr and Mn. DeUtort Dtofwa
(Klava i«M4y
Others aetung degreea were
ef the
* if tarn I’
Lweeii
Kell) at toopenviUe.
Siwiai Uke. aad
Arthur
k^rrt Jaaepb G
r teyu Daniel
Gntt i» < tiled the metal at dm St, Grand Havea. Haymaad Ue
the metal at to*
Ju»
President Eisenhower has re- from declaring both the doctrines
cently appointed a distinguished of the gospel and its ethical imgroup of private citizens under plications— this is not always done
the leadership of Dr. Henry M today. The elders could witness
Wristoo. to a Commission on Na- to the faithfulnessof Paul s mintional Goals.
istry in Ephesus.
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Hope Wins Over
Adrian,

List

Winners

103-80

Winners

1

300 Children Take Part

in Polio

In Silver

Sullimm Stop

Skates Carnival

Meet

Bowling

were named today

Oilers, 89-84
in

GRAND RAPIDS

(Special)-Tbe Rapids team.
game to decide the
Ron Kramer, former Michigan
season’swinner in the Cook’s great, and Bob Armstrong, ex-Hol*
Texaco Oiler-Grand Rapids Sulli- land resident and Michigan State
vans battle will be played Satur- player, controlledthe boards for
day, Feb. 27 in Grand Rapids af- the winners. Kramer added 14
ter Sullivansevened the series at points and Armstrong picked up
two games each Saturday with an 11.
89-84 win in Burton gym.
Ron Nykamp had his best night
Paul Benes of the Oilers made of the season and scored 25 points

the Bowl for Polio tournamentand

fifth and final

the three top men and women
from Northland and Holland Bowl-

Dutch Take

£

10th Straight

MIAA

HOIUND CITY NEWS, THUKSOAr, FEBRUARY 18, 19N

Victory

ing Lanes will compete in Grand

Haven Saturday at 2 p.m.

at

Arcadia Lanes for county crowns.

The winners in Grand Haven
advance to the state finals,
Feb. 27 in Saginaw.The Holland
winners will be bowling agajnst
the Arcadia winners. All scores
will

Ray Ritsema scored 37

,

points

for his highest individualperform-

ance in his four-yearHope College

a

103-80

win

over Adrian before 2,100 fans

in

the Civic Center Saturday night.

The win was Hope’s
in

MIAA

10th straight

play and the 13th win

in 17 starts this season. It
the third time

marked

n r

Hope has gope over

the century mark this season.
Ritsema 's effort was accomplish-

ed on 15 baskets in 23 tries and
seven free shots. He hit seven
baskets in 12 tries in the first half
and made eight of 11 in the second
half. Ritsema hit four buckets on
jump shots and the rest came on
offensivetips undei the basket.He
made seven of 11 free shots.
•The e’e" senior co-captain just
missed tying Paul Benes* single
game record of 39 set againstHillsdale during the 1957-58 season.

after taking Ritsema out he didn't

Gregg
Arbaugh to put a player back in
the game just to break a record.
Benes sat out six minutes in his
think it fair to Adrian cotch

Wednesday.The

first period

a

other

689, was

first at Holland while Mre. Hoving

was second with a 678 followed by
Carol Westenbroek, 632, and

* :iiil

favored

Sullivans, each.

20-16 and the h&lftime score was

winner Bernice Fogerty, 631. Alma

Vanden Brink, with

Kok

followed with 14
Fox made 13 and Benes
but the winners enjoyed margins and Dwayne Teusink each made
of from two to seven points.
12. Don Vroon had six and Joe
The score at the end of the Lee and Dave Vander Hill, one

Jim

tied 13-13 later ifi the first quarter while Bill

Beverly Israels, 626.

.V'

The Grand Haven contestants
include: Ann Sajovick, 695, and
Frances Van Agtmael, 639, in the
women's competitionand Paul

A

*4

Ik
m

2:30 to go.

Coach Russ De Vette said today
known that Ritsema
had 37 pdints he wouldn't have
taken him out of the game. But

will roll off

Ms

Glenn Stuart made 11, Bob Ven-

43-38.

der Werf,

Sullivansopened the second half
with a terrific fast break and almost ran the Oilers out of the
gym as they piled up a 23-point
lead. The score was 74-51 at the
end of the third canto.
In the fourth quarter,the Oilers
came back and played much better but fell five points short. Larry

Tom

six,

Jim Eaddy,

four,

Mais. two and Larry Stuart,
one to complete Sullivans' scoring.
The Oilers expect to line up a
couple of more players for the
final game between the two clubs.
On Wednesday,the Oilers will be
playing Lansing in Grand Rapids
in a doubleheader while Sullivans
plays the Northern Indiana Colored

Hedden, former Michigan State All-Stars.
star, and Hal Stacy, ex-Western
This Saturday the Oilers, who
Michigan player, hurt the Oilers are now 10-6 for the season, will
with their outcourt shooting.Each play Valparaiso,Ind., in the Zeeplayer made 19 to lead the Grand land High gym at 8:30 p.m.
,

Ritsema and co-capt Warren
Vander Hill left the game with

that if he.had

land team had. The score was

reported include handicaps.
In the men’s competition, the
contestants will be Rollie Oshier,
Jr., 715; Les Walker, 693, and
Curt Baldwin, 691, from Northland
while the Holland winners were
Bob De Haan, 709; Howard Poll,
706, and Lou Altena, 693.
Bonnie Hoving and Amy Perkins
tied with 663 at Northland and

career and led the Hope College
basketball team to

the first basket of the game and to lead the Oilers. Included
eluded In
in
that was the only lead the Zee- total was 13 of 15 free shots.

*s.

MEMORABLE MOMENT — A

scene like this of Ray Ritsema
(3H, snagginga defensive rebound, is one that Hope College
basketball fans will never forget. The 6'6'’ senior has been an
outstanding rebounder and scorer during his four years at Hope.
He has grabbed more than defensive 200 rebounds this season
and has scored 401 points.Here Ritsema is locking his hand
around the ball on a defensive rebound in the Hope-Albion game
earlierthis season. Jim Vander Hill Is the other Hope player.

WINS SKATES — Douglas Wolbert proudly

holds up a pair of
skates which he won at the annual Silver Skates Carnival put on
Saturday at SmallenburgPark by the Junior Welfare League.
With Doug i* Ted Boeve who officiated as master of ceremonies
at the
(Sentinelphoto)

event.

Fochtman, 704, and Mike Fortino.
699, the men’s winners.
Other award winners in the After two postponements due to
Northland women's competition in- the weather, the Silver Skates
clude: Beverly Israels, 631; Laura Carnival sponsored by the Junior
Millard, 629: Ruth Durfee, 623;
Welfare League finally was held
Gayle Steketee. 622; Pat Doan,
Saturday afternoonat Smallenburg
615; Irene Beelen, 611, and Doris
Park with about 300 childrenparLasiter, 609.
ticipating

The men were: Harry Bose. 689;
Douglas Wolbert,third grade
Chuck Looman, Sr., 686; Delwyn
pupil in Montello Park School won
Arendsen. 680; John Peoples, 675;
the boy’s silver skates and Faith

Berkompas, 672; Herb Van
Klompenburg,671, and Arlo Mans- Schoon, kindergartenpupil at
Lakeview School won the girte'
chein, 666.
Cliff

skates.

Chapel Group

dergarten, first, second and third
grades for first prize were: Jack
Jipping, Richard dipping, Ger- Is
trude Luth, Con Kleinheksel;second prize, Calvin De Boer, Mark
Bulthuis,Linda Brower and Jack
ALLEGAN (Special)— Allegan
Meyer.
Fourth, fifth and sixth grade re- county has formed an interfaith
lay first prize winners were: chapel committee in an effort to
Wayne De Boer, Evelyn De Boer, raise a minimum of $7,000 toBeverly Rptman and Don Morris;
ward a new interfaith chapel prosecond prize, Laurie Eilander.
posed for Kalamazoo State Mental
Mary Kay Bock, Dave Lokers and
Hospital replacing one torn down
Michael Breuker.

Organized

For Allegan

Four Injured
In

Two Crashes

GRAND HAVEN

(Special)

-

State police investigatedtwo car
crashes in Grand Haven area Sun-

day. Both involved personal

In-

juries.

At 1:15 a m. a car driven by
Gordon Van Beek. 24, Spring
Lake, went out of control on M-

104 in Spring Lake Township, ran
off the road and knocked down
(Fred Vande Vusse photo)
a telephone pole in front of Smith
Manufacturing Co. The driver was
Allegan is one of several counthrow and basketballthrow. Wintreated in Municipal Hospital for
ners by grades were: kindergarten ties in southwestern Michiganco- cuts on the nose. He was charged
—Pam Van Harte, Tommy Pratt; operating in the venture estimated with reckless driving.
performance gave Ritsema 401
first grade — Patricia Knapp, to cost $175,000 to serve its 3.500
At 1:55 p.m. three teenagers
points for the season and an averDonna Jipping; second grade— patients.
were injured when a 1948 station
age of 23.10 per contest.He now
first grade — Bobby Looman, Steven Essenburg, Susan Speake;
666: La verne Berkompas, 664;
Serving on the Allegan basic wagon driven by James Grays, 16,
has scored 232 for a 23.2 average
Buddy Horn, 662; Harry Bose, Steven Lare, Debbie Streeter; sec- third grade— Sally Schippa, Mary committee are the Rev. Spencer Fruitport,went out of controland
in MI.AA play.
Ray Ritsema is the greatest this season in Holland and held 649; Harvey Kronemeyer and John ond grade — Cathy Maat, John Ellen Brower. Randy Knapp, De Jong, chairman; Judge Harold hit a tree on Taft Rd. in Crockery
Vander Hill, the state’sleading
Conatser; third grade— Susan Kon- David Geertman; fourth grade—
F. Weston, Rev. Edward Cooke, Township. Grays receivedabrascorer and the top man in the all-around basketball player I've him to 11 points, his lowest point Schreur, 639 each.
ing. Susan Ponstein; fourth grade AllisonDocos, Diane De Koster,
sions of the left side of the face
total.
But
in
the
three
games
since
and the Rev. David C. Patton.
MIAA, canned 29 points on nine ever coached.” Hope basketball
—Alison Docos. Joyce Prince; fifth Dave Dykema and Dave Lokers;
that, Ritsema has scrfred 33. 24 and
The committeeis subdivided in- and a cut on the shoulder.
baskets in 24 shots and 11 of 13 coach Russ De Vette said today.
grade— Allen De Boer, Linda Lar- fifth grade — Jeanne Borst, Ruth
His passengers, Ronald Cham37 points. The 37-point total Is his
to the followingdistricts: Allegan
free shots. Vander Hill now has
"I can't compare him with the best and was made against Adrian
son; sixth grade — David Dekker, Rooks, Larry Vanderbie and Gary
northwest,Rev. Cooke for Holland. bers, 17, and Harry Cross, 17,
456 points and is just 20 away
Michael Breuker.
Hope players in the 20's and 30’s,” Saturday.
Bloemers; sixth grade — Gary New Richmond and East Sauga- both of Fruitport, also, were infrom Paul Benes’ 476 single-season
Relay race winners in the kin- Hoekstra and Bruce Kn^pp.
tuck; Allegan north, Rev. De jured, Chambers receivedabrascoring mark set two seasons ago. De Vette said, ‘'but of the players Ritsema always leads with his
smile
off
the
floor
and
on
the
Jong for Overisel, Hamilton and sions to the left knee and thigh
Vander Hill has 277 points in MIAA I ve seen since I've oeen around
Hope
College’s JV basketball
court.
He
can
be
seen
carrying
on
are
urged
to
attend.
Monterey;
Way land, Rev. Donald and Cross lacerationsand a fracplay for a 27.7 average.
here Ray is the best.”
tured nose. All three were taken
team lost to Mullett Motors of
conversations
with
the
foes
and
Manny Glasser, former Kala- . “The reason he is the best,” De
Guild No. 18 of the Women’s Wisse; Martin, Rev. S. J. Coopto Hackley Hospital in Muskegon
Battle Creek, 78-71 here Saturday
the
officials during the games.
man;
Hopkins,
Rev.
Robert
Otto;
mazoo College star, holds the Vette said.” is because he can do
Ritsema will make his final night in the Civic Center for its A large crowd of ladies attend- Hospital Service League met at Plainwell and Otsego, Rev. Gay by ambulance.
MIAA scoring record of 339 points so many things well. He combines
ed the first meeting of the new- the home of Mrs. Roger J Gillham; Allegan. Rev. David C.
Hope home appearance against first loss in nine games.
in 12 games set during the 1952-53 all of the things he can do and it
Alma
on
Feb. 27.
The Dutch, coached by Gordon ly organized Guild for Christian Brouwer Feb. 4. Hostesses were Patton; Fennville and Pullman, Funeral Rites Saturday
season. This is an average of 28.3 is hard to say what one thing he
Brewer, had compiled a mark of Service last Tuesday evening Mrs. Roger J. Brouwer and Mrs Rev. Jacob Doom; Saugatuck and
per game.
For Mrs. De Vries, 89
is actuallythe best at.”
eight straight wins.. They now are which began with a smorgasbord Roger L. Brouwer. The evening Douglas. Rev. H. J. Alexander.
Hope got off to a slow start Co-capt. Ritsema is an outstand9-3 for the season.
Plans call for seating 360 in the
Funeral services for Mrs. Derkie
dessert served by the Organizaagainst the Bulldogs and played a ing scorer and has been during the
was spent discussing projects for
nave. 40 seats in a transept and De Vries, 89. of 562 Lake Dr., who
spotty floor game in the first half. four years he has been at Hope.
Hope hit 31 baskets in the game tion Committee of Second Rethe booth at the coming bazaar 25 seats in the choir. It will be died Thursday at her home, were
The teams were tied 16-all at the He has scored 1,421 points during
and nine of 20 free shots while formed Church. The president,
held Saturday at the Creston Morend of the ten-minute mark and his career and has four more
the winners made 36 baskets and Mrs. Robert De Bruyn, presided; and they also made puppets for a chapel for all faiths.
The drive will start the first of tuary in Grand Rapids with the
Adrian shot ahead 41-34 with four games to play.
six of 14 charity tosses. Hope Miss Mary Van Koeveringsang, the Children's Ward at Zeeland
Hope Coach Russ De Vette said led 40-36 at half.
"How Marvelous is the Power of Hospital. Refreshmentswere March and will end on National Rev. Henry Van Raalte, pastor of
minutes left in the first half. But
As a freshman Ritsema scored today that he was disgusted and
Mental Health Week during the Central Park Reformed Church,
God.” accompanied on the piano
-Hope, with Ritsema getting four
Gary
Nederveld
led
Hope
with
253 points and then as a sophoserved following the discussion.
first week in April Allegan schools officiating. Burial was in Woodstraight baskets, tallied 12 straight
disappointed
over
the
crowd’s
boo- 32 points, his highest total of the by Mrss Shelby Braaksma, senior
more he made 377. Last season,
In a family ceremony on Jan.
are aiding through a "Pennies lawn Cemetery in Grand Rapids.
points to take a 46-41 lead. Adrian
at Hope College.
season
while
Dale
Scheerhorn
had
ing
Saturday
night
at
the
HopeRitsema tallied 390 and this season
30 Miss Elizabeth Ann Janssen,
for Postage” plan in which chilMrs. De Vries and her husband,
added two baskets in the final he already has scored 401.
Mrs. Francis Dykstra of HolAdrian basketball game in the 17. Arlyn Lanting followed with
daughter of the Rev. and Mrs.
dren’s contributionswill be used Thomas, who died Dec. 3 of last
minute and trailed by one point
land
was
the
speaker
and
she
eight
and
Jim
Hesselink
made
He is the third leading scorer in Civic Center.
Herman M. Janssen of Saginaw, for expenses for mailing infor- year, formerly operated the Lakeat half, 46-45.
seven. Jon Schoon added five and read letters from the Rev. Donald was united in marriageto David
Hope's history.Paul Benes leads
The
crowd
booed
when
a
techniBut that was it. Adrian never with 1,761 while teammate and
Me Clure, one of the first mis- Koopman, son of Dr. and Mrs. mation. The plan was explained to side Grocery at Central Park.
Carl Nykamp, two,
cal foul was called on Hope’s Ray
Allegan teachersat the annual
Surviving are a daughter. Miss
again was in the game. The Dutch,
sionaries
to Africa.
Gary. Morrison, former Kalamaco-capt. Warren Vander Hill has
Philip Koopman of Bala Cynwyd,
Ritsema for slamming the ball
institute Feb. 12.
Mary De Vries of Holland and a
The annual dinner of the Mission
with a few defensive changes, 1.486.
zoo College star and aU-time KalPa.
down after a foul had been called.
Persons wishing to make a gift son, George E. De Vries of Grand
really went to town. Ahead 30-46
Syndicate of the Classes of HolRitsema is accurate on his left- It was the first technicalever call- amazoo College scoring record
The wedding took place in Ypsilmay send contributionsto Harvey Rapids; also jne granddaughter.
land and Zeeland will be given
after the first minute, the Dutch
holder,
had
31
for
the
winners.
hand jump shot from the comer ed on Ritsema.
anti at the home of the bride's
then scored ten straight points
Bill Burhead followed with 19. Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. in the Sec- uncle, the Rev. Virgil Janssen, Schipper, route 1, Hamilton, fin- Mrs. Bradley Richardson of Grand
or near the foul line and also picks
De
Vette
said
he
was
disappointRapids.
ancial chairman.
ond Reformed Church of Zeeland.
before the Bulldogs scored again.
who assistedthe bride'sfather in
up many of his baskets on tips. He ed in the crowd when they booed The Hope JVs will play the
Speaker
for
the
evening
will
be
They pushed the margin to 81-59
Aquinas JVs in the season’s finale
performing the ceremony.
shoots with either hand.
while the Adrian players were
the Rev. Gary De Witt of Unity
iwth ten minutes to play.
Charge Driver in Crash
The bride was attired in an Rebekah Lodge Plans
He is also outstanding on indi- shootingthe free shots for the per. on Feb. 27.
Reformed Church. Muskegon,who
Don Boyink hit on a free shot
Ottawa County deputies charged
oyster white street length dress. Discussed at Meet
vidual defense and during his four sonal foul and technicalfoul. Dehas also held pastorates in Grand
for the 100th point and then added
David P. Mulder. 16, of 130 East
Her flowers were gold and bronze
years he has always drawn the Vette first raised his hands and
The regular meeting of the
Rapids, Detroit and Chicago. His
a second shot with 23 seconds to
15th St., with making an improcarnationsand daisies. Miss Mary
toughest man to guard. His defen- then stood up and asked for quiet.
Erutha Rebekah Lodge was held per left turn after his car and a
subject will be "Two Billion To
go. Boyink scored a basket with
Louise Janssen of Ann Arbor atsive play has also been great on
The Hope coach said that Hope
seven seconds left for the final
for Victories Go” and will be about mission tended her sister and wore a roy- ^Friday evening with Noble Grand car driven by Cornelius J. Kole.
rebounding and he has picked off students,other fans and townspeowork and its needs. He is one al blue dress. Her flowers were June Hein presiding.Committees 56, of 627 Michigan Ave., collided
points.
more than 200 rebounds this sea- ple who comprise the crowd, have
A three-foot long cake congratu- of the editors of the magazine tangerine carnations and daisies. lor the current year were named al the intersectionof M-21 and
Bill Vander Bill was Hope's
son.
had a long reputationof being fine lating Russ De Vette on 100 bas- called the Missionary Monthly.
and suggestionsgiven for new en- Walnut Ave. at 7:50 p.m. Thursthird scorer with 12 points and he
William Oliver of Philadelphia,
Ritsema grabbed 28 defensive sports and that Holland has always ketball victories was presented the
deavors and duties.
Special music will be given by
did another good rebounding job,
day. Deputiesestimateddamage
Pa
,
was
the
best
man.
rebounds against Albion and 27 been regarded as one of the best
An invitation was received from to Mulder's 1950 model car at
Hope coach after the Adrian- the male chorus ol the Forest
picking up eight. He hit on three
After a reception at the Ypsilagajnst Adrian and has always had places to play.
the Allegan lodge for Visitation $200 and to Kole’s 1950 model car
Hope College game Saturday night Grove Reformed Church which is
of eight shots and made six
anti manse, a family dinner was
the majority of reboundsin the
Adrian coach Gregg Arbaugh in the Civic Center.
Night Thursday,Feb. 25. Anyone at $100.
directed by Mrs. Charles Sprick.
straight free throws. Jim Vander
served at the Corner House, Ann
other games. He is also strong on said to De Vette that he had told
wishing transportationmay notify
AthleticDirector Al Vanderbush Elliot Tanis. son of the Rev.
Hill also looked good on the boards
Arbor.
offensive rebounding and has his team on the way to Holland,
Mrs. Hein or Mrs. Cora Nicol.
made the presentationand several and Mrs. E. H. Tanis of Zeeland
with six rebounds and he hit five
The Koopmans reside at 2213-2
scored frequentlyon tip-ins after “that Hope fans enjoy basketball of the fairs at the game had a
Committees
formulating
received a Master of Science debaskets in nine tries, including
Cram
Place.
Northwood
Apartother shots have missed the mark. and really appreciatea good play.” piece of the cake.
plans for the district meeting to
gree at mid-winter commencement
three long jump shots. He ended
ments. Ann Arbor.
The 6'6'' co-captainfrom Mom- De Vette said the Albion basket- A total of 100 candles were on
be held in Holland April 18.
bv Ken
exercises at the State University
with 11 points.
Miss Sharon Ter Haar and Miss
mence. 111., has combined size and ball coaches had a similar reac- the cake. The inscription said
After the business meeting a
of Iowa Feb. 6.
Hope hit 37 of 80 from the floor
Sheryl Wyngarden entertainedwith
agility and the quickness in a big tion when the Britons played here
"Congratulations to Coach Russ
Valentine motif luncheon was
State University of Iowa presifor 46 per cent including 19 of 40
a^shower for the pleasure of Mrs.
earlier in the season and were sur- De Vette for 100 victories, three dent, Virgil M. Hancher conferred
served by Mrs. Josephine Van
in the first half and 18 of 40 in the '
Standing
Jerry Myaard at the Ter Haar
prised at the booing and yelling at MIAA championships and one degrees on 470 students in the
Vulpen and her committee
sprnnH half THp n..»rh marfo nf
home.
Games
were
played
and
L
the Albion players.
NCAA Great Lakes Regional ceremonies. The Rev. Robert Ran- prizes awarded to Miss Mary A social hour and games will
37 free throws. Adrian hit 35 of
Hope ...................
0
Hope has one more home game championship.”
kin, associatedirectorof the Dan94 for 37 per cent including20 of
Meeuwsen and Mrs. Sandy Cong- be held after the next business
Calvin .......... .......
2
against Alma, in the season’s fiDe Vette won his 101 st game forth Foundation, St. Louis, delivmeeting.
42 in the first half and 15 of 52 in
don. A delicious two-course lunch
Albion .......... .......
4
nale on Feb. 27. De Vette is hop- against Adrian and his 32nd in ered the commencementaddress.
the second half. The Bulldogs sank
was
served
by
the
hostesses,
asAdrian .......... .......
5
ing for better cooperationfrom the 34 starts. He started coaching at His topic was, "The Creative
10 of 15 from the free throw line.
aisled by Mrs. Harold Ter Haar.
Alma
......... .......
fans.
5
Hope in 1948-49 and coached seven Union of Intelligence, Courage and
Jim Neff, who hit 10 of 14 from
Those present besides the hotHillsdale ....... ......
6
years at Hope and one at the Compassion.”
the floor, paced the losers with 25
esses
were the Misses Kitty Kole,
Kalamazoo ..............
7
University of Maine.
A combined meeting of the Mary Meeuwsen, Jeanne Meyers,
points while Bob Howard, who
^Olivet ...... .......
10
Men's Societies of the Zeeland and the Mesdames Pat Dykstra,
made five of nine in the first half,
Churches will be held in the North
made 14 points.Adrian now has man makes him the most valuable.
Edward Dangremond
at homt and
Yvonne Weever, J. Koop. Gloria
Street Christian Reformed Church
a 4-5 league mark and are 5-10 A group of players will be battling
Leetsma,
Sandy
Congdon,
BarSuccumbs in Holland
OF CARS COST
tonight at 7:30. Mr. Dick De bara Mast and Joyce Klynstra.
overall.
for the ball but Ritsema sends his
Free
will
show
pictures
of
his
The 103-point total was the most arm up through the group with
HAMILTON (Special)— Edward
Those unable to attend were Mrs.
Holland’s rifle team lost to the
IS IN FRONT AND BACK
trip to the Near East, after the
ever made by a Hope team against lightningspeed. locks his arm
Judy Van Hoven, Sherrry De Vries
Grand Rapids Grays, 1,430- 1,425 A. Dangremond, 84, died at the Bibfe discussion.
windows!
Adrian. The previous mark was 99 around the ball. comes down with
and Pauline Venema.
Saturday night in the Armory for home of his daughter, Mrs. Don
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Van
set in December in Adrian.
it and passes off to start the Hope
Slighter,
17
West
19th
St.
Sunday
Brian
Mohr
of
Zeeland
is
among
MOI »* O* (oil ol mil lh# wlntftMcM
its fourth loss in seven St. Joseph
Koevering left last Friday for a 22 Ferris Institute
Hope (103)
fast break or to put a play pattern Valley Association matches' this noon.
•ttd f##f window In on# ol out moior CA.
Eiptniivtllomi to roolaco— un>
Surviving are two daughters, three weeks vacation in Florida. Division students who have been
season.
Mr. and Mrs. David Plasman.
l#M jrou'rt cpv»r*d by adaquato car lit.
W. Vander Hill, f . 9 11 0 29
Ritsema has been an AU-MIAA The Grand Rapids team has Mrs. Slighter, Mrs. Ernest Kronelected into membership in the
auranca. Stala
Yander Bill, f ... . 3 6 2 12 choice three straight years and he scored two victories this season burg of Sturgis; nine sons, Har- Lincoln St., have returned from Ferris chapter of Delta Sigma
root HOSTS.
Farm providaa top.
a
trip
to
Jamaica,
where
they
Ritsema,c ...... . 15 7 2 37 was the most valuable player 1957- and both have been over Holland. old of Hamilton.Donald of BellPi, professional commerce and
atotdt protacionat
PAUL
AND
IDNA
VAN
RAALTI
Reid, g
. 1 2 4 4 58 and received the coveted The Holland team will face the flower. Calif.. Raymond and Milton spent three weeks.
rock-bottomratal,
business administrationfraternity.
bacauaa ** atm la
J Vander Hill, g . 5 1 1 11 Randall C. Bosch diamond-studded league-leadingGrand Rapids Blue ol Holland. Merton of Port Huron. Mr. and Mrs. Raleigh Telgenhof The newly elected members will
ACROSS PROM POSTOfFtCI
of South Elm St., took their daugh*«iur# only tart+ul
Boyink. g
. 2 2 2 6 gold basketball.
team Saturday night in the Allen of Allegan, Leonard of Royal ter Lois, back to Elkhart Univer* be inducted into the fraternity al
ZKKLAND
tfridtii. Aak ma
0
2
0
Siedentop.g ...... 1
He missed two games in his four
Oak, Gordon of Allegan, Chester
formal initiation services Feb. 28
about Htodayl
sity, after her vacation They
0 0
0 years. Against Adrian as a freshCLOSID
SUNDAYS
Oosterbaan. f ..... 0
of Chicago: one brother. Henry
in the Student Center at Ferris
were
accompanied
by
Mrs.
Ben
0 0
2 man. Ritsema sprained his ankle
Buy*,
........ 1
Institute. Big Rapids.
Ion Von Ltntt, Agent
Clarence Baker paced Holland Dangremond of California:two
6 on Hope's first offensiveplay and with 296. Other scorers were: brotbera in-law.Henry Hoffman of Boonslra who went to see her new
6 0
N. Schut. f ........ 6
177
Cbttbfo Av«. Pb. IX 4.S1SJ
0
6 0 0 he was lost for the final two Hope Vent Avery. 288: Howard Work- Ovtrisel and Ed Kata of Zeeland; granddaughter,Annie Elizabeth,
R. Scbul. g .....
bom Jan. 30 to' Mr. and Mre.
Totals .... •37 29 11 103 games. Hope lost the game at ing, 285; Gleon Bonnette.271, Fred one sister . in . law. Mrs. Coba
James Boonslra in Elkhart, Ind
Adrian (Ml
Adrian for its lone setback in ihe Handwerg. 276; Roy Avery. 171; Dangremond of Holland.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard llonvtrn.s
PG IT ff TP second round. Hope tied with Terry Handwerg. Ml; Louts Van
Chester L. Beumonn, Agent
and Mr. and Mra. Sherwio Woltcrs
1
1
1
Albion for the crown that season. Ingen. 267: Judy Avery. 2lj-"ind
Schult, t . ........ 0
US I. )SHi S(. Pb. IX 4*1294
Mrs. Minnit Westrote
left last Friday on a pleasure
8
3 3
Schoonover, f ...... 3
Another sprained ankle which Bruce Ming. 257. Jarvis Ter Haar,
trip to Florida and other points
Succumbs
ot
Age
90
3 3 25 happenedthe day befo » the KalaNell,
...... .. . 10
Autbariiae Ropi
of interest
1
2 13 maioo game two years ago hamRollry. f ......... 0
ZEELAND (Special*
Mrs.
Mr. and Mre. Tony Komeyn.
Howard | ........a T 6 4 14 pered his performanceand Hope:
k. 16. resident of North Elm St . have returned
0
,
5
3 10 lost its lone league gamr that seaBaraciiff. I ......
spent in Ftar*
. 4 1 3 • sob, bu* won the MIAA They also;
Ntalaa c
Ua
. 0 6 1 0 copped the MIAA utie last season
.......
to 34 M but loot
TRUP
Ollic'uU Tony
1 W.
Sttfuki. both of
record breaking performance.
Ritsema was tremendouson the
boards, particularlyin the second
half. He grabbed everything and
had 27 of Hope's 54 rebounds. His

De Vette Calls Ray Ritsema

Greatest He's Ever

Coached

The other women's winners at
Relay games, some snow buildHolland were: Hazel Wierda, 612;
ing contestsand other events were
Joyce Blauwkamp, 593; Janet
Voss, 590; Janet Looman, 689: staged by the new girls of the
League from 1 to 3:15 p.m. BeJean Moeller and Vivian Hoogland
tween 25 and 30 members were in
585.
charge during the afternoon.
The other men's winners at HolWinners in the snow building
land included. Frank Raab, 674;
contest were: kindergarten and
Art Quist, 672; Ken Vandenberg,

Games played included pinning some years ago to make room
tails on giraffes, paper plate for a new receivinghospital.
throws, skip and run, soft ball
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Seven Seek

Lee York

Building

Sets Archery

Permits

Club Record

Seven applicationsfor

building

Lee York

filed with City Building Inspector

Gordon Streur in City Hall last
week. They follow:
Jim Klomparens, 627 West 24th
St., convert open porch to room,
10 by 14 feet, $600; self contractor.
A. Hyma. 349 Pine Ave., dry
wall and ceiling, $50; self, con-

missed a

to set a

perfect

when

he

a possible810

fired an 808 out of

new Holland Archery Club

record in the Holland High gym.

The 808 score breaks the

re-

cord of 808 which York and Marv

Wabeke shared. York shot the
10 flights(60 arrows) all

tractor.

Howard Graves. 47 East

just

score Wednesday night

first

16th

perfect which gave him two consecutive perfect ends.
Then in the 11th flight York had
one arrow out of the bullsejre by
He finished the third ead with four
more perfectsgiving him 14 perfects for the night.

St, built in bookcases, $126; Chet
Nykerk, contractor.
Lavern Schippers, 44 West 38th
St., new house, brick construction.
$14,735; Jay Lankheet, contractor.
Isaac Kouw, 98 West 17th St.,
ado half bath upstairs, $550;
Harvin Zoerhof. contractor.
Taylor’s of Holland, 14 West
Eighth St, shelving in basement,
$200: Andrew Postma, contractor.
Virgil WTiite, 532 Graafschap

Harvey Clements took top inhonors with a 750 and
had one perfect.
stinctive

Rd., remodel kitchen. $1,400;
Harold Langejans, contractor.

Other free style shooters, their
scores and perfects, include; Max
Bakker, 784, (7); Gene Hiddinga,
784, (6); Marv Wabeke, 776 ( 4);
Mart Stahel. 774 3); Bill Brown,
752 (1); Dave Doyle, 750 (1);
Glen Brower, 744 (1); Dick Taylor,
728 (1); Jim Wojahn, 720; Lloyd
Bakker. 718; Daisy Wojahn, 712;
Jerry Kline. 624 and Mabel Stahel,
(

Eighth Graders
SEEK FASTEST GUN* -

Win Cage Contest
The Holland eighth grade
ball

team

basket-

deteated the Holland

•eventh graders, 12-2 during the

m

Mrs. Myron Van. Ark
(lefu and Mrs. Donna Gier (right) watch Mrs.
Derk Van Raalte and Mrs. William Westrate Jr.,
co-c hairmen of the •‘Fastest Gun’’ contest make
the motions of a gunslinger,the pose to be used
for the candidates of the various civic and

fraternal organizations
a feature of the
“Frisco Follies" to be presented by the Junior
Welfare League at the Civic Center on March
26. Mrs. Van Ark and Mrs. Gier are in charge
of the souvenir program for the event.
(Sentinelphoto)

Junior League Steps

Miss Van Raalte
Speaks to Group

half erf the Holland-Benton Harbor

basketball game Friday night in
the Civic Center.
Jim Thomas made four points
for the winners and Vern Plagenhoef, Carl Van Vuren. Mike Tabler,
and Ken Harbin each had two
points. Brian Hill made the lone
•eventh grade basket.

Up

'Frisco Follies' Plans

Mrs. William Hofmeyer opened

598.

Other instinctive shooters were:
Bill Lokker, 700 ,(1); Howard
Leeuw. 658; Lindell Morris, 656;
Buddy Mullins.642; Don Victory,
620: Dave Zoerman, 613; Bob De
Boe. 598; Egbert Kars, 598; A1
Veldhuis, 593; Maxine Stephenson. 535; Larry Hager, 513 and
Hollis McPherson, 463.

is the "Fastest

Gun”

Two

in

Attempts

Valentine

Tea

Given by

PTA

U.S. Rep.
Robert P. Griffin of Traverse City addressed
nearly 300 persons Thursday night at the
annual Ottawa County Republicanevent. At
left is State Rep. Riemer Van Til, who intro-

duced him, and at right John Martin of Grand
Rapids, state committeeman,who urged
hard work on the part of all Republicans between now and ejection day in November.
(Sentinelphoto)

.
Roads No Deterrent
For Lincoln Day Banquet
Icy

Home

Fire

Set at

$2,500

Loss

GRAND HAVEN
A

(Special)

-

am. Friday commanage- pletely destroyed the home and
fire at 5:25

Close to 300 persons braved rules; at the same time
ment must approach these prob- contents of Angelo Capitano located
lems with understanding and south of Airport Rd. in Grand
patience, and a realization that
sometimes work habits cannot be Haven township.Origyi of the
blaze was not determinfed.At first
changed overnight.”
Griffin was introduced by State it was feared Capitano might be
Rep. Riemer Van Til. Dr. William inside the blazing house. Then
Creason of Grand Haven served firemen asked state police and
sheriff’s officersto search elseno mention of the possibility of as master of ceremonies.
being Republicancandidate for Guests introduced were Mayor where. It was learned Capitano
U.S. Senator from Michigan. At D. C. Bloemendal of Zeeland, had been seen at midnight and had
a reception afterward he indicated National Committeeman and Com- left at that time for Kalamazoo.
he was not ready to make any mitteewoman John D Martin and He was located Friday in
commitments.
Rae Hooker, Sen. Clyde Geerlings, Kalamazoo and informed of the
Interestin promoting Griffin for State Central Committee vice loss. He has three brothers living
the higher position stems from his presidentElla Koeze, Mrs. Robert in Kalamazoo.
leadershipin promoting the contro- Gaunt of the Kent county commit- Township Fire Chief Harold
versial labor • reform Landrum- tee, DistrictAttorney Wendell A. Radicoffestimatedloss to the
Griffin bill in Congress last year.
Miles, Robert Danhof and county house at $2,000 and to contents at
$500,
In his talk, Griffindelved back officers and leaders.
into history 100 years to quote
County Chairman Hank Stafseth
Abraham Lincoln in sage advice presented Griffin with the tradi- Members Given Pins
which appears as timely today as tional pair of wooden shoes, plus
At Auxiliary Meet
when the 16th president of the a bookcase.
United States was serving his
Presentationof 2v-year and fivecountry. He also paid tribute to
year pins to members of the VFW
President Eisenhower ... "a man
Auxiliary Thursday evening feawho in his lifetime has already
tured the meeting of the group in

thieatening weather and slippery
highways to hear U.S. Rep. Robert
Foiled in
P. Griffin. Traverse City, address
the 10th annual Lincoln Day banquet at Van Raalte’s in Zeeland
Thursday
night, sponsored by the
Ottawa County deputies reported
a breakin at the Midwest Trans- RepublicanCounty committee.
In his address, Rep. Griffin made
fer Company,. 152 Douglas Ave.,

her home Thursday evening to
Derk Van Raalte and Mrs. Wil- members of the Junior Chamber
Other members of the eighth Holland’
liam Westrate Jr. said a League
of Commerce Auxiliary.
Breakin
grade team were: Ken Thompson.
member will call on each organizaThat's what Junior Welfare LeaMrs. Robert Jacobussepresided
Jim De Neff. Tom Pelon, Tom
tion with detailed information in
at the business meeting. Plans for
gue members, sponsors of the
Denig, Paul Wassenaar. Bob Schrothe coming weeks.
\he serving of lunches at the
"Frisco
Follies
’
plan
to
find
out
tenboer, Steve Bronson. Darrel
The winning candidate will be
Jaycee Sport Show. and a rumSchurman. Dave Ruddick, Barry before the Folliesis Presented in the center of attention at the
mage sale were discussed.
and an attempted breakin at the
the
Civic
Center
on
March
26.
Prins, John BeuKema. Jeff HollenFollies with one complete act
Sinve every civic and fraternal built around him. His organization Mrs. Charles Armstrong, pro- Hi-Lo Hardware, 128 North River
bach, Tom Shashaguayand John
group in the city is expected to will receive a $25 savings bond for gram chairman,introducedMiss Ave., shortly before midnight
Dunn.
Gail Van Raalte, the Auxiliary’s Thursday.
Other seventh grade players in- immediately claim they have the their favorite charity and the
1959 representativeto Girl’s State,
Ottawa County detective John
"Fastest
Gun.”
League
members
cluded: Brian Marcus, Denny
"Fastest Gun” will have a framed
who
told the group of her exper- Hempel said that burglars pried
Bobeldyke, Dick Steggerda.Benny are going to give them a chance picture of himself showing he is
iences at Girl’s State last summer. open a door at Midwest ^Transfer
Phillip. Henry Ten Brink, Alan to prove it.
'The Fastest Gjn in Holland.” A
Refreshmentswere served by Co. to gain entry. They forced a
Each organizationwill be asked trophy will also be given.
Holleman. Perry Cornelissen.Cal
the co-hostesses,Mrs. Erwin Ter filing cabinet open and rifled a
to
elect
a
member
as
their
"FastBellman. Coert Vender Hill, Chuck
As various phases of the Follies
Haar and Mrs. Jacobusse.
tool box. Hemple said, but apparBosch. Jeff Green, Jim Sprick, est Gun."Naturally assuming every begin to take shape, Mrs. Donna
Prospectivenew members at ently took nothing.
group
will
cast
all
their
votes
for
Phillip Ritterby. Mark Bosch,
Gier and Mrs. Myron Van Ark.
the meeting were Mrs. Marvin Deputies followed a pair of footRandy Johnson.Ronald Van Heuke- their candidate,the entire city will have wound up their work. Since
Petroeljeand Mr$. Harold Molen- prints from the transfer company
be
able
to
vote.
lom. Frank Boersema,Denny EttOctober, the two women, co-chairaar.
to the Hi-Lo Hardware, owned by
mueller and Randy Hartgerink. Ballots will not be in the form man of advertisingfor the souvenir
Don Oosterbaancoaches the of bullets but in cash contributions program have been busy calling on Members present were the Mes- Justice of the Peace Wilbur E.
dames . Armstrong. > Burton Borr, Kouw, where they found the door
seventh graders and Charles Dorn- with each penny counting as one merchantsand businessmen.
Gordon Cunningham, Walter De had been pried. The casing was
vote and every single cent going
bos the eighth graders.
Coordinating the work of other
Vries. Hofmeyer, Jacobusse. Car- broken but the would-be thieves
to charity.
League members. Mrs. Van Ark
row Kleinheksel.Jerrold Lubbers, failed to get into the store, depuPicturesof each candidateshow- and Mrs. Gier have helped insure
Ter Haar, John Ver Hulst, Robert ties said.
ing him dressed as the "Fastest the financial success of the booklet
Gun" will be posted in various and scores of. Holland area mer- Zigler, TheodoreBosch and Roger
downtown stores so everyone can chanLs and businessmenwill be McLeod.
get a good look at the gunslingers. represented on the pages of the
Carroll Norlin welcomed mothers
Fastest Gun co-chairmenMrs. program.
to the PTA Valentine Tea at
in
Thomas JeffersonSchool at 2 pm.
wards, we went fo Linda Cuperus’
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Friday afternoon. Mrs. Don

Who

AT LINCOLN DAY BANQUET—

Busy Day, and

Therapy Groups
Back
Study Soy Beans

Jail

-

FFATeam Wins

become a legend, an institution;
a man who will be singledout in
history for a place next to Lin-

First in

Contest

\

Holland High School’s Future
Farmer of America Demonstration
coln."
Griffin appeared optimistic team won first place in a demonabout Republican victories in the stration held Thursday at Sparta.

coming Novembei election, but Their performance entitled "Tracsaid the task calls for statesman tor Safety” showed the basic comship of the highest order, a will mon tractor accidents which may
ingness to sacrifice, and a desire result in deaths and injuries, and
how these accidents can be prefor hard work.
vented.
"If we Republicans do our job
The winning team is composed
in the months ahead, there is no
question but that in November the of James De Visser. son of Mr.
American people will clearly re and Mrs. Herman De Visser of
fleet that the answer lies in the route 2; Paul Nienhuis. son of
Republican party— with the exper- Mr. and Mrs. Earl Nienhuis of 66
ience and dedicated leadershipof East 34th St., and John Kleis, son
Dick Nixon at the helm," he said. of Mr. and Mrs. John Kleis of

the hall above Jobbers’ Outlet.
Charter members receivingthe 25year pins were the Mesdames
Shud Althuis, Marie Arnold, Peter

Borchers, John Sas, Art Van
Kolken and Ben Roos and receiving five-yearpins were the Mesdames Paul Dalman, William Ten
Brink and Ray Brower.

Frank Van Hees. 34. former
Pupils in the special education
Grand Haven resident, had a busy
Nykamp, scribe.
department of Thomas Jefferson
The charter wa- draped in memThe O Lu Ta Camp Fire girls School learned all about soy day Friday.
ory of a Gold Star Mother, Mrs,
f Lakewood school met at the beans at their Garden Therapy Early in the day. he was reKittie Michmershuizenwho died
home of their leader on Feb. 1. lesson Monday afternoon.This was leased by South Haven authorities
large valentine figures made of
Dec. 26.
Nancy Groenvelt brought the treat part of an oriental program ar- after paying a $100 fine and $4.30
newspaper and wallpaper.
Last Monday Mrs. Florine Berwhich was fudge. We made our ranged by Mrs. Frank Fleischer costs on a narcotics charge. At
Kindergarteners gave a prayer
key. president of the auxiliary, and
Dad's valentinegift. Pam Combs of the Holland Garden Club ther- noon he cashed a $60 check at
gong and then sang “You're a
Mrs. Roos presented a flag to Boy
The Wi ca ka Camp Fire girls opened the meeting with the Camp apy committee.She had a tray Ruiter's Market in Grand Haven.
Then he attended his father’s
Grand Old Flag." accompanied by
Scout Troop 147 of First PresbyFire
Song.
Sally
Vanden
Brink
filled with soy bean p-oducts like
of Jefferson school met at the
Mrs. Bonnie Tregloan. Miss Helen
terian Church. It was accepted by
read the treasurer’s report and flour, cookies, cereal, bread and funeral in Grand Haven.
home
of
Mrs.
Miller
on
Jan.
18.
The check which Van Hees
Stenson'sfirst grade gave a readEldred Sincock, institutional direcLinda Vanden Heuvel read the butter. Other oriental items such
Emphasizing that the Republican East Saugatuck. Twelve teams
cashed in the market was made
ing and then sang "The Chickadee We built a snowman. Darlinda
tor of the troop and Scoutmaster
secretary’sreport. Elaine Klungle, as footwear, chopsticks and other
competed
in
the
contest.
Rockford
out on a check from Peoples Bank party has historically provided the
Song.” Miss Florence Kossen’s Sundin treated.Our next meeting scribe.
Walter Burke.
High School won second place.
articles were shown.
of Grand Haven, but the name vehicle for reform in both industry
first grade sang several activity was Jan. 25. Joy Stewart and ConRefreshmentswere served by
On Jan. 25 the Pine Creek
The
winners
who
received
a
Each classroom prepared two
and labor, Griffin reviewed develnie Suzenaar told what they would
Valentine songs.
Mrs. Richard Volkers and her
Sacajawea Camp Fire group met quart jars of soy beans and Chinese was crossed out and First Nationgold
award,
will
represent
this
al Bank of Lynden, Wash., sub- opment in the latest reform bill
The second graders from Miss say if they were selling something. at the school. The president.Alica
committee. Table decorations folMung beans to chart their pro- stituted.
which more sharply definedcertain area of the state at the regional
Mary Kossen and Mrs. Beuna Maryann Van Raalte treated. Chavez, called the meeting to
lowed the Valentine motif. Secret
contests
in
Carson
City,
Feb.
24.
gress. Teachersin the rooms are
Local bank officialsfound no rights of the individualthan does
Blom's class sang some valentine Beverly Dannenberg.scribe.
pals were revealedby the exchange
order. The secretaryread the carrying on the project. The chilHolland
High
School’s
AgriculoriginalBill of Rights.
record of such a bank at Lynden,
songs. Third graders from Miss
Qn Jan. 26, the 6th grade Ta minutes. We discussedthe old
of gifts and new pals were selectural
Forum
Team
was
awarded
dren tasted soy bean bread.
Wash., but called another Lynden~ Since the bill was designed to
Margaret Long and Mrs. Harriet ho a Li group of St. Francis school business concerning the Valentine
second place in their discussion ted for the coming year.
Mrs. Robert Cooper made a
bank, learning Van Hees had had protect basic, civil rights, Griffin
Emmons' rooms sang a song about opened their meeting with pray- Tea. There was no new business.
of
various agricultural topics.
flower arrangementin the orienan account there but it had been said it would be natural to assume
Abraham Lincoln and danced the er We elected new officersand We received our membership
However they lost by only a half
tal "Heaven, Man and Earth"
real
liberals
not
only
would
supclosed out a week and a half
Folk Polka to "Buffalo Gals." The made a centerpiecefor our Valen- cards. Each girl repeated the
point, and also were given a gold
theme of iris and yellow chrysanago. Since that time ‘the bank port it but would work hard for
program announcer was Joy tining party. Trudy Loucks treat- Woodgatherer’sDesire and the
award. The Forum team is comthemums. Each child was given
its
passage.
Yet
Sen.
Kennedy
and
had received many checks writStewart. Mrs. Darlene Walling ac- ed Joan Donnelly, scribe
meeting was adjourned. A treat a Chinese Fortune cooky.
posed
of Don Kievit, Hugh HarSen. Lyndon Johnson, two Demoten without an account.
companied the first, second and
On Jan. 22 the O-Da-Ko Camp was served. Linda Locker, scribe.
per, Terry Van Rhee, Stuart JorPupils in the special education
cratic
hopefuls
for
President,
voted
Fire group met at the home of
third graders on the piano.
The Wi ca ka Camp Fire girls rooms are continuing with their Van Hees was picked up Ijy
dan, Delwyn Dekker, Alvin Yates
Grand Haven and Muskegon offi- againstit, and Sen. Humphrey was
Mrs. Mildred Alexander and Mr. Mrs. Van Oosterhout. We worked of Jefferson school met at Mrs.
and Jesse Hays, chairman. Their
bird feeding project started durso
sure
it
would
fail
he
was
away
cers at 11 p m. Friday in MuskeNorlin. principal, explainedthe on our Memory Books and then Stewart's house on Feb. 1. We
ing January.
topics were “Leadership of Youth
gon. He is held in Grand Haven campaigning and did not vote,
library program and set up a sche- adjournedthe meeting. On Jan. sang Camp Fire songs. Beverly
During High School Age” and
Mrs. Fleischer and Mrs. Cooper
Griffin
said.
jail pending investigation.
dule for a library helper, and pre- 29 we planned our meal for tne Dannenberg,Maryann Van Raalte
were in charge of the Monday
The Traverse City Congressman "How the F.F.A. Can Develop
school story perioi. in which moth- of our requirements. We worked and Sueanne Cook told about school
This Leadership.”
session.
house for hot chocolate. Linda

Uevense gave the invocation. The
gym was decorated by third grade
children under tlr direction of
Don Rohlck. and the sixth grade
pupils, on a valentinetheme using

Engaged

on our Memory Books. Those pre- supplies. Joy Stewart treated.
sent were Joan Slagh, Mary Van Beverly Dannenberg,scribe.
Hartesvelt. Lois Vedder. Sandra
The Miknupyo Camp Fire group
Brand. Judy Van Oosterhout and of Lakeview school had their cereLinda Selton.scribe.
mony on Feb. 1. We elected offiThe O-ki-ci-ya-piCamp Fire cers and received our head bands.
group met at Jefferson school on
Jan. 25 the Hi-Ci-O-Pi Camp
Frank Love Speaks
Feb. 1. President Linda Wilson Fire group elected officers as
To Holland
calk'd the meeting together. We follows: Chairman. Bonnie JohnFrank Love spoke of the condi- all said the Woodgatherers son, treasurer, Clair Morse, scribe.
Desire. Nola .lurriesrailed the Barbara Van Loo. On Feb. 1 we
tions on the Indian reservation
roll and read the minutes of last split up into groups and one group
at Macy. Neb., at the annual
meeting We had election of offi- planned the refreshments, another
banquet of the Holland CE Union
cers as follows:President,Wanda planned the decorations and the
held in the Durfee Hall Monday
Morgan: vice president,Frances other entertainment for the Valeners will participate.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Norman Ettmuller,Mrs.
Richard Tobias, and Mrs. Alvin
Brandt.

evening.

Approximately 120 teenagers
heard Mr. Love, a junior at Hope
College. Avery Baker was the
master of ceremoniesand Ralph
Houston led group singing, accompanied by Miss Patricia Vander
Beck at the piano.
Special music was provided by

alder as;

Karsten, scribe.

ZEELAND

(Special*—

Mr«.

Nunica

Man

HAVEN

-

On Jan. 4 the Can-ein-caCamp
Fire group had election of officers
which are: President. Rosemary
McFall; vice president, Laurie
Pomp: secretary.Carolyn Bryan;
treasurer.AriettaHopp; telephone
chairmen. Susie Schippa and Linda
Tubergan. treat chairmen. Joan
Pluim; project. Linda JurriM;
clean-up Lynne Slagh and Sandy
Mulder On Jan. 11 we met at the
Camp Fire otfice Iran 7 to 8 when
Mr and Mw Myaard and Mr and
Mrs. Hamelink taught ns how to
Square Dance (or the FatharDaughter Banquet At the banquet,
we had chicken rolls corn. pea*.
lee, milk wikMl, potato*.
-rrv apple, o. peach pie Attei
we ate. we square danced and

M

Oherly Oliver, scribe.
The Elushas, 6th grade group
from Washington school, went
toboganning at the Country Club
on Feb 1. Marcia Winter, scribe.
The O da Ko Camp Fire group
of St Francis met with their lead^
er. Mrs C. Kowalski on Jan. 21.
W* fiiuMted planters which are for
sick people Maureen Taylor,treaa*

urer collected dues Lots Ana
Bouillon treated. Sharon Paulas,
scribe

by request.
The next meeting of the United
Rural Teachei* Club will be held
at the Rosy Mound School on
March 3.

<

The program for

Zimmerman

third

the

fourth,

fifth and sixth grades included
aeveral selections by the pupils
as well as "A Flag Song” by the
fourth grade; stories about Abraham Lincoln by the sixth graders,
a Blay. "You Were There" by the
fifth graders and a skit, “Benjamin Franklin” by eight children
of the fourth grade. Miss Jennie
Stiolstra closed with prayer.

Dies

GRAND HAVEN

'Special) Louis# Zimmerman, 89, who
formerlylived at 1331 Columbus I
St , died Thursday in the home of
a daughter. Mrs. Grant Hall. 808'
Grant St, where she had made
her home (or (our years She had
been in ill health five years She
was a life member of Si Johns
LutheranChurch its Ladies \id
and Missionary Circle

Mrs

The Tonanka Camp Kir# froup
met at Die home of their leader,
Mrs Brand on F#b I. W# planned Surviving are three daughters.
foi a valentine party at wokh Mrs Harry Heevet oi Henioo
time we will make M>me thing for Harbor Mrs Ai«x Houlei and Mrs
•ur melhers
Hall of Grind Haven, a
Penauina u*

Calvin Wieghmink of the
grade.

Of Grand Haven

.5§

Darlene Joy, to Ronald Lynn Dykgrades 4, 5 and 6.
stra, son of Mr. and Mrs. Lester
In addition to several patriotic
Dykstra of East Saugatuck.
songs sting by the children, taking
part where Tommy Volkema of
the first grade who gave a poem:
accordion solo by Mary Scholten
and a vocal solo by Sally Van
Hemert of the second grade: a
piano solo by Evelyn Jane Vander
Kolk and an accordion solo by

well as methods in handling emergencies. Classes will be arranged

Mrs. Louise

Hr

Mrs. Anthony Van Ham was
Miss Darlene Joy Bouws
chairman for the program preMr.
and Mrs. J. Russell Bouws,
sented for grades 1, 2 and 3,
924 Woodbridge Ave., announce the
while Miss Ann Hokrfege preside^
at the program arranged for engagementof their daughter.-

secretaryand scribe. tine Party for our mothers and
Linda Wilson: treasurer, Donna fathers.Then we m?de the inviHe also showed the film "OperaTopp. We made different kinds of tations for the party. They were tion Ivy," which gave a graphic
valentines. Linda Wilson, scribe. shaped as a heart and had the picture of the detonation of the
The Towanka Camp Fire group words in Indian symbols.
largest hydrogen bomb ever known
held their meeting at the home
The OKiciyapi Camp Fire group to be tested. He explained that the
of Mrs. Van Kampen on Jan. 25. leader's home. The meeting was Ottawa County Civil Defense ComWe elected new officersas fol- called to order by our president, mission are training 200 persons
lows: President, Dawn Johnson; Judy Wildschut. We answered roll in the use of the geiger counter as
V

a trumpet duet by Tom Steffens
vice president, and treasurer. call with our Indian names and
and Dug Hartgerink. Miss Belle
Linda Overway. secretary scribe, recited the Law of Camp Fire
Kleinhekselaccompaniedthem on
Linda Tymes. Our group also dis- together.Th*n we worked on our
the piano.
cussed the next few meetings on hats for fun night at our school.
what the projects were, going to Cheri Mokma treated us with
Mrs. M. Vinkemulder
be. After our meeting we planted fudge. We called our meeting with
seeds to take home. Stephanie the singing of our Closing Song
Succumbs at Age 74
Markus Vinkemulder. 74, of route
2. West Olive, died at Zeeland
Community Hospital Friday after
noon followinga lingeringillnei*.
She was a member oi the South
Olive Christian Reformed Church
and the Ladies Aid Society. Mr.
and Mrs Vinkemulder had been
married (or 53 years
Surviving besides the husband
•re five suterv Mrs. Henry De
Vries of Kalamazoo. Mrs. John
Douwstra of Grand Rapids, Mis
Louii kamphuis of Holland. Mrs
John Rartek of Grand Haven and
Mra Bern* Lemmon of Coopers
\illt, two msteu in law. Mrs.
Htvy Eelmaa of Groat Falli.
nr» *ne faunae oi

decried the old label that the GOP
Future Farmers of America is
is the party of the rich, and repart of the Vocational Agriculture
viewed
his
own
background.
"I’m
Rural Teachers Club
the son of a factory worker, and program of Holland High School
For
Hear Harold Scoby
my brother who earns more as a and is under the instructionof
Garrell A. Adler.
GRAND
'Special)
tool and die worker than I do is
Harold Scoby. ch^Bman of the
Albert
Roy,
69,
route
1,
Nunica,
president
of
his
union
local,”
he
Civil Defense CommlRon o( OtProgram on Lincoln
tawa County, spoke to the mem- died Thursdayin Municipal Hospi- said.
Looking to the future, Griffin Given by Children
bers of the United Rural Teachers tal where he had been a patient
Club Tuesday at the Toothacre for a week. He had been employ- said union and industryleadersas
ed by Challenge Machinery Co. for partners must cope realistically Several grades of the West Side
School.
with problems which arise through ChristianSchool held patriotic proMr. Scoby discussed ways and 16 years.
means of civil defense necessary Surviving are the wife; a son, technologicaladvances. "There is grams in the school Friday in
for survivalin the event of atomic William of St. Paul; four sisters, no statesmanship in union policies keeping with the observanceof
warfare, and demonstrated the use five stepsons.11 grandchildrenand which fight progress through Lincoln's birthday.
six great grandchildren.
featherbedding and outdated work
of the geiger counter.

Rites Saturday

Wear Knee Socks
VIMTft /.KKUNIk-Jan Brand, ilefl)

Holland Hi«h> basketball team
wore while kaee socks with red

II
THE

St.

HOLUND CITY NEWS,

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 18, 1960

J

Joseph

Wins,

24

67-65

TH.

Shimp-Houtman Vows Exchanged

In Thriller
ST. JOSEPH (Special)— A determined Holland Christianbasketball

LINE SKETCH OF PROPOSED SENIOR HIGH

quintetnearly sprang the upset of

BUILDING OUTLINES ARE SHOWN TOGETHER WITH MAIN WALKS AND DRIVES

the year here Tuesday night before

bowing to the state ranked

SCHOOL

St.

Joseph Bears, 67-65 in a double

StAU AWMXIIUTE : I inch.

“sudden death” overtime contest.
A crowd of over 2,000 fans saw the
thrilling game in the beautiful new
Bear gymnasium.
The Hollanders,who were down
as much as 17 points in the third
period,had to do it the hard way,
and actuallyhad severalopportunities • to take the win. It was
Christian’ssecond "sudden death”
game in 10 days time, as the
Maroons stopped Grand Rapids
Christian in Holland in a similar
ball game. The Maroons are now
9-7, while the Bears are 13-1. St.
Joe has not been defeated at home
in more than two years.
It was big John Dase who provided the clincher for the Bears as
he scored on a rebound shot with
1:26 of the second overtime having

40 FEET
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been played. The fireworks all
started when the Maroons knotted
the count at 59-59 with 2:29 left in
the game on a layup by Doug
Windemuller.Then at the two

2

NO FLOOR
« 72'

65’

minute mark, Windemuller connected again to give the Dutch a

HOME ECONOMIC

a

ARTS

61-59 lead. With 50 seconds left, St.

Joe’s

to CLASSROOMS

Bob Farnum

intercepted a
Maroon pass and went in to score
the tying basket. Seconds later,

t MULTIPURPOSE

**»*

Ken Walters put the Maroons
ahead with two free throws. But
the Bears came back as Stan
Bissey swished one from outcourt
with 18 seconda left to knot the

I
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LINE SKETCH OF PROPOSED NEW HIGH
SCHOOL

—

This sketch shows plot plan of the
new Holland High School with measurements of
various buildings and distancesinvolved in main
walks and drives. The two kidney-shapedbuildings
are the academic classroomunits. At center is the

Little

Maroons

baum and Pesko paced the

losers

with 10 each.

Man
In

Birthday Party Given

Slightly Injured

25th St.,

was

Bears in the second period, as they .was the 14th for the locals against
committed fouls freely, enabling the two losses.
It was strictly an uphill battle
Christian to creep to 27-22 at one
stage. Then Dase put on a one for the Maroons as they had to
man show with four fielders overcome a seven point halftime
deficit. However they were getting
enabling the Bears to take a constronger as the game progressed
vincing 37-26 halftime bulge.
and won going away.
St. Joe started where they left
Christiandid a fine job of crackoff in the first half to build up the
ing
the Bear zone defense all
margin to 45-28 with six minutes
through the game, as they collectleft. Then came the turning point
as the Maroons switched to the ed easy shots from the foul lane
or from underneath. St. Joe hit
effective zone. On top of it all, the
well in the first two periods and
Bears’ first half fouling caught up
managed t 16-12 first quarter marwith them, puttingthree of its big
gin which they upped to 26-19 at
guns in the danger area. With
halftime. At one stage in the
Visser leading the way from all
period the locals trailed by 10.
angles and the charity lane, the
The Maroons really moved in
Maroons narrowed the count to
the third stanza and pulled out to
52-47 at the quarter horn.
a 34-33 lead ,at the horn. It was all
Christian continued to put the
Holland in the fourth period as
pressure on and stayed within the
they jumped out to a nine point
three to five point range until they
bulge at one stage.
eventually knotted the count at
Clare Van Wieren paced Chris59-59.
tian with 20 markers, followed by
Visser was the outstandingplayer
Paul Steigenga with 15, Dan
on the floor as he pumped in 30
Joldersma and Paul Tuls with
points in additionto snaring most
five each, Jim Fredricks with two
of the rebounds, aided by Wedeven
and Don Klaasen with one. Kirschand sub Ken Disselkoen.For St.
Joe, k was again the heads up play
by Willauer and Dase which kept
them in contention in the late
.

Mrs. Howard Graves of 47 East
16th St. was the hostess Saturday
at a Valentine birthday party for
her daughter, Joyce Elaine

Graves, age 3.
Mrs. Pedro Castro, Mrs. Bert
Drooger, Mrs. Alvin Prins and
Mrs. John Weeber assisted the
hostess.

the usual multi-story building. Distances between
buildings are not long, the average being the same
as that between houses on opposite sides of a city
residential street. The $3,638,000 bond issue
comes up for vote Feb. 23.

Hearing Clinic
Admitted to Holland Hospital Considered
Monday were Mrs. Frank Fenrich,

Hospital Notes

Mishap Saturday

Richard Marlink, 46, of 235 West

For Three-Year-Old

PARKING

ST

library which also houses home economics and arts
on the second floor. Also shown are locations of
shops, gymnasium, swimming pool and auditorium
and music building. Design of the academic units
uses all space for instructionalpurposes and largely eliminates wasted areas of corridors normal in

released from Hol- route 1, East Saugatuck:Louise

Williams, 336 Montgomery St.,
Grand Rapids: Rev. Henry Dekker, route 4; Mrs. Valdemar Beltran, 286 West 14th St.; Mrs.
John Becksfort,29 East 19th St.;
John Vander Hill, 31433 Alcona
CL, Wayne: Mrs. Roger Nicol,
route 1; Mrs. James Garvelink,
892 144th Ave.; John W. Van
Dyke, 85 West 21st St.; Joann
Gann, 25^ East 13th St.; Sidney
Holland police. De Ridder was Bouma, 312 West 22nd St.
DischargedMonday were Wilcharged by police with disobeyliam Pathuis, 340 East 24th St.;
ing a stop sign.
Mrs. Alfred Tedaldi and baby.

land Hospital after treatment for
bruises of the head and neck, received in an accident at 1:59 p m.
Saturday at the intersectionof
Pine Ave. and 22nd St.
Marlink was a passenger in a
vehicledriven by Dennis G. Jonker, 22, of 6701/* Michigan Ave.,
which was struck by a car driven
by Michael T. De Ridder. 16. of
917 Paw Paw Dr., according to

Guests were Nancy Beckman,
Jacalyn Brink, Georgia Jo Carlson, Dahlia and Rosemary Castro. Barbara De Ridder, Beth
Lorence, Susan Plakke, Vicki
Lynn Prins, Cheryl Spaulding,
Kathy Sue Ver Hey, Grace Waverly Activity Club
Weeber and Robin Wiley.
Has Valentine Party

Beaverdam

An

informal reception following

the ceremony was held at the

of the bride. Punch

served
under an arrangement of white
wedding bells, and pink and white
flowers decorated the room. Mrs.
Peter Houtman served the wedding
cake and Mrs. Anthony Carnevale
attended in the serving of guests.
The new Mrs. Shimp wore a red
wool jersey sheath dress with a
corsage from her wedding bouquet
for a short trip to Oiicago. She is
a graduate of Holland High School
and attended Hope College. The
groom attended the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology in Boston
and is presentlya student at Hope.

The couple are residing at an
apartmentat 41 East 14th St.

The
Friday

Pinerest Cir«le will meet
at 2 p.m. in the First

Burnips

Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester Raab
Laurence Klokkert and Wynard
Kloosterman ^pent Tuesday in Jr., announce the birth of a daughArchabald, Ohio, where they at- ter. Marcia Elaine, born at the
Zeeland Community Hospital on
tended an auction.
Harvey Van Farowe conducted Feb. 1.
Mr. and Mrs. Juluis Rewa anSunday servicesFeb. 7 in Carmel,
nounce the birth of a son, Stanley

Ohio.

Robert Formsma and Douglas James, who was born on Feb. 2
Formsma from Zeeland High at the Zeeland Community HosSchool and Thelma Bold of Hud- pital.
Funeral services were held
sonville High School went with
their respective bands to Ionia Thursday, at the Forest Grove
last week Saturday to compete in Reformed Church for Mrs. Edith
the District Solo and Ensemble Palmbos,76, Grand Rapids, with

5.

Hospital

births list a son,
Thomas John, born Monday to Mr.
Members of the Waverly Activity
Civil Suit Filed
and Mrs. John Kempker, Jr., 171
Club met at the school Friday
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - evening for its regular meeting East Fourth St.; a daughter. Lesa
Diane, born today to Mr. and Mrs.
Suit has been filed in Ottawa Cir- and a Valentine party.
Jack Bortner, 401 Howard Ave.:
cuit Court by State Farm InsurFollowing the businesssession
ance Co. and Walter Wynsma in charge of Mrs. Clarence Van a son. Frederick Jay, born today
seeking $488.07 plus costs from Den Brand, a Home Economics to Mr. and Mrs. Carleton Van
North American Van Lines, Inc. Lesson on furniture arranging was Dyke, 119^ West 11th St.
The action is the result of an acci- presented by Mrs. Jake Zuidema
dent June 23, .1959, at Prospect and Mrs. A. Strabbing.
Frank Boersma Dies
and School Sts., in Georgetown Games were in charge of Mrs. In Hospital in Zeeland
TownshipinvolvingWynsma’s 1959 A. Kapenga and Mrs. Strabbing.
car driven by Roger A. Wynsma A potluck lunch was served with
ZEELAND (Special)
Frank
and a 1958 tractor owned by defen- Mrs. D. Essenburg and Mrs. It. (Floris) Boersma. 89. of South
dant and driven by John E. Drey- Rouwhorstin charge. Table decor- Maple St., Zeeland died at the
er. Plaintiff claims the truck driv- ations followed the Valentine Zeeland Community HospitalTueser disregarded a stop sign.
motif.
day morning.
He moved to Zeeland from Chicago about six years ago.
Surviving are his wife, Frieda:

burial in the Burnip's Cemetery.
and She died at her home last week.
Marcia attended a bridal shower Sht is survived by two daughters,
honoring Miss Joyce Naber of Mrs. Hugo Larm of Grand Rapids
Grand Rapids at the home of Mrs. and Mrs. Bernard J. Klinesteker
Alfred Gemmen on Thursday of Forest Grove; four sons, Perse
Mrs. M. Bethel Clifford
and Clarenceof Grand Rapids;
Results of the adult hearing night. Miss Naber will become the
Lawrence of Forest Grove and
bride
of
Bob
Knap,
son
of
Mr.
and
screeningprogram last October
Francis of Carson City; eight
in Ottawa county were discussed Mrs. Ted Knap of Grand Rapids
grandchildren and three greaton
March
4.
at a meeting Tuesday noon in
Mrs. Jim Klynstra and Mrs. grandchildren; one brother, EdHotel Warm Friend with Mrs.
M. Bethel Clifford, field service Albert Van Farowe attended the ward Clark of Byron Center; four
sisters, Mrs. Guy Shuck, Mrs.
consultant of the Michigan Asso- Guild for ChristianService at the
Perry Raab of Grand Rapids,
Faith
Reformed
church
in
Zeeciation for Bette- Hearing.
Mrs. Sylvester Raab and Mrs.
The screening program indicat- land on Tuesday evening, Feb. 9.
Arthur Moomey of Burnips.
The
main
speaker
of
the
evening
ed that of the 495 persons having
The W.S.C.S. of the local Methoa hearing loss, 285 might be help- was Miss Wilma Kats, a missionone son, William of Chicago: three
dist church meeting was held on
ary
home
on
furlough
from
Akobo,
daughters, Mrs. William Vander ed through lip reading instruction.
Thursday.
It is hoped instructioncenters Sudan Africa. Miss Kats’ home
Molen of Martin; Mrs. James Hof*
Mr. Drier, formerly of Burnips,
and
most
of
her
possessions
were
guard of Long Beach, Calif, and will be set up in Holland and
died in a rest home last week.
destroyed
by
fire
in
January.
Mrs. Ralph Alsterda of Zeeland; Grand Haven and furtherinformaClayton Sikkema from Morrison, Burial was in Burnips Cemetery.
seven grandchildren; eight great- tion will be available as plans
111.,
and Roy La Huis from South He was the father of Ed Drier of
grandchildren;one great great develop. In the meantime, perBurnips.
sons interested may contact the Blendon called on Mr. and Mrs.
grandchild; one brother, Andrew
Albert
Van
Farowe
last
Saturday.
of Bradenton, Fla., and one Ottawa County Health Depart- A Sacred Concert by the Gospel- Va/entine Party Held
ment offices in Holland or Grand
brother-in-law, B. Boerema of
aires will be presented on Sunday
Haven.
By Junior Calvinettes
Chicago.
Attending Tuesday’s meeting evening, in the Forest Grove ReThe Junior Calvinettesof Faith
were Vem Schipper, director of formed Church sponsored by the
Shallimar Bailey Has
Christian Reformed Church enadult educationand community Senior Christian Endeavor.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Van tertained the Junior Calvinettes
services, Holland public schools;
Party on 8th Birthday
Charles Dombos, speech thera- Farowe were recent visitorsat of the Maple Avenue ChristianReShallimar Bailey was honored pist. public schools; James E. the home of Mr. and Mrs. Andrew formed Church at a potluck supper on Wednesday evening.
on her eighth birthday anniver- Jacobs. Grand Haven adult edu- Schut in Zeeland
A Valentine motif was carried
sary Saturday afternoon with a cation director; David Pushaw, Mrs. Johnana Schoiten of HolMrs. Jennie out in the table decorations as
director
of
Haven
Clinic
for land called
party held at the home of her
Speech Correction
Grand Barense and Mr. and Mrs. Ed well as in the menu. After singing
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
the ValvinetteHymn and a friendHaven: Mrs. Marguerite Hadden, Veldman Sunday afternoon.
Bailey. 144th Afve.
Mrs. George Nienhuis entered ship song Mrs. Arthur Davias
supervisor of 0*tawa County BurThe Valentine motif was follow- eau of Social Aid: Mrs. Blanche Butterworth Hospital, Grand Ra- opened with prayer and gave the
pids last Saturdaywhere she is opening remarks.
ed in the decorations.Games were Funderburk, State Department
Special numbers were provided
of Social Welfare; Dr. Ralph Ten reciving heart treatments She explayed with prises awarded. Lunch
Have, directorof the Ottawa pects to return to her home thia by (he girls from Maple Avt.
was served by Mrs. Bailey, assist- County Health Department.Kath- week.
church and Linda De Witt and
ed by Mrs. Junior Nyhoff.
ryn Groenevell. supervisingnurse At the Sunday morning service Janice Lie<fersplayed a duet on
Guests were Shallimars school- of Ottawa County Health Depart- in the ChristianReformed Church the (lute and bells.
The Scripturewas read
the following wiQ make public promates including Bonnie Dykhuis, ment.
fession of faith Harvey Brower. Claude Dykema
Kathy Van Dyke. Kathy Scbwan
der, Margie Boevt. Ronnie Essink,
Largest number of stales ad- Alden JeLsma Mrs A Men Jelsma, man gave an
Festival.

Mrs. Harris Veldman

—

i

stages.

At the foul lane. Christianconnected on 19 out of 30, while the
Bears hit on only uine out of 23.
Following Visser was Ken Walters
with 11. Dase led the Bears with
22 and Willauer had 19.
The Maroons close their road
games Friday when they make the
long jaunt to Indiana to take on
South Bend St. Joseph.
Hollaed Christian(65)

FG FT PF TP
Wedeven. f ........ 3 2
8
Srnita. f ...........0
1

2

13
Visser. c
11 I 4 30
Bouman, g ........ 10 12
Walters, g ......... 3 S I 11
Disselkoen.f ...... 12 4 1
Windemuller. f .... 3 10
..........

on

at

7

Totals ...... 13 11 16 65
St. Jeesph (67)

FT PF TP

» 4 4 21
I 3 4 If
» l 4 11
Farnum. ......... i I 1
Uni
e 1 I I
Winters «
..... 3 • 1 4
UcKamey I ....... • • 3 •
.........
Willauer, f ........
Bissey. c ..........
.

....
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w
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home

was

The Christian Endeavor met ChristianReformed Church of
Sunday afternoon with devotions Hudsonville.
Sermon subjects in the Chrisin charge of Peggy Huyser and
tian Reformed Church last SunRobert Formsma presentedthe
day were “Jesus and His Ascentopic. Last week the consistory
sion” and “A Convenient Day.”
and their wives met with the Rev.
Mr. and Mrs. Laurence Klokand Mrs. Jacob Blauw in the
kert, Peter and Bob Schrotenboer,
Chapel.
Herman Kalmink - and Randall
The regular weekly prayer Wolff
spent Saturday in Plymeeting was not held this week
mouth, Wis., where they called on
due to the Annual Men's Fellowrelatives. On Sunday they attendship Dinner Meeting sponsored by
ed services in the Sheboygan
the Mission Syndicate which was
church where the Rev. Harold
held in Second Reformed Church
Lenters is pastor.
in Zeeland on Tuesday.
Mrs. Sherley Hop returned from
Zeeland Hospital last Friday and
is convalescing at her home.

1349 South Shore Dr.; Mrs. Harold

Eding, route

ballerina

length gown of beige silk organza.
The bodice featureda scoop neckline. with short sleeves. The bouffant skirt was embroideredwith
flowers.She carried a bouquet of
small white roses. Mrs. George
Zuidema. sister of the bride, her
only attendant,wore a ballerina
length gown of blue taffeta. She
carried an arrangementof white
roses and pink carnations.Jerome
Shimp from New Jersey attended
his brother as best man.
Mrs. Peter Houtman was organist for the ceremony and a violin
prelude was played by Miss Norma
Houtman, cousin of the bride. During the prelude Donald Houtman
and Randall Shimp, brother of the
bride and groom, respectively,lit

7f

X

(Du Saar photo)
the couple knelt before the altar,
the altar. They also served as
ushers preceding the ceremony. As
the couple knelt befort the altar,

Jeffrey Shimp, son of Miss Sandra DeKoning of New
Mr. and Mrs. George L. Shimp of York, a student at Hope College,
WhitehouseStation,N. J., were sang the “Wedding Prayer.”
united in marriage on Jan. 29. The
The bride’s mother selected a
wedding party assembled at navy blue dress, with beige ac8 p.m. before an altar decorated cessories, and the groom’s mother
with white chrysanthemums and chose a beige sheath dress with
greens, for the rites which were
matching jacket, and aqua acperformed by the Rev. Richard cessories.They both wore corOudersluys in the chapel of the
sages of pink and white carnaFirst Methodist Church of Holland. tions.

The bride chose a

SWIMMING POOL

(

^FG

FT

MUSIC

I

In a simple, double ring ceremony Miss Sally Lou Houtman,
daughterof Mr. and Mrs. Neal
Houtman of 229 West 11th St. and

Jeffrey Shimp

George

COMMONS

Avenge Loss

f

« 85'

\VM0*..30-V
1ST FLOOR /
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pleased on offense, Christian
always kept within striking disST. JOSEPH Special )-Holland
tance with some fine shooting of
their own. Dave Willauer was the Christian’sLittle Maroons got rebig gun for the Bears in the first venge for one of their two deperiod with four fielders to give feats this season when they whipped the St. Joseph squad here
his club a 19-11 lead.
The press started to cost the Tuesday night, 48-41. The victory

Daae.

VISUAL

ADS^T0RA|E

CLASSROOM

10*'

count at 63-63.

The Maroons missed a golden
opportunity with two seconds left
as they executed a beautiful out of
bounds play from center court
which sprung Wedgven loose. It
was not to be, however,as his
layup just dropped off as regulation
time ended.
Christian’s Visser scored first in
the overtime, but Dase came back
on a layup to knot the count at
2:04 at 65-65. This ended the scoring in the overtime although both
clubs had several good chances to
ice the win.
Both clubs played it cautious in
the ‘‘sudden death” period, with
the Maroons getting several good
shots. Finally with the three
minute period about half over,
Dase banged in a rebound shot for
the win.
Coach Art Tula’ Maroons lost no
prestige in the defeat as they completely stole the tempo from the
Bears, trailing 45-28 in the third
period. The big factor in the great
comeback was the switch to the
xone defense which caught the
Bears unprepared. The switch
gave the Maroons almost a complete sweep of the defensive
boards. The new defense befuddled
the Bears and they never were the
same again, although they proved
they were a great ball club to come
through with the chips down.
Coach Ray Haack's Bears dominated play in the first half with
some terrific shooting and an all
court press. While the press kept
the Maroons from doing as they

I

Dale Vinden

Donna Mulder. mitted to the Union was dunnt; Calvin Leestma.Robert Raterink, mg entitled
John
Cindy Nyhoff. and the admiiusuatmtiof Benjamin Richard Vandc Guchl*
and Liady Boday.
Harri**!
Belt.

I
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Hope

Is

New Attendance Mark

11th

In Scoring

Set on

Dinner Given

Honor

in

of

Anniversaries

Exchange Club
Members Hear
Bond Issue Talks

Career Day

Opening Night

Made

Plans

Proud parents, friendsand class- tury clothes as they walked across
mates jammed into the Holland the stage holding up signs of
Final plans were made for a
,
High School auditorium to watch acknowledgmentsto local donors.
Jack Plewes of the Holland
Career Day for Holland High and
Hope College's basketball team the Senior Play cast "spoof" its
Costumes were bright and selectBoard
of Education and Arthur
v/!
Holland ChristianHigh School stuis presently llth in the nation in way through the comedy "Char- ed with an eye to contrast of color
Hills
of
the Holland High School
ley’s Aunt."
dents on the afternoon of Monday,
and design.The Senior girls in the
scoringamong small colleges with
faculty
presented
the needs for a
The record-settingaudience of cast, VirginiaAllen, Sue Williams,
Feb. 29 at the respectiveschools
1,524 points In 17 games for an
650 at the opening night perform- Myra Harbin and Joyce De Ridder.
at
the
regular monthly meeting new high school and explainedthe
average of 89.6 according to
ance seemed to spark the cast handled the long dresses with
of the Chamber of Commerce plans for the school at a meeting
statistics released today by the
with an enthusiasm that was en- graceful ease. Occasionally,howBoard of Directors Monday night of the Holland Exchange Club
NCAA.
joyable in its own right.
ever, it was difficult to hear the
in the Hotel Warm Friend.
Monday noon in Hotel Warm
Warren Vander Hill, Hope's leadRichard Candee as Lord Fan- girls.
Under the chairmanship of Don Friend. Following their presentaing scorer and the top scorer in
court Babberly and Charley's aunt
Linda Davis will take over VirGebraad, speakerswill be avail- tions Principal Jay Formsma
Michigan and in the MIAA, reused gestures and a long-legged ginia Alien’srole as Donna Lucia
able for 62 vocations and a total answered questions raised -by the
tained his tSth.spotin the nation
stride to emphasizethe ridiculous d’Alvedorez tonight and Thursday.
of
91 differentsections of work. members.
with 456 points in 17 games for a
aspects of his dual role. He was Sally Haakma alternatesperformPlans were also completed at
Adverse comments heard on the
26.8 average.
especially funny in the chases ances with Sue Williams as Kitty
the
meeting
for the annual Cham- streets were presented and clariVander Hill has made 197 field
throughout Act II.
Verden and Vicki Ziel switches
ber meeting on March 10 in the fied. It was pointed out that the
goals and sank 62 of 77 free shot
Plausabilityfor the farce was with Myra Harbin in the role of
Holland Civic Center. Members unit type of constructionas proattempts for 80 5 per cent. Wayne
hampered by unimaginative use of Amy Spettigue.John Crozier will
are invitedto take guests to the posed is in reality much less exMonson of Northern Michigan is
the asides. It was often difficultto play Brassettthe butler tonight and
event.
pensive to build than the old type
20th in the nation with a 26.3
distinguishbetween direct dialog Thursday and Don Kardux will
The group approved sponsoringa of building due to the fact that
average.
and the side comments to the return to the role Wednesday night.
course in practical politics. The the amount of floor space devoted
In MIAA action. Hope has scoraudience.
Jack Chesney as played by
course would be in nine sessions to the building for corridors and
ed 950 points in winning 10 straight
Brassett played by Don Kardux Robert Hoffman was carried off
and open to the public. It will start stairwells is reduced to about
games for an average of 95 points
in March and is part of the Na- 5 per cent whereas in the present
a game. Friti Kruithof. team was outstandingas the stiff-backed with an air of assurance that set
butler who drew laughs from his the fast-moving tempo of the play.
tional Chamber of Commerce pro- high school the amount is 25 perstatistican pointedout today.
gram and under the Congressional cent.
Rap Ritsema is Hope’s second posture as well as his lines. Larry Jerry Hagans in his role as CharJohnson as the cruel, strict uncle ley Wykeham and Steve Wissink
action committee. Russell Klaasen
It was emphasizedthat the proleading scorer with 401 points for
is chairman.
posed swimming pool would be for
a 23.6 average. He has made 167 ran with an attention-getting hitch. playing Robert Hoffman’s father,
Scenery changes necessitatedwere strong in their supporting
small store management all groups and schools in the city
baskets and 67 of 109 free shots.
Famtly of Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Kleinjanlot head of table) holds anniversarycelebrationat hotel.
long
intermissions which were roles.
course in four sessions will be held and the cost would be only 40
Vander Hill has committed only 31
(Penno-Sos photo)
broken up by the piano-playingof
in April. Instructorsfrom Western cents per thousandwhich -would
The scenery, especially in the
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Kleinjan of the Kleinjans three grandchildren, ‘
fouls this season for an average
jana, the Rev. Herman Maassen, Michigan Universitywill assist and be less than a trip to the lake.
Kelly Baker. He also accompanied first and third acts, is colorful and
oi about one per game while
40 West 18th St. today are quietly all of whom had birthdays
-------- . . in Mrs. A. C. Kleinjan,Mr. Kleinjan,
Senior girls dressed in 19th cen- adds to the 19th century flavor.
the program is to be conducted by
It was announced that preRitsema has committed only 39 for
celebrating their 45th wedding February. The birthday celetMpnU Mrs. Peter Van Tuinen and Rev. the Downtown MerchantsAsopening sales of tickets for the
about two a game.
were Allen. 16, and Mary. 8, chil- Van Tuinen. In middle row are
anniversary at their home. Howsociation. Ken Zuverinkis chair- Home Show, sponsored by the
Jim Vander Hill is Hope's third
dren of the Rev. and Mrs. John Mary Benes, Glenda Ten Clay and
man of the course assisted by Ron Goodfellows Foundationof the
ever
Friday, Feb. 5. was not so
leading scorer with 133 points and
Bencs of Lansing, 111., and Arlan Ten Clay; back row are the Kobes, Ken Miner and Gebraad.
Holland Exchange Club, were
quiet, for not only were the
a 7.8 average followed with Bill
Marilyn. 15. daughter of the Rev. Rev. John Benes, Donald Benes,
A brochure of combined resort much greater than for preceding
Kleinjanshonored at a dinner held and Mrs. Henry J. Ten Clay of
Vander Bill with 120 points and a
Mrs. John Benes, Mrs. Henry and Holland activities is now being years.
at the Hotel Warm Friend, but
7.1 average and Bob Reid with
Grandville.
Fikse, Rev. Fikse, former pastor published and a study is being
also
their
daughter,
Ruth,
and
94 points and a 5.5 average.
About 130 persons gatheredin
Shown at the get-together are of the Kleinjan family,Mrs. Henry made on putting up an information Sorority Chapter Holds
husband, the Rev. and Mrs. Peter
Ten Clay, Marilyn Ten Gay, the booth in the area. Del Van
the Woman’s LiteraryClub tea
Van Tuinen of Artesia,Calif., who (seated, left to right) Mrs. HerRev. Henry Ten Clay, Ellen Van Tongeren is chairman of the tourist Annual Dinner Dance
were married in November, and man Maassen. sister of Mr. Kleinroom Monday night for a kickoff
Tuinen and Allen Benes.
and resort committee.
The Eta Gamma Chapter of the
of the sixth membership campaign
in
Beta Sigma Phi Sorority held its
of the Holland Civic Music AssoSandra Lohman Has
Valentine Party Held
annual dinner dance Saturdayat
ciation. The campaign will conMuskegon Heights debaters with
Party on Birthday
III Forno’s in Saugatudk. PreBy
Holland
Chapter,
OES
tinue until Saturday at which time a 15-5 overall record captured the
party activities were held at the
Rev. and Mrs. John Brinker from
Mrs. George Pelgrlm spoke and decisions for the 1960-61 concert district debate tourney here MonMrs. Kenneth Lohman. of route
A card party with a Valentine’s home of Mr. and Mrs. Ronald
showed slides of the Migrant Work, season will be made.
day afternoon by winning the de- Muskegon were visitors at the 2, Hamilton, entertained with a
Kobes, 74 East 30th St.
Holland was paired-withBaldwin Day theme was held Tuesday
Morrette Rider, associationpres- cision over rival Muskegon High home of Mr. and Mrs. Marvin
conductedlast summer by local
Those attending were Mr. and
party last Saturday in honor of
ident, said this year’s group of School. The tourney was under the Zwiers, Ronald and Aria, on Friin the pairingsfor the annual May evening in the chapter rooms by
Mrs. Bernard Becker, Mr. and
Church, Grand Rapids, and sponher
daughter,
Sandra,
who
cele176 volunteersis the largest num- directionof Hero Bratt and Hol16 Michigan Week mayors ex- Holland Chapter, No. 429, Order of Mrs. John Du Mez, Mr. and Mrs.
Pine Rest Circle 10 Monday night ber during the local association's land Christian,under the sponsor- day evening.
brated her eighth birthday anni- change day.
Eastern Star.
Douglas Du Mond, Mr. and Mrs.
Rev. and Mrs. Paul Ver Maire versary.
in Maple Avenue ChristianRe- five-yearhistory.
ship of the state forensic associBackgroundmusic was provided William Kurth, Mr. and Mrs. BerBaldwin
is
located
on
M-37,
and family entertainedtheir father
The group enjoyed an afternoon
formed Church. Mrs. Otto Schaap Headquarters are set up in the ation.
while guests played the games of nard Lutz, Mr. and Mrs. Richard
former Chamber of Commerce The Heights debaters now enter and mother Mr. and Mrs. S. of skating at the Allegan rink. north of Grand Rapids. The com- their choice. Prize winners were Mansfield, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
who was scheduled to speak was
office in Civic Center. Mrs. Grace regional action against Grandville
Later gifts were opened and lunch munity, known for its trout fish- Mrs. Harold Veldheer and Mrs.
Mast, Mr. and Mrs. Hannes
Verneure of Grand Rapids.
unable to be present because of L. Ruth of New York headquarwas served featuring individual ing, has more than 800 residents. ClystaHunt.
which won the districttitle in
Meyers,
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
illness.
On Feb. 5 a surprise shower birthday cakes set on a musical Gov. G. Mennen Wliilams today
ters is assisting the local com- Grand Rapids last week. The winArtificial roses and 266 hearts Olson, Mr. and Mrs. Hubert OverSpecial music was provided by mittee.
ners won out over five other was given for Miss Marilyn plate that played “Happy Birth- paired Benzonia and Kingsford in in many forms carried out the holt.
Mrs. Julius Karsten of Beech- Rider announced the leading schools in the day long tournaBreumel from Zeeland a bride- day". The room was decorated the first drawing and Lt. Gov. Hearts and Flowers" theme in
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Poll, Mr.
wood Reformed Church who sang attractionfor the coming year,
ment held at Maple Avenue Chris- elect at the home of Mr. and in a circus motif. Bonnie Lohman John Swainson and House Speaker the rooms decorated by Mrs. Wil- and Mrs. Oscar Raith, Mr. and
“When God Is Near" accompaniedthe 100-member PittsburghSymassistedher mother.
tian Reformed Church.
Don R. Pears ( R-Buchanan»were lis DeCook, Mrs. Robert Hall and Mrs. Stuart Schaftnaar, Mr. and
Mrs. Dick Kamer. Those present
by Mrs. Margaret Plaggemars.
phony orchestrawhich will appear
Those honoring Sandy were scheduled to continue drawing until Mrs. Harvey Zoet.
In the first round, the MuskeMrs. Ralph Stolp, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. J. R. Van Til presided at
in Civic Center Feb. 23, 1961. gon Catholic affirmativesquad of were Mesdames Dick Breumel, Peggy Boerigter, Barbara De the 580 communitiesparticipating Heart-shaped jello and cookies
C. S. Speicher, Mr. and Mrs.
the business meeting and Mrs. Since only two or three symphony
Haverdink, in the program are paired.
Tom Carlson and Tony Derezinski Dick Kamer. Grace Vis. Ed Hulst, Boer. Lou
were served by Mrs. Anthony Robert Bresnahan,Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Vork gave a report on the orchestras visit Michigan in the
defeated the
Haven John De Witt, John Brunink, Ger- Dolores dipping, Eleanor dipping,
Saugatuckwas paired with Sand Michielson,Mrs. Don Jones and George Lievense, Mr. and Mrs.
recent St. Olafs' choir concert
course of a year, arrangementsnegative team of Jim Stark and rit Vis, Henry Vis, Harold Hulst, Sonja Lohman. Susan Lohman, Lake. Richard Hoffman is Sauga- and Mrs. Easton Williams. Sand- Robert Langenberg,Miss Audrey
held in Foiyitain Street Baptist must be made early to book one.
Susie Martin. Also in the first Gleyon Edding, Harley Mulder, Rosemary LUgten. Rhonda Wolfe, tuck president. The rest of the wiches were provided by mem- Johnson and Mr. and Mrs. Ronald
Church. Grand Rapids, and spon- Even so, to book the Pittsburgh
round, the Muskegon Heights af- Bernard Schout, Garry Van Nuil, and Roxanne Wolfe.
drawing will be completedtoday. bers.
Kobes.
sored by the Circles. They made a
Symphony for Holland necessitated firmative duo of Helene Lofkas Robert Snip, William Westhuis,
net profit of $2,361. The local reschedulingof a home show and
and .Jack Briggs defeatedFre- Justin Kamer, Jereld Kamer,
circle sold $353 worth of tickets.
some basketball games a year mont, negative squad made up of Harry Kamer, Merlin Timmer,
Mrs. Nick Klungle. Mrs. Harold hence.
Jernice Vis, Carol Kamer. Those
Mary Klein and George Hoyt.
Volkers, Mrs. CornellBaker, Mrs.
Members signing up for the
Second round debates saw Mus- who could not attend were MesJohn Kobes, Mrs. Catherine De 1960-61season for the first time
kegon High’s negative squad made dames Harris De Witt, Miner
Roos, Mrs. Dick Vander Meer, will have the opportunityof attend- up of Marilyn Booker and Doug Zegeman. Elmer Hulst, Linda
Mrs. Robert CTrebel and Mrs. ing the MinneapolisSymphony
Walvoord take a split 2-1 decision Kamer and Mert Hulst.
Henry Potter of Fourth Reformed concert here March 3, 1960, as a
Miss Breumel was also honored
from Holland Christian’s affirChurch served refreshments.*
bonus concert.
mative team of Paul Bremer and with a shower at the home of
In greeting local workers, Mrs. Delwyn Nykamp. Also in the sec- Mr. and Mrs. Justin Kamer on
Questers Meet at
Ruth said Holland is outstanding ond round, the same Heights af- Feb. 12. Those present were Mesamong Civic Music associationsin firmativeteam defeated Catholic’s dames Roy Veltema, Dick Kamer,
Of Mrs. C. Fauquher
the United States.She described negative squad using the same Dick Breumel, Stanley Veltema.
INDUSTRIALThe home of Mrs. Charles Fauqu- the local group as one of the fin- personnel.Then in the finals the John Veltema, Willard De Haan.
and
her of 328 Wildwood Dr. was the est, healthiestand most solid or- identicalHeights pair took the Jereld Kamer, Hulda Westhuis,
COMMERCIAL-^
Harry Kamer, Merlin Timmer.
scene of the ChristineVan Raalte ganizations in the United States. Muskegon negatives.
) ICE MACHINES
RESIDENTIALChapter of the Questers Monday She added that Holland is one of
The runnerup Muskegon team, Carol Kamer, Barbara Kamer.
evening.
> AIR CONDITIONERS
the last organizationsto keep the coached by John Kern had a 16-4 Those who could not attend were
HEAVY SHEET METAL
Specialists in
The group decided to join the fee at $6 a year.
season mark. Holland Christian, Mesdames John Yonker, Henry
WORX
i INDUSTRIAL
CALL
CARBRETORS
National Historical Preservation There was a question of sched- coached by Bratt had a 13-3 over- Cook. Henry Kamer. Miss ClaraCALL
AIR CONDITIONING"MIXE"
-TONY"
Society in Washington.D C. and uling five or six concerts next all mark. Grand Haven's record cina Cook, Miss Patsy Kamer and
EQUIPMENT
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Jean
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YOU
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Electric

Service

instructed the group’s librarian.
Mrs. Glen Klopfensteinto purchase
the book “Greentown Glass” by
Dr. Ruth Herrick of Grand Rapids. It will be added to the chapter's library.
Mrs. Josephine Brent was elected the chapter's new vice president and a discussionwas held on
the afternoon chapter which is
tentativelyplanned. The group
would learn such crafts as rug
hooking, furniturerefinishingand
weaving cane furniture. Anyone interested in joining a chapter of
this type should contact Mrs.
Charles Murrell at EX 6-6336 before

season, and a vote among workers was 9-11; Catholic's5-16 and Fremont's 12-8.
tended to the lesser nurjjber.
Judges for the tourney were
Officers at present are^ftfifefr
president;Peter Prins, vice presi- Professors Lester De Koster, Meldent; Mrs. Arthur C. Yost, secre- vin Berghuis and Walter Terris
tary, and Clarence Jalving, treas- of Calvin college;Robert Smith of
urer. Heading committeesare Hope and John Pruis and De Boer
Mrs.
F. Young, publicity; of Western MichiganUniversity.

W

Prins. membership; Mrs. William
G. Winter, hospitality; Robert
Cavanaugh, nominating.
Division chairmen are Bernice
Bishop. Mrs. Walter Scott. Mr.
and Mrs. Roger Rietberg. Mr. and
Mrs. A. F. Schwarz. Robert Gooding of Ganges. Howard Davis,
Mrs. Louis A 1 e n a of Holland,
Feb. 23.
Mrs. Stanley De Pree. Mrs. WilEach member answered roll call lard Berghorst of Zeeland and Mrs.
by describing the dress in which Lambert Van Heme.t of Grand
she was married and a "Treasure Haven.
Night" was held with each memPersons signing as members
ber bringing one of her treasured have the privilegeof expressing
antiques and telling its history.
preferencesin selectingartists
Co-hostessesfor the evening were next year. These preferences are
Mrs. Lee Tapley and Mrs. Harold followed according to funds availPeerbolt.
able.'
1

A two course lunch
was served. Miss Breumel received many fine gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Peter De Weerd
returned home from a month's

•
• GENERATORS

Linda Kamer.

stay in Florida.
Ronald and Aria Kay Zwiers attended the musical festival held
in Ionia last Saturday. They reWesf Ottawa PTA Groups ceived first and second rating on
their musical numbers.
Meet at Waverly School
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Chulske of
Grand Rapids called on their uncle
The West Ottawa Combine PTA
and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. Leonard
association,composed of schools
Van Ess.
from North Holland, Noordeloos,
Mr. and Mrs. William Nyenhuis
Waverly and part of Beechwood,
left on a few weeks trip to
held a meeting in the Waverly
Florida.
School last Friday evening with
Infant Baptism last Sunday
Louis Van Dyke, president, in
morning was given to Joan Gwen,
charge.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James
The program included selections
Scholten to Linda Lou daughter of
by the King’s Men quartet of HolMr. and Mrs. Harvey Nyenhuis
land and a talk by Supt. Lloyd
and to Cynthia Ann daughter of
Van Raalte of the West Ottawa
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Brower.
Schools. Movies were shown to the
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Dirkse aschildren. Lunch was served by the
sisted their brother and sister, Mr.
North Holland 4-H girls.
and Mrs. Marian Gerritts with
moving to the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Ed Jelsma on 40th Ave.
The young daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. William Aukeman broke her
leg while she was playing out
doors.
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Air Conditioning
We
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Ave.
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512 Graafschap Rd.;

Mrs.
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• STARTERS
• SPEEDOMETERS

PHONE

—

Richard Brink of route
3, Holland, is shown with his four-ytar-old,
135 pound St. Bernard, "Noil" and the
special sJetgh he mode for the dog. On the
tr,

Rodney Brink and
dog-sledding

around the Brink form. Although of impres*
sive site, the dag is os gentle os a kitten,
Brink said, and is an excellent pet. Keeping
the dog fed is a problem, however, since he
eats about 25 pounds of dog food per week.
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CrackerWheeler Motors
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PHONE

EX 4-4000

DURACLEAN
EX 6-8435
an estimate os a
complete cleaning service.
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WATER HEATERS
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VENT DRYERS

LINCOLN

Ph. EX 1.8531

HAROLD
LANGEJANS

CLEAN

NCXT SPRING

WAGNER MOTORS
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STORE

InstallationA Service
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#
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St.

I Discharged Thursday were
Gerald Blood. Kollen Hall: Hannes
Meyers. 38'* Pine St.; Zeeland;
S;dney Bnuma. 31* ''W **--' p.

ROOFING

Edward Spruit. 133 West 14th St.;
Bruce Mannes.. t*uo nap..
Ellen Van Deuxei . 77 East 34th St.!
Mrs. Charles Vander Ven. 307
College Ave.: Kenneth Umbra.
757 Ottawa; Mrs Uwrrnce Udewig, 131 East 29th St.; Mrs.
Henry Haverdink, route 2. Hamitton Mrs. Gus Feensira and
baby. 242 West 17ih St
A ion, Kennvth Dale, was lx>rn
in Holland Hospital nlay to Mr

ALUMINM

nod

EX 2-3394

82 EAST 8TH ST.

FENDT'S
Auto Service

.

A LOT OF DOG

E.

Eaves Troughing

SHEET METAL CO.

17 EAST 8TH ST.

and

G.

Heating

HOLLAND

PHONE EX 6-7983

1

Maude Horning. 424 Central Ave.;
Jay L. Kamphuis, route 2; Glenn|
Lankheet.route 3; Mrs. Fred
Nells. 1019 Lakewood Blvd.; Mrs
Raymond Heavener. 703 Apple
Ave.: Mrs. Bessie Barense. 1561
Center, Zeeland; Mrs. Frank
Smith, 118 Hoffman St., Saugatuck; William Pathuis. 340 East

vi

COPPER DECKING
EAVES TROUGHING
and GUTTERS

DISTRIBUTORS

<v

3 Admitted to Holland Hospital!
Thursday were Mary Eakley, 40
South River Ave.: Mrs. Harold
Eding. route 5; Mrs. Roger Prins,
1200 Beach Dr.; Mrs. Peter At-
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